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JULY 18, 1877.
The following sonnet by the poet Keats is published
American

There was a season when the fabled name
Of high Parnassus and Apollo’s lyre
Seemed terms of excellence to my desire;

b

the

imprest,

importanice

of

weather,

party must

ment, forget history.— Watchman.
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ance of delegates and visitors. But for
the omission of the usual fraternal letter
all

were

Do the Iowa Republicans
prohibition

of

brimful

The

whole

of

pro-

politics

in

the

think that the
South

office-holding

ate

not

and

control

Republican,

and

we

see a notice of

year of work

but

unfavorable

as to the

funds.

“examinations,

especially

winning

General Baptist interests throughout the
world. would. _have.been.represented in of applicants
the - business or the discussions of tle- privileges of
assembly, .
5: bit

desiigH

the

TiioMAs GOADBY.”

SRE

The newconnexion of General Baptists

‘enjoying

the stitution.
Gb 4b 0 ower
4

present, we come

stonesiand told him they were people.

be glory through all the ages;” a voice
rose from the stones,

of

‘place

for

tainly possible, = But the first is not usually beyond one's attainment. The real

discretion, and
people

to

fire of the

It seems tous inevitable

that the great
who read this
Chamberlain’s

speech at Woodstock, ) will feel that while
its author meant to be fair and honorable,

preacher

comes

from

above,

drawn sentences, written in classic

style,

will be left in the study, and in the pulpit a man, redeemed and commissioned

he allowed his personal consciousness of
wrong endured so to disturb the field “of
his vision, as to throw out of it, considerations which are now vital to the great
practical issue;
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le capacity for pur-

ing in the morning twilight of the unending day. Thus may be verified the Wordaof
the prophet—when, as to things earthly,

on the one fruitful vine there shall “belek

humbler means.are-not

cut off from

litle given.

be worth ‘more,

the

privilege of doing each what they dan. A
now

will

parhaps, than twice as

much at ¥ome

future day. None of ys ight
| proud to do a little,if a Tite isto beall toowe

only “ two or. three berries on: the top of. can do. “According to whathe hath”
isthe uppermost branches—at that days all’ the Divine rule, and doing
that prompfly
a of look to his Maker,and _his eyes and
cheerfully is enough.
shall have respect to the Holy

One of Is-

Peabody, D. D." '

/THELORD

by Jesus, will warn, and call, and plead,
and instruct men in such a way that there
will be no inattention,
His hearers will
understand and heed
the truth, and God

making

his reasoning in_consequential, his conclusion. voids-qnd-his
| whole .endeavor unfortunate—yet, 3
suggested, mainly for himself..—Congregationalist.The

will pour out

his blessings,

and

of the

richest kipd.—Christian Intelligencer.
3
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IS VERY PITIFUL.

©

Jupon Bro. Phillips's heart that it seems -

Lact toward a suffering child; howhe had sooner.
show

alleviate its sor-

staunch its wounds; and
rows.

solicitous to

himself . tenderly

They do not view God as charcter-

ized by this sympathizing. tenderness and
pitifulness. They regard him as a physician,

‘who, by long familiarity with suffering, is
able to look upon it without emotion, and
coldly to calculate what remedies are best.
If we choose to see God thus, we shall
perhaps find him thus ; for according to our
faith is he manifested. Nevertheless, he is
what the prophets and. apostles. declare,—
very pitiful. There is in him no indifference to human suffering.. He does not willingly afflict,nor grieve the children of men;
nay, “in all their afflictions he was afflicted.” The tears shed by Christ area part
of the manifestation of God to man.
Tell me, pray,

who

taught

the

mother

pitifulness? Who introduced that wondrous feeling of kindness inte her heart?
Who constituted her in so admirable a way,

that,

though in

all other

might be selfishness

relations

itself, yet

she

in this she

is compelled, as by the instinct of her own

her body apd soul, her wealth, her all,—
.to a conflict with the sorrow of her infant,
to the accomplishnjent of its utmost wel-

far
Through thi§ glass, then, gaze upon
the
fections
of thy God. The pitifulness in the mother’s heart bespeaks a great-

Are there some among us to
whom God has been saying, is now say-

ing, “Separate me now five thousand, or
ten thousand dollars to this work?” Who

have it in their power to give to this India

Mission at once the long needed Training
School, and with it Dr. Phillips and his
family, by supplying the funds for found-ing the school and relieving him from
the necessity of staying here to raise the

money piece-meal?

Hear the callgf the

hour, brethren rich in this world’s goods.

Ten thousand dallars given new may be

worth

more

to

the

cause

thousand put into your
only

when

you

are

then

twenty:

will, to be gotten
dead,

and’ then,

perhaps, only after a fierce fight with
greedy heirs, who will be glad to defeat
your benevolent intentions however clear-

ly expressed.

:

Give now and get the blessing while
you live.
;
THE WOMEN OF WISCONSIN AWAKE.

At the session of the Wisconsin Yearly
Meeting held at New Berlin, June 22, a
Woman’s
Mission
Society was
Mrs, O. D, Augir, of Rochester,

organized.
was chosen

President, and Mrs. O. H. True, of Oakland,
Secretary.

unanimously

The

following

resolutions

were

adopted:

Whereas,
we, the women of the Wisconsin
Yearly Meeting, desire to advance the cause
of Christ in every
possible
way,
theres
fore,
;

pitifulness in.the® heart of .Him who
Iiesolved, 1, That, while we enjoy so many
made her thus. He that made her lips so of the comforts of Christian homes, we will
that gentle and heart affecting accents not forget our duty to our heathen sisters.
their lives
“might-fatl-from-them; is—one that-knoweth{- .2..That. those . who have devoted
er

exquisitely how
to
caress,
to
and to bless.
Where, however,

solace
is the

infant - whose ‘sorrows are .all overtaken
by the selicitude of the parent? . But the

=

In our Foreign work the Biblical Schoo]

| for native preachers is pressing so heavily

like that which fell on Elijah’s altar. It good,to hang in patience, in pity, and in
will kindle the soul when it is sought love, over the cradle of her little one?
hath made her .maternal ear of such
from heaven by intense and .persevering .Who
sensitiveness, that the faintest cry of her
prayer. Then the Bible will begin to babe shall smite piercingly upon'it? Beglow. Then the-needs of sinners will be- hold her! She is wholly dedicated,—her
gin to weigh upon the heart. Then cold- ear, eye, tongue, her hands, her feet,

be

absent from.— We stern Christian Advocate.
mass of intelligent citizens
argument,
(Ex-Governor

be drawn,

Instead of putting a voice into stones,
there are those who turn ‘people into
flint by the way they speak. The only
response they hear is the sigh of relief or
the snore of repose. And the moment
such results come, one of two things are
necessaryto a sincere man. He should
either change his styleor leave the pulpit.
If the first is impossible, the last is cer-

to the conclusion

sensible

venerabil-

ful, but a certain contrast may

that

that the place where they have the control
is a good

‘‘ Amen,

is Beda.” = The legend may not be truth-

a camp-meet-

vanity than

Ahad

Few believe this. Men know what pitiful: likelyto keep him in this couniry six
ness is. They know how a pitiful
parent’ months or a year longer, if it can not he

that those who have charge of that enterprise are more sensational than religious,
aid have more

RI

-

Rodd

one of his scholars led Him to a heap of

velyiold and his eyesight was almost gone,

the remonetization of the old silver dollar
is?— Harper's Weekly.
:
When

he I

Fos

TRAE

rael."—A4. P,

his

will be

whose

PO
*o

Lae,

THE REAL FIRE.
~ There is a beautiful legend told of the
Venerable Bede; that pious and learned
divine of Saxon England. ‘Whenhe was

promote,—

and friends to Bradgate Park, memorable
institution,

;
oO
"ro

It was enough for the aged’ servant of
Jesus Christ. With fiery zeal he preachOur American public school system is
ed the Gospel he loved, speaking as “a
still on trial. The only way to perpetuate
dying man to dying men.” When he
it'is to make it so conspicuously good that ph
ended with thé usual words, “to whom
no one can say aught against it.—Advance.

of a valuable

‘and

“ern Advocate.

all religious com-

designed to

~

go

suits that begin and end -on earth, may
find the soul still advancing on the heavenward career, its evening shado 8 Elow-

Ez. and Chronicle.

policy

praise for their Hebrew and Greek. - But
the Treasurer had to bewail the insufficiency of the resources placed at the
disposal of the college. Notwithstanding
this, which the bad state of trade and the
falling off of the collections will gxplain,the Association resolved to enlarge the
college premises, Jad make increased
accommodation (ofXgBNe sing number

be

The results of nearly

President’s

debate on village

crowded,

Superficial piety and shallow conceptions
never inspire.to great sacrifices or to ldsting Jabors.— Zion's Herald.

Associa-

The students acquitted themselves well in

attend-

from the Freewill Baptists of America,

that the

as the residence of Lady Jane Grey.

their

the

to

Those who predict

ing or of any religious service, announcing
as the chief attraction that ‘‘the celebrated
Rgv.—,” ‘or that ‘Mrs.—, the distinguished revivalist
and platform
orator”

done,

?

large

feature in the

ceedings closed on Friday with the visit
of some hundred or more of the delegates

One

business

an

was reported upon, was Chilwell College.
The report was favorable as to the work

COLLEGE,

very

a new

freshness and“ féivor.

June 28, 1877. ¢

the

transacted brought a

scheme.

full of earnest life, and

services were

...

summer

so far

work and village churches. The devotional,
preaching
and
communion

CORRESPONDENCE.

superb

pronounced

advocacy of the new

and most

The 108th -Annual Association of General Baptists has just closed its sitting at
Leicester.
The central position of the
“town,

be

tion, proved the occasion

To p aint his feelings with sublimest force.

ExG.,

I believe,

preachers,

Essential beauty, perfect excellence,
Ennoble and refine the native glow
The poet feels ; and thence his best resource

CHILWELL

upon one

excellent paper was presented for discussion. The conference of Local or Lay

And Love immortal fills the grateful breast.

ENGLISH

go.to pieces for lack of official manage-'

teachers was

The wonders of all-ruling Providence,
The joys that from celestial’Nlercy flow,

Hh

power of the churches to bear

to any purpose.— Church Journal.

cause they

Then vanish all the affections dear in youth

.

Katy

read! and deed into sweet captivity to the law
of Christ.— Daniel Wise, D. D., in’ West-

to

‘elegant

But when the page of everlasting Truth

EE

i

Fit

ya Christian with a conventional or tion, faith and ‘trust, may still b

promises have been disastrous to the very

Therefore a youthful bard I may not blame.
Has on the attentive mind its force

NOTES AND QUOTES.

quite anpther thing to teach him

The annual meeting was one of the best
ever held.
i
|, The
conference of
Sunday-school

BONNET.

for the first time in an article on that poet's
relatives in Harper's for August:

EXOHANGE

successful. The Rev. J. Clifford is largely
the promoter of this movement of unification, and is now Secretary of the united
society ; and very much of the success
achieved is due to his persistent and

i

The Morning Star,
.

;

STAR, BOSTON AND

of throwing: all the district societies into
one great society and bringing the whole
must,

page of

;

>

MORNING

point and and enterprise for a given time,

if paid strictly

See the 8th

yt

:
;
the Home Missionary meeting additional
is equally clear that he who would posOne great want of the hour is énthusiasm
interest was felt, owing to the fact that
| #egé a strpng, robust character must per_in
the
mindstry.—
Christian
Intelligencer.
|
the first year's working of the unification4
is easy to teach a child to read. It is] iit By faith to lead every thought, word
scheme would be considered. The plan

To whom all letters on-business, remittances of mon=
ey, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

bs

-
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| beSmosecured
tiectns
wen return toto Italy.
raise WillAt | edge.—Golden
uid 4 often
before his desirds
a cheek to, and,
re- | ascendents’
Rule. burdened with knowl.fj } other eviliis
the
: finallyfirst
‘a strangulation
of his iffaith.
shall be ‘no and
longer’
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| doubt, I imagine, that the whole of the

STAR.
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THE

ISSUED BY THE
b
r

a

to the conversion of the heathen in India, especially those engaged tn Zenava work, have
our earnest prayers and hearty sympathy.
3. That we are also deeply interested in the
work of our Missionaries and teacHers among

Molly Maguirism has: afforded the most
may be said to be slowly ‘but surely
BEREA COLLEGE
. EDUCATION FOR HEAVEN.kdevopa bmn: ‘believer has no experience or suffering,| the Freedmen.
remarkable —iHustrationthis-comTag
growing
in numbers and. increasing in
“4. That we will endeavor to interest the
tT God educates
mery
Us Tor hinisel; teaches great or slight; common or peculiar, for
of this Yearly Meeting in: this good
yet seen of the absurdity
influence and power.” The comparatively
us how to love him by teaching us first which there is not some gentle word of ‘Women
of the position
Another year of study in" Berea College
God, with a medicinal virtue only limited cause, and, wherever it is possible, will solicit
occupied by the opponents of capital punlimited area wherein the churches of the closed list Wednesday.
funds
to
replenish our Mission preaching.
how to love our brother. : All true love by his want of faith.— Moravian.
It will be pleas5. That we will enter upon this work immeconnexion at present are’ planted is un- ant to all interested in the education of ishment. Here is an order in the heart educates us for héfveén,
id
Fhedoveof natdiately, and prosecute it perseveringly.
favorable to more rapid development. the colored people, as well as the whites in ofone of the richest States of the Unioa flees is a nascent piety:
ight in
THE BLISS MONUMENT.
HELP FOR THE SANTALS,
that punishes with death any one who disThe General Baptists who moye away to the South, to be assured that the Com‘God's sky and land, bis ocean and mountA correspondent sends us an account of

Colony, New
always

Zealand

lost: to

the

.r Australia

mencement

are

denomination,

and

even towns like Manchester, Liverpool
and Bristol absorb in other . churches
strength which especially belongs to the
new connexion of General Baptists.
So
far as I know there is no General Baptist
church in Canada, or in ‘any of the English

on

About

such as to

portion
colored

=

3.
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York. -

the

dollars;

be

building,and
out of debt,
in friendship
we are kind-

slavery

still

pupils do not

Rights

bill

reigns:

in all places

heartily

Our
find the

maintained.

is to be expected.

Society

is

I want to add, Northern people need not
fear violence or disturbance here. A considerable number of our citizens here are
those who came from the North. Nineteen

Giles

hold

thousand

twentieths of those who are here,

are—-in

favor of free institutions and in sympathy
with our work."
JonN G. Fee.
|

HY

RIESE
TOO

WS

NAT
SE

ST

Property in it on behalf of the Association.
An excellent” paper which battles in a
At the Foreign Missionary meeting the
dashing and attractive
way against intemRev. J. Wall and Signor Grassi from
perance gives too much prominence to an
Rome were present and pleaded for aid ‘individual name. This is a very common
invthe conipletion of their chapel in the mistake, and one which invariably reacts

Eternal city.

Signor

Italian, but a printed
5 cents.»

to

nd-dolara—}

Me ‘will yet set up his kingdom.

was prevented

and

pro-

ndt-regenerated in a day; but time isa
great teacher, and God is a great worker.

of Trustegs was appointed to superintend
publication

by

Well, this

W. B,
elected

The Rev. C. Clark of Ashby-

Grassi

spoke

translation

of

in

gave great interest to

his address.

Wall as before, told with much
Rome.

is

later.

Adam

was

Mr,

was not safe to tle to. Institutions are
greater than men, and more enduring.
“My newspaper” is never much of a news-

straight-

There

sooner or

avery good man oncejn his time, but he

forwardness [and simplicity what were
difficulties and prospects of evangelistic
work in Italy and

disastrously,

his

tpeech and his elegant dramatic action,

né

obeys its

rules.

Now

let the State abolish

capital punishment and we have

of laws ‘among

miners.

The New
taxes

are

York
paid

Tribune

to

ness goes up

sunrises

the

to heaven.

The

love for

heaven, for books, for children, for
friends,leads up toward God. Every patient watching by the bedside of those we
love teaches the heart something. Every
tear dropped on a

step

toward

fiiend’s grave is another

heaven.

Every

gemerous

effort to do right; every noble struggle
against evil ; every warm throb of love
for what is good, true, fair; every patriotic and courageous act of devotion to our

country, are clothingaus with a house
‘from heaven. Thesé
may, indeed, be

oily tents to live in till ‘we

churches 'for the 1 promised land: but we know

reach the

that when

moral and religious education of the city, ; these are struck and folded we have a
and the general protection of social order building of God,a higher love waiting us
God, who proand of property throughout the city.’ That beyond the veil of time.
looks to us like a good -showing: “ Nobody ‘vides the tent for us here, will provide the
is harmed,

and everybody

‘house there. He who gives us inthis
life all the wonders and beauties of natfor the ure, all the lessons of truth, all the opporby

is benefited,

this form of voluntary-taxation
As well tax the court-house
public good.
as the

tunities of action

and

endeavor,

all

the

helps of frendship, all the charm of love,
next time, some superserviceable advocate the nobleness of life and pathos of death,
of utter secularism bewailing the fact that twill provide for us better things beyond,
the secular authorities have not seen fit to “which eye hath not seen. nor ear heard.”
church.

We

shall

expect

to

hear

impose a tax on the churches’ contributions
to Home Missionary societies.— Advance.
ob
+4
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RUGGED OHRISTIAN CHARACTER,
In this age of softness, self-indulgence
and marvelous material de velopment, we
ean-only-aequirerobust-character by join=1
ing to a clear faith a deep insight into the
exceeding breadth of Christ's requirements. We must be willing to test every
conventional opinion and practice

by the

moral principles of the gospel. Whatever they condemn we must resolutely

—dJ. I. Clarke.

;

4-0-0
+o

COMING TO ONE'S SELF.

|!

If I come to myself, I must needs have
an aim and a career for myself, for
rmy soul, for that which is the seat of
principle, -affection

and

character;

and

what is that aim, that career;
what can.
it be, other than growth. in goodness, the
perfecting of character, progsess in devo-

tiqn, love, charity, in all the graces of the

{Christian spirit and life? This is the only

‘career which is not self-limited, the only
‘aim

which I can pursue

while

the exercises
in
connection
with the
unveiling of the monument to the late Mr.
and Mrs. P. P. Bliss, in Rome, Pa., last

When Dr. Phillips and party

left

for home

at the beginning of 1875, a flourishing Santal
interest had been started at Bhimpore and a
young church
gathered numbering
nearly
week.
It arrives just as we are going to eighty members which was rapidly increase
ing. Their return home took three earnest
press, so that we can use only an abbrevilaborers from the work—the whole force, in
ated form of the report.
The monument
fact, except a few mative helpers who can
was erected by the Sunday-schools of the work just in proportion us they are led on by
country, and preceding the dedication strong hands and earnest hearts.
When the missionaries left one-fourth of the
were devotional exercises, including the
church went also to seek employment elsesinging of some of Mr. Bliss’s best hymns,
where, and from time to time others, driven
by the force of poverty, have followed.
When
and addresses by various persons, among
we
told the
converts their pastor would
whom were Mr. Moody, Mi. Sankey, and be
back in two years and a half they looked
Major Whittle.
Mr. Moody presented the
blank. Two years anda half seemed almost
forever.
Lately the
time has been fixed.
two orphaned children of Mr. Bliss to the
Next cold season they will return avith others
audience, and dedicated them to God in
to help them:
This has cheered their hearts
and brought life and hope to their eyes.
touching language.
Our
correspondent
Again a*good proportion of our teachers,
continues:
there are over fifty of them, seemed w long
time ago on the point of becoming Christiang.And now comes thé unveiling of the
.monument by Mr. Moody.
It is about 22 It,is sad to see them rise at our teachers’ conventions and one afier another say, ¢ I used to
feet high, and cost $1800.
It is suitable
feel more interested in this matter than I do
inscribed.
On one Side is, ‘P. I. Bliss,
now.
[I haven’t courage.
I haven't hope. I
born in Clearfield Co., Pa, July 9, 1838.
used to pray but. I do not now so often.”
Why
Lucy Young Bliss was born in Bradford
is this? Simply because the work that was
Co., Pa., March 14, 1841..
On the front we
commenced so hopefully is stopped.
To-day the suggestion comes that possibly
find inserted the passage in Ps. 119:51.
it may be best to detain the auticipated re-en¢¢/Thy statutes have been my songs in the
forcement
for another year; and even it may
house of my pilgrimage,” and above. this
best that Bro. Phillips and party remain!
inscription is a harp with the name Bliss be
We can not see it in tk
ght at all. The peupon
it, and under these are words—
riod of their absence, with reference to their
“THEIR NAME SHALL LIVE.” On yet an- Santal work, has seemed to me an age. We
other side is this inscription—* Erected by have and ought to hold on with hope and
the Sunday-schools of the United States courage and do our best to avoid disaster—
and Great Britain--Author of ¢ Hold the but to add a full year to this long period of anxious waiting is too much,
My mind does not
Fort’ and other Gospel Hymns.”
Their
it with anything of hope or courage.
sad fateis likewise described.
It is nota grasp
The times are hard no doubt, but our force
military hero, nor a distinguished states— in the field is comparatively small. A strong
man whose names are here
d sacred;
anu united effort on the part of our friends at
but the humble followers---thf
true diciples home will give us our old and valued friends *
back again with a force of new laborers. The
of Jesus.
They humbled tRemselves and
interests of the Santal work are trembling in
God saw fit to exalt them,gand in théir
the balance, and
if we would save what we
death they have done more thauin all their
have already gained, there must be no delay
life.
And this monument is
hh more
in sending help.
than a speechless-memento-ofthe-deadr—It-{- “Donot let us be disappointed.
is a living, lasting memento of Christian
0. R.. BACHELER.
faith. It noiselessly and yet daily gives
Midnapore, May 24, 1877.
testimony for Christ, and speaks forth in
WOMAN'S WORK IN THE N. H. Y. M.
unmistakable language the faith of the
The Woman's Mission Meeting held in .con-

contributors.---J. w. H.

nection with the New Hampshire

54-0-4-4
404+

life lasts.

Y.

M. was

full of interest and cheer throughout.
The
unusual attendance and eagerness to learn
more of the nature of the Work were expressive of a deepening sympathy in the cuuse.
The report of the Dist. Sec. showed general’
receipts and disbursements as follows :

MISSION WORE.
Let me enter on the most desirable earthly career that can open before my ambiCONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN,
must as resolutely perform. The sacri- tion, if my days upon earth be not premaSR
fices and self-denial involved in bringing turely cut off before, probably long before
‘BIS
DAT
QUI
CiTO DAT.”
forth these fruits of faith would be as they terminate, I shall have reached my
Amount paid Treasurer from N. H'., $370.92.
‘ultimate goal; T shall have exhausted the
“He gives twice who gives quickly,» Whole amount rec’d during financial
toughening to the moral fiber, as invigor-: possibilities of ‘my position ; I shall have
year,
1269.64, Paid for support of Mary
Bachelor,
ating to the will as were the perils of passed the clithiix ‘of my enjoyment of says the old Roman proverb, and itis Zenana teacher
in
India,
$150.00.
Aid
for
martyrdom in" past ages. We have no whatever it can give me; I shall see my- often forcibly illustrated in the experience colored girls at Harper’s Ferry, and salary of
if not displaced, surpassed by ‘young- of our Benevolent Societies. Many per- Miss Brackett among them, $500.00. doubt that a man who can go through lerself,rivals
. The Secretary urged upon those present the
; and the best that I can hope is a
modern life thus unpolluted by “specious (quiet and not -unhonored decline, anda sons intendto give for specific objects in importance of giving freely of money, time,
labor and
prayer to this important
modern immoralities would be capahle iclose gracefully rounded off. More prob- connection with the work of these socie- mission. Sheearnest
also expressed the hope that goties,
but
by
delaying
to
do
i
t
at
once
the
ing
fram
the
Y. M. to their respective churchL of doing a “martyrs duty, —inasmueh as ‘ably the decline will be reluctant, with
es theg#Should each-feel that they: have somenbthing les# than a faith strong and clear the painful feeling of being thrust aside, “occasion passes by and the opportunity thing to do to help
carry on the woman's work
and with retrospective longings for what to do a needed and valuable service®is in India and the South.
:
enough to realize and appreciate the in- has gone from me irrevochbly. Such a
A
few churches reported an interest in the
visible, can achieve such a vigtory. ~ And, ycareer, indded, I must have, as a citizen gone, past recalling. For instance, just work through ladies’ and children’s
societies.
Sincerely hope the number may be greatly:
as we have seen, such faith was the root of this world, and if I live long enough, I now in our Home Mission Department We
increased during the coming year.
there
is
a
special
call
in
favor
of
the.
”
-must step aside from it before I die, All
of the martyr’s rugged character.
' Miss Julia Phillips in her earnest way deepthe more, therefore, do I need a career in Girls’ Boarding Hall at: Harper's Ferry,
ly
impressed us with the necessity of woman’s
Tet no aspirant to exalted Christian which the lapse of years will not arrest spoken of last week. Now is evidently work
in India, and the increasing demand for
character deceive himself by supposing me—which I may pursue even the more the time to do for that.. The" call -has Christian teachers to do Zenana work among
women’ shut in from the light df the world
that he can attain that prize by any com- more vigorously when heavier burdens gone forth. Letevery one who has been the
and knowledge of Christ. She touchingly appromise with the worldly spirit of the are laid on my patience and my cheerful saying for a long time, ‘I must
to the sisters to see that the money be
do some- pealed
trust. The growth of character need not
not wanting to send out at least
refuse to do;

age.

whatever

they

require

we

True faith must find free develop-

a

college,

or ever will be until ego subsides
off, balloon fashion.— Interior.

or floats

from the haman soul.

of

his

takes them up to himself, and our tender-

church

‘ment in Christian morality or die. Iv is
under a law which requires it to bloom
into love for God and man; that is, to
utterly extirpate the rule of selfishness

paper, or ‘‘my college” much

flowers,

Qiverof it all. He sends us little chilren to teach our. hearts tenderness; he

says Jthat “no

property in that city.” Now let us turn
this fact about and look it in the face. The
first feature of it is this, that religiously
and otherwise benevolently disposed persons have voluntarily taxed themselves, to
the amount of one hundred and thirty-seven

stars and

and sunsets, educates us to love him

confinement
defy the law.
to determine
when justice
fight” against
assassin.—XN.

on $137,000,000 6f

willlion dollars, to build

ains, his

two sets

It is death

disobey the lawless.
It is
only for the bloodiest, who
It requires: no philosophy
which will be most powerful
has no sword with which to
the deadly weapons of the
Y. Observer.
;

be reverted, or suspended,

or

retarded,

How clear then it

by any earthly vicissitude. It ripens in the
late autumn. It mellows under the frosts
of the declining life-year.
When the
steps become feeble, and the memory
treacherous, and the active powers the

is that every conscious compromise made

of God and man, submission and resigna-

¥

Pd

mere shadow of what they were, the love

thing for Storer College” bit has been

waiting untilhe might be able, or believe
himself to be able to do something noteworthy, something “worth while,” let
every such one, and every other one come
to the front now.

every

one

can

The:

help

plan is such

according

L

~

.s

) each.
age OU

large

ly treated every where, all are not converts
to our sentiments. The proscriptive spirit

ed nearly peady for the press, and a body
- the

the

sides these a grammar school
a Recitation Hall.
We are
at peace with ourselves, and
with those around us. While

igenct
otiy

NEW

well filled,

‘of “whom ‘were white
people,
interspersed here and there all

place is the college and the one church.
Our teachers find pleasant associations. We
have a good faculty, five Professors and
six lady teachers.
We have good college
buildings, two -large dormitories which

evoted

G

quite a number

sold in the
village, and allis quiet and
orderly.
The dominant influence of the

de-la-zouch was chosen President of the

pay in
ce pay

surprise

been on us for good,
we have here between three and four
hundred acres of land , of which the college
grounds constitute a part. No whiskey is

place of Thomas IIill,Esq.,of Nottingham,

who

“of

through
the congregation.
The
whole
assembly was ‘orderly
‘beyond
what is
usual.
We could but feel that God was in
it all.
Surely the hand of our God has

ofa new’ body of Trustees for a new
Hymn Book,as well as the election
of a
President for the Association.
With
very considerable unanimity and entirely
unbroken kindliness and good feeling the
whole of the business was transacted.
In place of the Rev. J. C. Pike, who died
last year, the Rev. W. Hill, formerly
missionary in Orissa, was elected Sec.
of the Foreign Missionary Society. In

Hester of Sheffield,

slaveholders;

people, and was

The

in place of the Rev.

on

the erection of the spacious Tabernacle in
which they were comfortably seated. The
building will seat nearly two thousand

election of a new Treasurer ; the formation

Association

present

elicit expressions

from former

Building Fund had employed its capital
of three or four thousand pounds, aud was
expecting soon tohave that capital augmented to £5,000, The general tone of
the reports from the churches, and of the
reports of the societies was hopeful and
encouraging. The denomination is plainly
growing and doing useful work, but |
pace of increase and development is, as
have said; slow.
The business of the Association included the election of a new Secretary for
the Foreign Missionary
Society; the

Treasurer.

;—was

of whom
were
present, and almost all
contributed money to defray expenses of

added by baptism during the year, About
£800 had been collected and subscribed
for the. College, £500 for the Home Mis—
sionary Society, $3,400 for the Orissa, Mis-

who died sbon after Mr. Pike,
Jembridge, Esq., of Ripley, was

evening

livered by young colored men.
The ‘style
of delivery, and quality of thought were

1400 have been

sion, and a few hundred for Rome.

Tuesday

elegance of style, and
force of delivery.
Of orations there were some thirteen, and
seven essays; of the orations six were de-

in many large towns the denominatien is
entirely unrepresented.
The total number of members reported this year is 24,“631; and the total number of churches in

175:

surpassed in interest

Wednesday, and pronounced the orations
and essays as excelling in vigor of thought,

colonies ; and in many parts of England

England,

Exercises

and excellence all that have preceded.
Dr. Haywood, of Louisville, Ky., made
the address before the Literary Societies

Ld

the west or north of lugland, or to Cape

that

to his

two
ries in the coming autumn.
Others followed with encouraging

missiona-

remarks,

and $15.00 was raised for the society before
the
Y. M. closed.
Si
We trust that the good seed sown will take

dgep root, spring up, and bear an abundant
harvest for needy souls now perishing for the

bread of life.
CLARA E. DEXTER,
Georgiaville, R. I., July b.

Sec. pro tem.

arena

:

of kindred faith and church
(4) The messen- | qonominations

gers of the council were sent to reaffirm | lity, . Several Methodist denominations
salem, in which this question was discuss- the
statements of ‘the letter. See other | pave become united, and not a few of the
and
bas
*
Barna
and
ed and settled. Paul
reasons
above. (5) “It seems good to | Preshyterian bodies have come together.
certain other of them™ went up from AnAl
EL)
¥en
*
.
3
.
the
Holy
Ghost and to us. Here 158 | The main body of the Baptists, on the
tioch, called together the church, and claim for inspiration.
The inspiration was | other hand, seem to be bent on widening
probably all the apostles, and so instituted
given to the minds of the apostles. The | je distance between themselves and the
the council.
text means that the council, under the | yest of the Christian world. Meanwhi'e,
92. A. DELEGATION SENT TO ANTIOCH.
guidance of fie ‘Holy Spirit, concluded to | (he Protestant Baptists, that is, the Bap(1) * Then pleased it the apostles and
elders, with

the whole

church,

to

that was the will of the Spirit which they, | have felt the necessity of drawing
seeking for its enlightment,

judgment

counsel

except

* the whole

church” “pleased” do decide what should
be done. (2) The men chosen t{o represent at Antioch, and to report the ‘eouncil,

.

o

fered to idols” were supposed

to partake

vanus (2 Cor. 1:19) are the same; the
They
former a contraction of the latter.

i

were men of influence and
hence ~ are called *¢ chief
. probably, were prominent
church. Verse 32.
, 23,. Tae LETTER oF

character, ard
They,
men.”
workers in the
THE COUNCIL.

"| ‘The “introduction of this first apostolic
epistle contains the address and the salutation.

The letter was sent

tiles in

Amtioch,

to the

in direct contrast with

the

the

cost or passover, no

and

nence

:

The letter was sent to churches

.. besides. that at Antioeb, because this same

Anti-

The name of the coun-

tries, ¢¢ Syria and . €llicia,”is put for all
the churches that had sprung up in those

"places.

Cilicia lies on the northern shore,

at the eastern end of the shore of the Med-

“jterranean.

Tarsus,

birthplace

the

of

. Paul, was one of its cities.

24,
8.

THE ORIGIN OF THE CONTROVER(1) * Certain which went out from

absti- | obscure town,

from association with sinners, are | viz’, 1st.

These

the assembly

41, 42.”

Jewish

of

believers, and

church,

reported

when it honestly and

Toney came Bradually into the light

How
and knowledge of the gospel.
« much more, then, were the "lay members of the church in the dark, and how

o&

was opened, was

trouble over it ,to arise. . The word
_*¢ troubled ” is rendered more accurately,

¢ perplexed;” * perplexed” them with
doubts and queries, which robbed their
_minds.of peace. *‘‘Subverting your souls”
means * distutbing or confusing your
souls.” (8) ‘Saying, ye must be cir.
-camcised, and
gave no such
see the ercor
They did not

keep the law ; to whom we
Here we
commandment.”
of these Jewish converts.
consalt with their religious

teachers on this matter.

Now

in

favor

after

of

draw-

restricted

call,

proceeds

to

say

that

‘‘the

The author

says:

“The

antice-

are enumerated in their nataral and neces-

sary order: 1. They received the word of

distribution of gifts.

2nd.

Faith, Baptism,
Instruction
and

P
5
4bey
that
.

his own argument,

he

.
service

; a

pos

ic

ree
of . God

ti, rel

hold

directly

its

present

organization,

walk together, and assist each
all the common concerns of the

of Christ:”

“and

to

at which

AL

-

yet

other in
kingdom
it was

| voucan holda sort of experience meeting

we have | without letting them know

the Scriptures as an authority ; then they

enjoys anything in nature?
«Jf discerning the Lord's

:

doing.
v

what you: are

of

three

quarters

of

9

an
teachings,
Eepiine

Saviout's

«ft =
£0
srry
| Ld

t

neyem

Aly

t
J
i
“J

‘~

¢
8

£

and

It is permeated through

children of men.

88

: In Tush

a8 good

+

deep within.

she tru

h of

4

darkness
|

is

died -in. vain,” and

than |* po

;

great,

is. holy,

i

C

is.

Christ has

of

Christian: _loveand

Se

-

salar

~~

this. dirknessSS ?{| Ye ‘comes 80of

why

:

8

bE

.

.

God

joy are unmeaning sounds.~

have

more

loved and served the creature

that

beautiful in merey ; for you

has

5540 CEANgEd TNO 4 jie; any mew

as our High

i
priest and intercessor, standsY ever ready
to present our offerings to the Father,and
plead for us before the justice bar. No
taste of heavenly bliss in disinterested
| ove and unselfish acts of kindness
# 1t is nothing
to you who ave fall-of

of ve sos Jb pooyen Sirs ou)

gospel

I

gratitude to Jesus

that he died for us, and now,

for God. Their assumptions bave been
flaunted : before Athe world as the: living oracles of ‘God. They have deceived many.
The mischief has been wide-spread.
‘The leprosy has struck

No

if
If thive eye be evil
ry
passionsah reign within,

evil eye.”
the Creatof, who is God over all, and the
aw
ant
.
blessed forever." Mere. convenience, Per- | pace. - malignant

3

sonal interests, and self-will have held |e pride, envy and bitter reelings from
SE
* Humansi] philosophy
dominant sway.
b
E
scorn and hate fill the bosom, if sell be
has been substituted for spiritual wisdom | 4@ only God, and nothing valued but

and understanding

Christ ; and the perfection ©

3

n sys-

all must be dark, dark—** thy whele body

rather than

shall be full of darkness.” And4#his darkpessis not passive, affecting its imme-

i
:

diate subject only, but casts an influence
of power, as represented by the mythelogical “evil eye.” It looks a ‘‘ witherconfound
the wise, and ‘the weak things ing blight” over earth's fairest scenes,
of the world to confound the things which and throws a ‘black shadow” over
are mighty, and base things of the world every fellow
traveler's path. * For this
and things which are despised, hath God deadening inflaenoe, ©- sinner, thou art
chosen, yea, and things which are not, responsible,as well as for the loss of thine
d
to bring to naught things that are, that own soul !
po flesh should glory in his presence.”
But how many of God's professed. chil-

!
t
$
t

tems

has

been

relied

upon

the power of God.

would

:

C

Ni
"
what ministers
to selfish enjoyment,
then

e: mysteries

™

We have gloried too much in men and
have forgotten too often that * God has
chosen the foolish thingsof the world to

Thus Christ has been

too little the ob-

ject of our faith.
[ apprehend that God

five

of the Chris-

But he says,

body

a

million, and become a power in the
country; but seattered and unorganized as

probably inost close communion

:

1

tiate:.

ti

.

:

and through with this leaven of a semiinfidelity.
Men
to speak
‘
no have assumed
y

requires

these things, then he who eats and drinks

As but little scems to have

denomination

this

dren can say m truth,

is bringing bis

people back somewhat to the good old
ways from which they have departed. As

scepter is evidently being

£
8

1
I

‘“ My eye is sin-

t

gle, and my whole body is fall of light ™
How many have the faith that overcometh the world,” and can claim the prom-

I
«
N

x

Jobm 15:7, * Ye shall ask what ye

ie,

will and it shall be done”? This explains
the power of prayer, but mark the clause
prefixed: * If ye abide in me "—if your
eye be single. Arg your prayers hinder-

ed, do your efforts seem

vain in the spir-

ises, but look within for

the

t

t

itnal vineyard ? Accuse not God foolishly, he is not slack concerning his prom-

of which I have spoken. That spirit is far
less deminant {0-day than for years past,

Its

A

broken.

cause.

Re-

«« He that hasteth to be rich hath
Its days are fast being numbered. God's Ey
eye,” ‘It any man love the
evil
an
people are getting nearer as Christ beworld, (i. e. idolatrously), the love of the
comes dearer. They begin to see eye to Father is not. in him.” * Let all bittereye, as God is bringing again the captiv- ness, and wrath, and anger, ‘and clamor,
you,
ity of Zion, and to recognize each other and evil speaking, be put away from
with

They

family.

as members of the same

malice,—and

all’

walk

in

love.”

thyself by such Scripture

Canst thou try

are on speaking terms, and can actually passages as these, and find no remaing of
shake hands over the lowering walls of the darkness occasioned by the ‘‘eye being
Supper.
It avails nothing that we have
pos- | evil 27_1f thou canst not, "humble thyself
When we return-to-the
a
been blessed at those seasons with the feel- | division. faith unfeignéd, a faith which before God, till, cleansed by the offering
a
of
session
that, ¢ speaketh better things than the
ing that the Master was with us. at the
groweth exceedingly, which becomes the blood of Abel,” thou canst ask according
us
to
known
himself
made
has
table, ahd
vict ory that overcomes the world, which to his will. ¢* And this is the confidence
in the breaking of bread, it was all a never doubts God,but which fully believes we have in him, that if we ask anything
delusion, we have failed to discern the that he is both willing and able to do all according to his will, he heareth us. And
Lord’s body, for our author still further that he has promised to perform ;—then if we know that he hear us, whatsoever
says that these five prerequisites to the will our power for good be multiplied a we ask, we know that we have the pe\itions that we desired of him.”
right - observance of the Supper, ‘‘are hundred-fold. Our testimony will be be8. 8. C.
Lord's
the
discerning
to
prerequisite
lieved, and people shall flock to the
The genuineand universal sympathies
body” and yet he says ‘he who remains courts of the Lord’s house,like clouds, and
which were characteristic of the Jate. John
unbaptized gives no evidence that he like doves to their windows.
:
S. C. Abbott are well illustrated by Ly:
discerns the Lord’s body.”
Surely, we need a ‘mightier faith asa
There are five senses common to the huus a man Abbott in the Christian Union:
within
denomination, - begetting
If you walked with him from his house
man racewhich are prerequisite to the full broader and
we
if
charity,
a deeper
the post-ofice you would see the lato
,
Sight,
viz.,
world
natgral
the
enjoyment of
would contribte largely ta the fing! conoring men upon the street stop to touch
Smell, Taste, Feeling and Hearing. Does summation of the gospel’s triumph. Unheir hats to him, and he would often
the deaf man give no evidence that he der the mighty influence of sucha faith stop to put to them a personal inquiry

discovered that “Baptists do not receive
any as church members who have not
been baptized by immersion, though they
extend fellowship and communion to all
who livein newngss of life. The Chris-

ship.”

superstition,

y

— | +

to os

cast in this mold..

been without them eats and-trinks condemnalast half eentury towards tion to himself, and he who bids a false
the
for
done
teaching is to stop when you have doue.
completing the work of organic union teacher good speed shares in His evil
But when you bave finished touching
these two bodies, they have each deeds.” Therefore we -who invite unlightly a lesson that you can not adapt between
the Lord's
labored side by side frateynally, and yet immersed . persons , to
very well to your class, then comes one
organizations. We would do {able become partakers of their non-disdistinct
as
of: your golden opportunities. Find out well, after so long a delay, lo begin anew
cernment of the Lord’s body, and thereby
where your pupils live. Find out what, the work of our fathers. °
destroy the Supper of the Lord, and
are their purposes, their pursuits, their
space
which
transform it into an ecclesiastical Supper.
There are other bodief,
affections, their difficulties, their temptadocholding
herve,
Our author does not destroy the Supmention
to
us
tions. Get inside. If you are already in- forbids
Free
by
held
those
like
ofgopen communion and Pedobaptisi
per
nearly
very
trines
| timate with; them, and if they bave already
a
form
alone, but : places some and
would
churches
if united
| shown the beginnings of better things; Baptists, which
of good

Indian

plified in our’own times.

ie

interpretation has been

tian system, it can be observed only in
the Lord’s appointed way. Change one
essential feature and it ceasesto be the
Lord's Supper.” It follows from this
tha we who practice open communion
do not and never did celebrate the Lord's

subject it is not sufficient to break fellaw-

One of the fundamental rules

gard of
ai:

same {radition tesohigg?
embodies a truth
1 dail found in
ar Savionts

| our
COE
whick itis

biblical

faith and order are invited to unite their
prayers with ours.”
:
But our author further says: ‘‘Since

In 1820, a similar conference

was heldin New York,

MP Ap Mpegs

disorders. Much of ont theological traid- | Gog and his unparalleled goodness to the

ing

order, from participating in the exercises

the Supper is an exponent

skill

“IF THINE EYE BE EVIL."

I
accomplish

that

ie

Aon

of the

of the prayer meeting, for if the first

in the

many other things
that liave eome to |
:
:
:
concise, but it covers a large field.
|
Sit
Fo
bave a placein the religious beliefs of
Th
RHE
:
eae
.
Thy whole body shall be full of darkthe sects, that haye no warrant for their, ness”
No
room
fo "a
|
h
(
ray
ay .
luavens
iB J0r3 JY vy
:
Qur
existence anywhere in the Bible.
sunlight, by which the soul may see and
allie,
2
.
;
nt
unbelief is the fountain-head of all these count her mercies.
a of
5.) No joy 8at thourht
¢

debar any one who has not followed
in the chromological,natural and necessary
|

¥
enabled

were

in the

apostles.” Whether the duty performed
in relationto those meetings was taking
an active part, or simply attending and
uniting - silently in the prayers of the
apostles, he does not say. And it makes no
difference. But I conclude, that to be congisten with

** According to your faith be

theory, that they were warranted in extragic
secting what
we may not expeet? Or |

Fellowship.” But our author in his exposition of the 42 verse defines ‘‘prayers”
meetings

mighty
to handle

always in ourselves.
;
We read in traditionary Indian legends
Who says that the promises and the
of the marvelously fearful powers of the
grace given to the Apostles were intend« Evil Eye;” but pass it by as a myth of
ed only for them? Whence comes the’ savage life. Yet, though clothed in the

five prerequisites to the right observance

as meaning the ‘prayer

who are

fully the word of righteousness, having
their segyses exercised to discern good
and evil. The Lord wultiply their number a thousand fold, and a thousand fold
increase their spiritual power and efficiency.

never straightened in God. If at all, it is

There are therefore

of the Supper, viz.,
Church
membership,

to become

Scriptures, and

it unto vou,” is the condition in all the
realm of God's kingdom. Our achiev.
ments in Christian effort ave circumseribed only by the limit of our faith, We are

Gogalmto
their hearts. 2. They were baptized
.J8¥ They became church members. 4.
They applied themselves to the apostoti]
5.5. They applied themselves
teaching.
to the fellowship of the church which
consisted (according to the view of all
good interpreters) in the presentation and

seeks to know the will of God. It should
also show us the spirit in ‘which churches
It was inevitable, however, that this ‘natnow
should come together for consultater be presented for settlement. The tion. These disciples met in a spirit of tians receive all as church members who
themselves
not
apostles, at the first, did
docility. ‘We ought also to see whata debt give evidence that they have passed,
have a clear idea of the relation of Jewwe owe to that council, and to God, who, from death unto life. Found no particular
ish customs to the Christian way of salvaby-ity delivered is frqu Jewish burdens.

sure, wherf the question

GILMAN.

dent quahfications of those whe devete
themselves to its systematic observance

what was advised.
The letter was
read by the messengers to ‘the church. new one if he chose; that there should be
The effect was that they ¢“ rejoiced for the no strife about a written creed, or final
:
The Greek word translat- perseverance,
consolation.”
Protestant
of
score
a
half
yet
is
There
ed consolation is of the same root as
ions, differing scarcely
that translated ¢ Comforter,” in John Baptist denominat
which came together.
two
the
than
more
reads
Bible
his
Luther}in
Hence
14:16.
spirit with those of 29
like
of
men
Could
« for the comfort.” De Wette is clearer,
little doubt similar
is
there
’77,
in
meet
”
thus, ¢¢ for the tranquilizing assurance.
conference.
their
attend
would
results
is
what
shows
best
meaning
This last
The letter assured the Gentiles
meant.
In 1818, after a. friendly conference,
soluhappy
held in New Hampshire, between certain
and the whole church, that a
reached.
been
had
problem
the
of
tion
Freewill Baptist brethren and those called
Had the attempt to fasten Jewish ordi- Christians, it was agreed that each body

-ignorant of the changes that Christ was to
effect. (2) They made trouble at Antiock.

tion.

M.

requisite qualifications for the proper
reception of the Lord's Supper are catalogued in chronological order in Acts 2:

points,

denomination,

of

H.

!

7

in which the author,

inferences

within

an

in

meet

COMMUNION:
Os

are destined

|
Read the words of Jesus in Matt, 4:33:
a
;
:
:
|
adever
Neitherau. Cbrist
vanced
such noriden. his apostles
hiiciEen ‘sreat | But if thine eye be evil, ithy whole
Bake
bs
bis
A BEAL | hody shall be full of darkness.” Thisis

one except the eleven disciples although
there were many of his true friends

im-

the

differing on three

Name

circumstances

communion from the fact that Jesus at
the institution of the Supper invited no

became one. It was agreed that each
should keep his own name, or adopt a

"us have troubled you with words, subvert-.
ing your souls.” The origin of this con-troversy was due to the officiousness and
“ignorance of converts from among the
Pharisees who went to Antioch, as if they
had authority, and sought to impose their nances on the infant church succeeded it
views on the Gentiles. These were unhave been disastrousindeed. Their
. doubtedly honest men. At Jerusalem, would
not a help to propagandism,and
were
rites
where the converts were Jews or Jewish
too, may rejoice at the decision
we,
hence
a
proselytes, this subject had not been
of
this
council.
Our lesson should teach
matter of consideration, and so was vot
us
that
the
Holy
Spirit will guide the
Christians were
settled.

magnify

of men

But at last “a score

as

ly God is raisinZ up a class of men who

named. The only deference to be “paid | Perseverance of saints. 3rd. Creed or are prerequisite to the sixth, surely the
by the Gentiles toJewish prejudices is|no creed. Upon each of these topics first six are prerequisite to the seventh, an evidence of this, I have only to advert
men have quarreled endlessly. But these ard we may expect to hear, if we chance to the fact that Christians are becoming
named in these prohiibtions.
30—81. Tae EFrecT OF THE LETTER. |men agree that Christians should not to enter a prayer meeting of our close more united and hence less sectarian. A]
The apostles and brethren, having left the | remain apart when their differences are communion brethren, an invitation like rampant growth of sectarianism was one
council, came back to Antioch, gathered | no greater than these. The two bodies this: ‘Members of sister churches of our of the prime results of the corrupted faith

pot suited to Jews, who abominated the
practices which the Gentiles were warned

och was in Syria.

to

is

consolidation

I have before me a tract on Close Communion,

ing

differencein practice,

|denommations,

sacrifices at Jerusa-|

of purification, no

lem, no works

Jews because

- question was sure to be met there.

the

BY

rites of circumcision; no feasts. of pente- | friends than his garments by his crucifiers.

it was designed to instruct Gentiles in
their duty. : The tone of the address was

to shun.

on

Jews

cases

CLOSE

: Vo

The Gentiies | portance of points of difference, and
first principles of morals.
were not out of danger from their old make thé rent worse than before. Luther
vices, and needed this the most important quarreled with Zwinglius, Episcopalians
of all the prohibitions.
(4) This letter is with Congregationalists,Congregationalist
remarkable for what it does not require. with Baptists, Baptists with Freewill
It lays on the Gentiles * no greater bur-| Baptists, and so’ on, until the body of
den” than these essential things. No|Christ is worse used by his professed

Gen-

Cilicia,

Syria and

sent to them rather than to

The Gentiles were | with

but

The

PR

namely, the Free Commurion Baptists
of up iufectionraf-iiokatrye—Thes
t
;
Tomirys
rese-meats have
a few written articles of faith,
were
sacrificed
to
the
idols,and
then
either
abstract
from the Scriptures, while the’
‘were ‘Judas, surnamed Barnabas, and
ie
eaten in feasts in honor of the gods, or Freewill Baptists acknowledge no standren.”
|
“among the breth
Silas, chief men
rr...
ard but the Bibley 8rd. Agreed, that-we
sold in the markets.
och-{- Sou
OTS: ia The ‘Jews
eons thought
LIOpgal donot -think—th
-these—differenees—to-be— oft
or These-men-were-choseri,to-go-to—Anti
such’ meat, bought in the market, was sufficient importance to warrant propriety
- and to other places in order to give weight
;
tainted with idolatry. Paul shows the in our ‘maintaining separate Ain,
to the decision of the .council, to answer
breadth of his mind, in the law he gave 4th. ,Agreed, that we hold a friendly
inquiries, and to .assure the converted
on
this topic. Ro. 14. (2)
* Blood" correspondence with each other, baptize,
Jews and Gentiles that the council bad
break bread, and ordain with each other
the Jews. They associated as occasion may require, also that we
rightly solved this problem. Besides, as was prohibited
the eating of it with idolatry. Though assist each other in church labors with the
messengers from the church at Jerusalem
the Jewish law was abolished of Christ same freedom as though we were but one
they were to visit. other churches whefe
Jewish prejudices were not.
Hence, the denomination.
this perplexing question had arisen, or
Thisis certainly a remarkable dceuprohibition was for the sake of those havwas sure, sooner or later, to come up.
ing weak consciences.
The same reasons ment. Those twenty messengers, repreSome think Judas was the person elected
apply to things strangled. (3) ‘From senting two denominations, were certainly
» tothe vacant place in the original apos- fornication.” The worship of the gods| remarkable
»
The usual custom,
men.
tolic college. Acts 1:20, Silas and Silmen meeting with men of different

sanctioned impurity.

such

fourteen |

x

We find but one

whatever,

theme

of appeal.

learle]

in fi a mil]?
The: Spirit
na
I iedacts as a subtle 1
1st.
“That we find only one idifference
ofien as an unrecognized influence on the |i, theory between the two denominations,
soul, which is deing, in a natural way, its | namely, whereas the Freewill Baptists
maintain that a saint, in this state of
best.
ok
os
_
|probation; may lose grace,
aud that
2.
Tar TuiNes REQUIRED. (1) Pro-| character whic constitutes him such, and
Baphibitions of pagan customs, which offend: finally perish, the Free Communion
ed the Jews, were required.
‘Meats of- tists generully maintain the reverse. 2ad.
.

for

closer

tal faculties? If they are given us of him, points of agreement and differences,
will he set them aside, like old machinery | ;sllowine conclusions were reached :
.

in

the Freewill

met with

body meet

may seem to require for greater efficiegey.
|

|. In 1829, six nnnisteis of

any

legislation.

or

to a

of triennial conferences need not, should
not, effect the existing
local organizations

together.

to

meetings,

aecording

Let this

upon

never for

yearly.

distributed

uniform basis.

any way ignoring the use of our natural from the Free. Communion Baptists, at
powers. hy bas God given to us men-[ Oxford, N. Y. After a free discussion of

~lation of its internal affairs. It was assembled to give to the.churches the
Christain law on a subject of universal
Hence here, if anywhere,
"importance.
we might expéct the authority of the
On the
apostles alone to be recognized.
wé& find

their best

in

It is fapaticism

think that we are to rely on the Spirit, in | Baptist denomination

_ the church was unlike-tliose for the regu-

however,

decided.

conventions,

associations,

do as they did. The will of the Spirit| ists who protest against the high church
they interpreted by their judgment; and | proclivities and practices of their brethren,

send

chosen men of their own company to Antioch.” Notice the participation of the
“whole church® at Jerusalem in this act.
If the **whole church” participated, then
the early church was not ruled by the
apostles. It ruled itself. The apostles
were not lords over\t. This gathering of

contrary,

state

BY REV: N. F. RAVLIN,

In'our work for God, faith is ih all cases
the measure of our success, the delermining force by which results are estimated. There is no other Scriptural standard

el end ~~

fully be given for Rim.

by the opinions of others.
3rd. Let there be a triennial Conference, composed of delegates from the

ITS RESULTS,

EE

differs from the others, that no wrong
that none be bound
inferencs be drawn,

ways Christ is more to the disciple than
Subsidiary to these general movements,
life. Life, when necessary, should cheer- | something has been accompl ished by

led to a councilat JeruThe controversy

at what points each

are held in common,

results

Pe

253tied Shera not rashly, mot) Alliance, and several other movements

mighty

BS

conformable to the teachings of the Bible.
It mightbe well to publish for general
circulation what doctrines and practices

»

needlessly, but ravelys when the eayse | pave’ been successfully made looking to a
of Jesus demanded the hazard. So al-| gna) union of all Christians.
'

Jerusalem, declared

the necessity of ‘heeding the rites of the
Hence they would have had the
law.
Gentites be Jews as well as Christians.

FRUIT AND

from the mother church, and what

doctrines and practicesit finds to befmost

the

of apostolic times will be repeated again
in these last days of the dispensation of
the gospel of the grace of God. Evident-

—

pelled

from this sin, and all

NE SS]

around
conver-

leprosy of unbelief. Healed of this discase, pardoned of this iniquity, cleansed

ew
wt A

should be expected «to give a history of
God's dealings with it since it was ex-

some

.

about

our efforts crippled, and our whole spiritual frame paralyzed by this accursed

Se SR

ae

strife

consolidating body - might,

with the Free Baptists. I will close with
the opening seatences of the tract: ** Narrow and illiberal views are the characteristics of ignorance, B’gotry soon withers in the clear sunlight of intelligence.”
tf
ppp
eee
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same}

Py

creeds. - Each

by the

88 nn

”

the preaching of just such sentiments as

chirehes

in the sameWondition, for he says: “The
Cup and the Loaf at least must become

as

itis

Among

strength-

cords and

our

would lengthen

themselves

concerning

we

possess,

privilegeto

our

them

he

“ Father Abbott,” and during his long

en our stakes, until, beneath the folds of
our Zion's ample tent, three million souls

sickness every day

should gather; to worship in spirit and in
truth the God of their fathers.
To such enlarged conceptions of denominational possibilities should our faith
aspive. It should aim at nothing less.

the house to

Efforts

corresponding

to

faith

our

will

or their famulies.

went by the name ol

members

some

of these poorer

some

little token, OF

of the community
bring

stopped at

an inguiry for his health. His sympathies
g¥ded to the animal creation. Ilis

sib companions, during his last sick:

ness, ere

two

bed, afd often

eats that lay upon his

manifested

their affection

for hid by rubbing against his face, OF
purringin his ear. One season (this Wis

then be put forth, and like results must
follow as sure as God reigus, and his
word is everlasting truth. Faith,as a grain

{wo or three years ago, perhaps,) ab a
time when his strawberries were fairly

a faith

wi h the intormation that they were pickbe,
* Well,” said
ing the berries.
uever heard that strawberries disagree
wilh hens.”
0):

of mustard
will

remove

the valleys;
will

make

seed, willdo
the

mountains;

it will -span
mighty

it,

the

Such
it

will

the chasms;
workers;

fill

it

it will

ripened, he let his imprisoned hens out
into the garden. Some one cime to him

~

from

“"

and the most malignant of all. our numberless sins, is our disfrust of God. Surely, we reed not wonder at the. paucity of *
results attending our labors in the Lord's
vineyard. Our aspirations are chilled,

Sitting tinder

Peel

coming

tians,

Che

Certain Jewish Chris.

9

our unbelief,and all the consequent follies
of our lives. For the most inexcusable,

the general circulation of this tract might
have upon public sentiment I can not

say. “This much I know.

ir

= Badan

Moses was begun.

”

continue to be called

name in which he was born.
9nd.
Let there be no

it...

four hundred churches, in and
Boston, in a general work for the

What effect

|
-

)

Ell

each

{he Lord had wrought by ghem among the ‘perhaps the senior of Paul in years. (3) sion of souls. Dr. Philip Schaff and his
‘beloved ” is | co-ggdjutors have succeded in ‘forming
A discussion about the relation Ny these brethren were
Gentiles.
i
d.
Te
had
hazarded
their
lives for | yng gistaining the World's Evangelical
of
law
the
of these converted Gentiles to
0

very few of bis leading ones.

upon a

TERN Pl

and many plau-

been proposed for a

Mr. Moody succeeded in uniting

touched

Free Salvation, Free, Christian, General, his tract contains caused one individual
Regular, Church of God, Di.ciples, let to renounce close communion afd unite

union of all evangelical denominations.
Most men think such a union will sometime be-effected, but few expect to witness

hence to Perga and to Altalia, thence to word ‘ beloved.” Barnabas is mentioned
Anticch in Syria, from which they first first because he was the better known,und
Nothing but the
cet forth on their tour.
ption of the the earliest known at Jerusalem. . Barnaconce
t
correc
a
map will give
bas first appears to us there, and from
Home
route pursued on their return.
thence he went to Antioch. He was also
that
all
nted
again at’ Antioch they recou

only

Fira
Gell RRSERE

matter. - (1) The esteem in which Barnabas and Paul were held is shown by the

have

I have

mi

May God in merey - increase our faith,

A

sible schemes

this small

May he in his infinite compassion, forgive

noticed.

To

i

dD

to Teoninm, thence to Antioch in Pisidia,

praying over the matter,

Authorities

not agreed on

be

{ 1st. Let there be no strife about names.
;
Free Christian,
and devout souls arg Freewill, Free-Communion,

should be explained by the phrase quoted.
are

this end.’

organized.

could be

saints;

mA

The opostles, Paul and Barnabas, retuned from Derbe to Lystra, went thence

polity

the

pa oh

Notes and Hints.

church

perfect

Ad

good denomination

concerning

the teaching varies, as "above noted, ac- | and doctrine.
cording to the d word, which, we think, | ' Many earnest

foolish;

honor and bless, and save the world.

poh

15:22--31.

the

owner of the cup and’ loaf, the Supper is
destroyed.
;
More points in our author's logic might

of that time be carried out, a great and

+ with one accord,” may. modify either | the mixture of (ruth and error in the minds

not a joint-

bd

« assembled,” or, ‘it seemed good,” and | of Christians

instruct

right, is

75

cts

heople have come to look upon the
cL. (1) It wae the decision of a full | Most
council, or the unanimous decision of theq present{divided state of Protestantism as
council, which was rendered. The words, | a necesgary evil, an evil growing out of

denominations of North America in one
body. Could the spirit of 1829 be evoked,
and the principles laid down by the men

cile the alienated ; liberalize the bigoted ;

has not this common

pre

A

ference, which
aintain that a multiplication of sectsig | operative
union of all the liberal Baptist
Thi g to be desired, in iteelf aaa

ever any one partakes of the Supper who

Id

.

Few persons will have the hardikood ta

COoUN- | a

oF THE

It is hoped: that some steps may be
taken at cur approaching General Conshall look towards co-

of tke aliens; cause
like Dagen before the divided; vecon-

Pueted

Fr

oa
5
in
* Stand fast therefore
DEN TEXT:
made us
hath
st
Chri
h
liberty wherewit
bo
the
d again with
Jree, andbe not entangle 5:1
Gal,
yoke of bondage,
.
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resurreet the dead ;
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BROKEN.
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Por Questions see Lesson Papers)

©

joint property belore the Supper can be’ kill the drones ; it will
administered.
There. must be also a “put (8 flight the apfhies
sentiments, a fearful example heldup by
the high-church men as a warning against common right to the place
of meeting.” division® wallslo fall
"This being the case, it follows
that when- the ark of God ; unite
being liberal and liberty loving, =
to liberal

they ave, they are a reproach

A 'BASIS OF UNION.

attempt to teach others the laws of Chris-

QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF.J. A. HOWE
THE YOKE

© @ommugvications,

had

Lord

our

whom

apostles,

the

[error as counverls mow would be, who,
the New Testament, should
pot knowing
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taught, and to whom he gave the Spirit of
| inspiration. Hence they were as much in
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My

erful, —not only

God, I do not fear

To yield myself to thee}

In their

;

However strunge thy will appear,
>
It must be good for me.

y

Becomes my minister ;

It lies upon its mother’s breast,
And leaves itself to her.

Ah, foolish babe, if it should dread
The heart that throbs beneath its head.

and

sacred will!

that is too great for us

deep-sea soundings and sent the investi-

—London Chistian.

their
greatness. ' Niagara is such an expression. Its vastness absolutely dwarfs
It was Webster, I think, that

said,

gating lead to the deepest bottom. But
to the ancients the sea was a mystery.
And it was so begause they saw inita

wild

waste of water

without a shore.

They said its waves rolled forever. They
said it had no bottom, and men that sailed
off upon it were Jost in the great distances
only to be swallowed up by the greater
depths. They called it mysterious because they could not measure nor fathom it.
Well, so it is with God. . The extent of
his being is beyond mortal measurement.
No mind can push its investigation across
it. No human thought can sink itself
through, the depths of the divine life.
Even the angels know not God,—save
that he is good to them. They can not
explain him ;"and the reason is because
they can not compass the magnitude of
his powers. Godhead i$ therefore a symbol of that collectiveness of power, of faculty, of attribute, that inhere in God.
To say that all this can dwell in a man is
simply startling. = It lifts" tit man above

when standing at the base of the American fall, * Ife] myself no larger than
an ant, standing here. This monstrous
rock overwhelms me. I can not compass
with my mind the majesty of this presentation.”
us men have felt in the Swiss Alps,
and on the immeasurable slope of the.
Andes. And so we say, that Nature has all comparison with other men; makes
majesties of expression which we can ‘him unique, wonderful, sole.
He stands
not understand ;—majesties that mock at apart from and above all. It compels thethe intellect and refer themselves for mindto think of him other than it thinks
translation to the realm of the emotions. of any-mere hnmun being.
As in pature, which is the realp
of -obUpon this sentence, therefore, as on a
ject,80 in thought, which is the realm of broad
and shining pedestal, stands, like a
ideas, there are majesties we can not unhewn pillar,the divinity of Christ. -This
derstand-in the Bible, where the mount- saying
which, as I have said, is not the
ainous thoughts of the world stand. saying of Paul, but the saying which
There are hights we can
depths we can not sound,

not measure,
greatness we

can nét estimate. Here and there as the
mind journeys onward among its mighty
- sayings, it comes occasionally to an expression to a thought, to a conception,
before which it stands dumb.
Above it
in mighty projection impends the stupendous idea, and at the base ol'it man stands
impressed with the feeling of his little-

ness. Even his imagination can lift the
white wings of its flight but a little way,

comparatively, up the dizzy distance.
This saying of Paul seems to me to be
of sucha character, It is an asseriion

—-ilmt

must have leaped from the mouth of

inspiration itself.” Of himself, unaided,
he could never have uttered it. Mortal

deny

its

divinity

inspiration

apostle the power
I claim

to

give

of a conception

no human

mind,

To

to the

which

unassisted

of

God, could ever have.

If the fullness of

the Godhead did ‘dwell

in Jesus,—and if

it did

not, it wasa

horrible

say it did,—then it is fit

that

impiety to
he

should

receive such worship and such faith ; aye,

and such love, too, as we can give only
to God. The greatnessof the author of our
religion has its revelation in this sentence.

Looking through it asa mediom he is-seen

to be more:than-aaman,

more

than

an an-

faculty could not have framed such a sen-

gel,more than the highest ahzél,—and this
the subject from this point.of view,.why
be'did nov deem it robbery to be equal

It was spoken through

him.

He

like
a voice fiom the sky.
The heavens
used man tor their herald, and sent forth

a proclamation

which

otherwise

could

wakes iim God.

We can’

see, looking> at

with God. : For in him he felt, he knew,

was the fullness of the Godhead.
And
feeling this, knowing it, made self:assertive by il, he could indeed say, ‘I and
my

Father are one.”

never have been proc aimed.
It startles.
But, friends, the
one to.read it.
I have actually been
afraid to touch this seu. ‘nce wilh an at-. ‘to be considered.
tempt at explanafion.
I: is like explain- out upon us in the
ing Niagara, or the wonders of Yosem- Godhead, *¢ In him
ite. They are the works of God. That of the Godhead,

wi

of Jesus.

is

tence.

wer—did
not spenk— it No human twagueo
its own courage would ever have dared
s
to make the assertion,
Ht sounds to me

|

Heaven speaks through Paul, is absolute
evidence that the Christ is divine.
You
must deny the inspiration of this saying

or else admit the

and go away. That is all we can do;
that, with God’shelp, we now will do.
The assertion is,

that

in

Christ dwells

all fullness of the Godhead bodily. Let us
begin simply with definition.
ullness means completeness. In Christ
dwells

all

the

completeness of the God-

head.

Fullness means sufficiency, abund-

ance,

affluence.

In Christ, “then, dwells

the sufficiency of ihe Godhead. Fathom
that thought if you can. Who knows the
sufficiency of the Godhead? Who knows
the abundance of his nature? What mortal can apprehend, the affluence, the
rich, royal, measureles flowing out of
his disposition? Who knows the abund-

Li

greatest marvel is yet
And we find it flashed

in which

we live ?

The whole

tendeney

of the narritive of Creation js toward this
conclusion or inference.
The
type, according to the «narrative,

original
was di-

vine and fashioned by God himself, and
under such circamstances as would warrant the belief that it was bis finest and
most glorious creation.

Why

may

it not

be that the embodiment which the buman
soul has is the finest of all soul ewmbodiment through all the order

of spirit per-

sonality? Sin has weakened it. Sin has
bowed it from its high estate, and made it
subject to death itself. We must, therefore,
reverse many of the present conditions of
the body or ever we can rank it in our
estimation rightly. Suppose it were not
subject to death, what then?
Suppose it

knows the affla-| were not-weakened,;-and could not lose
the life of its strength, and the just action
Suppose sin
and nurse of sced, the parent and cradle of its full vigor, what then?
of all growths? Who knows the sifficien- | had not marred it; had not put bar and
cy of the orbs that make the day, and interference to its glorious minstrations
braid their glory into the robe of night? to mind, heart and soul, what then?
ance of the

sea?

Who

ence of the earth, of the soil, the mother

Who knows the overflowing ol the clouds,
the springs that never fail, of the’streams

that flow forever, of the

great rivers that

move their stately current through t he cen-

turies, without ebbs ov shrinkage, in their

majestic tide? But these are only among
the works of

God,—among

too, that our poor

plummet of his feeble
seen,

pften

with

the

thought,

unsearchable,

the

the un-

fathomless

to ponder, thatin Christ dwells ~ all the
fullness of the Godhead.
The word * Godhead ” is a symbol. All
Words in some sense

are symbolic.

They

stand for ideas. But some words are
more jnelusive in their symbolization than
others. And in the case of the word
Godhead we find it standing for more

or

thies
His
sickn- his

than

one

thing.”

God "is a person,

- + Godheadstands for that.

ction

¢, Of
3 Was
at a

fairly
oub

y hin

picke,

works,

Let the sentence, stand then, for all of us

plies.
ne of
long
orer
yd at

8

the

compass

_ depthsof that nature of which these are
but little signs and minor expressions?

juiry

n,

senses

their observation. Who then, of mortal
kind, unable to understand the abundance
ot his works, can fathom with line and

ouch

[13 I
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nor was it consigned to
the earth. Even as the old prophet said,
**Thou wilt not suffer Thy Holy One to
see corruption.”
From the Cross his
body was borne to the sepulchre hewn in
rock ; but from that rock-hewn sepulchre
his body came forth until it went to the
ascension, and then Heaven received it
unto itself.
;

The history of the mind

of Jesus many

have written or tried to write.

The his-

tory of his spirit, whence it came and
whitherit went, has also engaged many

pens and been the perpetual theme of
eloquent tongues. But the history of the
body of Christ, “who has,
written it?
Where is it? Is it ns it wag And what,
reason is there to think
#”is not? Who
shall dare

to

say that

change has

come

to it? Conceiving of it to be in heaven it
does not stagger our faith to think that in
iv dwells the fullness of the Godhead. But

change of locality

can not

change

attri-

bute. Change of place onthe part ofa
person can not ghange function or power,
and if it does not Hagger our faith to think
of the fullness of the Godhead dwelling in
the body of Christ while now it is in
heaven,

why should it stagger our faith to

conceive of the same fullness dwelling in
his body while yet it was upon the earth?
And if the body of Christ did receive of

this

east
gates
forth
until
of ull

climbs the sun, and between the
of the morning he stands pouring
the fe#vency of brightness. Come
we are full of Thee, (0 the exclusion
else and -all others; and in Thyself

we live, and move,

and have our being.

I think there is no sentence in all literature, no, nor any other sentence in
the Bible itself that makes any such reve-

lation of human dignity as this one.

Where did Moses find hfs grave? Was
Elijah buried by the hands of the prophets?
What 1s there in these bodily organs, I
repeat, that forbids the reception of God

in fullness?
p
Whatis God?
In his collectiveness,
we know not.
Bntin some, and indeed

in the essential attribntes
we do know.

From

hidden: aye, he hid

of

his natyre,

the ancients he

was

himself. . For they

God, that the virtuofesthe divine

our bosoms. To this end I pray that unto
us God the Father may give a.double
portion of his Spirit. ,

"THOUSANDS OF AFFIDAVITS.

io his

sweet, rich

friends,

that

only

fullness, and

that

measure of our reception is graduated
the measure of our loving.

the

by

It is just in this connection that you perceive the dignity of human nature and its
possibilities. . If man were a low organization he could not receive thus of God.

And in the light of what he can receive,
the degree and extentiol it, we behold
whatheds,
Tort
eeee—
It is a great and blessed ‘thing; friends,’
to have such a.nature. Among the ordérs
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Statement of Rev. A. H. Francis:
:

a very

We can speak of thg merits of the Waters’Pianos
from personal knowlédge, as being of the very best

vad stare of ne olood,
© New Bedford, Mass., May 6, 1875.

_..MR. THOMAS W. . LANE<Dear

resonant, and

Trenton and Philadelphia,at 6.30, 8, ~ 9.30, 11.30

The Wonderful Remedy
Jor Liver Comyplawny,
Billousness, Dyspepsia,

Sevofula, and
‘easts
aviswng

Si=—A.. package.|

would make him gross; they would make
of your Pills, received a few weeks
singe, have
een gested in my family, and really their merits
kim only farm, and he is Spirit.
And
avefmnot been oyer-estimated.
As'a regulator for
heuce he resented the degradation that
| the digestive organs they. are nnsurpassed.
In
x THE CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY:
ase
of Nervous.
their idolatrous_ “imagination put -upon-{.- of intelligence
under-one-management
the Great Pronk
we. stand neblg,.and.-the{-$Tent
: cold, andPItightness
FO¥6. an across
axcol.-.-Enibrades:
reme
y.
In
cage
of
Lines of the WEST & NORTHWEST,.
bim. “They needed to be taught that he patent of our nobility is .seen- broadly the chest, they give relief. Theyact as a purga- Railway
and, with its numerous branches and connections,
was Feeling, and he fauglit” them so at and clearly transeribed across the frontof tive and also as a tonic. Every family should forms the shortest and quickest route between
in case of need.
Gin
CHICAGO and all points in ILLINOIS, WISC
os
last.
One teacher of theirs st last he the receptive facyltiesby which we can re- have a supply at hand Rev.
A. H. FRANCIS.
NORTHERN
MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, Iowa,
NEtaught— taught one man that he was ceive of the fulM®ss f God. And the
BRASKA, CALIFORNIA and the WESTERN TERRIT >=

Feeling. And that man put the definition
that-God bad given him throush revelation

of himself,

in

words.

- And

so

he

pateut: is signed

by himself and

with the seal of his love.
prerogatives, therefore.

Ex
Ask

sealed

isp your
that you

Tesimony of Rev, IL. Draper.
Seabrook, N. H., May 17, 1875.
MR. THOMAS W. LANE—Dear Sir—It is with
pleasure I acknowledge the receipt of your medicine (Dr. Quain’s Magic Condition Pills,) while
living in Chichester
My wife had long been
troubled with torpid liver and indigestion,
and
had copsulted physicians w thout being benefit
ed. She therefore resolved to try the pills, and
they have proved a medicine adapted to her case,

RIES.
Is

the

Its

:

Omaha and California Line

shortest

and

best

route

for

all

=

points

in

and

He is essence,

bare
being,—life without figure and
Without form,—and Godhead stands for
"that. God has attributes, such as justice,
noercy, love, compassion,—and Godhead
stands for these. Furthermore, God has
great beauty. This is not often brought
out; but our Heavenly ‘Father is the
most beautifal of all beings. Wherever
you find beauty, you see in it only what

bas been transmiited from. him. He is
glorious in his beauty. And when a per-

man, therefore, God comes, in’ the depth
and the hight, the length and :breadsh of
his loving, he comes in the all-suflicience

of his fullness. Pray that he may come
to you so. Pray that you may be inclined,

members of the human race, are indebted

for true: views of ourselves.

If we

have

discernment as to onr nature, if we have
knowledge as to oa¥ organization, if we

of Dr. Quain’s Pills which you sent me. some time
lastvear, while residing at Hudson, N. H., have
proved to, be, just the remedy which I needed.

South, the trains of the Chicago & North-Western Railway LEAVE CHICAGO
us follows:
For Council Blufis, Omaha and Cali~

from one of the

fornia,

They have, in a-very large measure,

relieved me
physical indispositions peculiar
to men of sedentary habits. Ao ustipation has
been nearly overcome by their\torrective power

Two

Through

Trains

daily,

with

Of what is it not capable? * Ii can not
fly,” you say. But what is flight but vapidity of locomotion? and what dignity is
there in rapidity of movement? The birds

tention to the fact, and ask you to observe,

that as my ministry develops, he is becoming more and more my theme. By
asmuchas my mind gains in power of
discernment as to what is great and good,

medi€ine 1 know anything about.
CHARLES BALDWIN:
From

Rev, H, G. Mureh.

»

dazzling git is,

is al-

time.

Thought knows no time. Thought

lowable that with the new spiritual body
that God will giveto us when the present
mortal body fails, will come the new

annihilates all distance. Thought gives
to man, therefore, a dignity, a capacity, a
splendor of action that can only belong

spiritual

to a child of

connection,

and

{he new, aye,

eternity.

Why, then, while

aud the perfect spiritual expression. This, in the body, if it be of so noble an order,
perhaps, was the vision that the Psalmist if it be ofso efficient a character, if it be
saw, with eyeslighted of heaven to see it. so wonderful in attribute, why may I not
when he said,

‘1

shall

be

content

when

while in it receive of the fullness of God?

T'awake with Thy likeness.” This, too, | Come, then, and fill us with Thyself,
us as
may be what Paul alluded to when he Thou who art almighty. Come
said, ‘‘There are bodies ‘terrestrial and the ocean comes to the rivers, and flood
there are bodies celestial. But the glory us ‘with Thine inflowing, until every
of the terrestrial is one glory and the channel of inception is swelling with full
glory of the celestial is another. And as banks. Come, as the clouds come to the
we have borne the image of the earthly so earth, when the hills roar and resound
shalljwe bear thefimage of the heaverly.” with their torrents and the feeble springs
| ds
y
3
<

founded in a peculiar

sense

as

the

out-

growth of Christian impulse, and builds
its foundation, in .a peculiar sense, on
Christian grounds, Its object is to serve
the Masterm, its membership,—not mere
ly in technical, ecclesiastical ways,—but
in all humane, charitable,

ways; and to have

and.

courteous

the {rath the Master

proclaimed, preached with a liberty of ex-'

pression unfettered hy hampering associations, and in a manner. shaped by the
barmonious action of progressive scholar
ship, on the one hand, and the simple

piety of Christian faith onthe other. That

this object may be met and this high duty
on our part performed, it will be necessary that we all receive of the fullness of
1S

.

°

-

Pall-

man P’alace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
have perception of our duty,andif we have
through to Council Blufls.
and mediemal virtues.
'¥ am now out of them and
aye, enabled, to receive him so. Receive illumination as to our privileges and desFor
St. Paul and
Minnea
lis, Two
find no agent in this community, hence 1 write
through trains daily, with Puliman
alace Cars
him into yourself that you may have his tiny we owe it altogether to Him who you
for another package.
Yours
truly,
te Minneapolis.
;
:
furnished in his own mind, spirit and perfullness with you bodily.
2
G. A. GLINES,
For Green Bay and Lake Superior,
Pastor
Baptist
Church,
son,
the gauge and measure to our yace.
Cornish Flat, N. IT,
Look, a moment, therefore, at your
Two Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars at~
tached.
body—not as separate from the spirit, but And because he did thus furnish ng” with ® Testimony of Dea. Charles Baldwin.
Pills
For Milwaukee, Four Through Trains
as it stands integrally connected with it— szlf-elevating knowledge, becanse he did dose of Dv. Quain’s Magic Condition “One daily.
Pullman Cars on night trains, Parlor Cham
as it stands wholly occupied ang pervad- thus make known to us the grand possib- Completely and Permanently Cured Lame Cars on day trains.
v
.
For
Sparta,
La Crosse and Winona, and
ilities
that
are
within,
he
deserves
to
he
ed by it; so that you can not separate the
Shoulder.
The best Medicine I kuow any- points in Minnesota,
One Through Tram daily,
two either in féeling or doing. For if called” what he iseear Lord, and to be thing about.
with Pullman Sleepers to Winona.
Charles Baldwin, Treacon of the Congregational
you feel, is it not with your bodily or- regarded by every appreciative heart as
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through:
Church in Greenvill3, N, H., writes :
trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
gans? and if you do, is it not God that its Saviour.
T. /W. LANE—Diear Sir—I am willing
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clin=
say
worketh in you both to will and to do at
It is proper, friends, at the conclusion anything in favor of Dr. Quain’s Magic Pills.to For
ton, Two 1hrough Trains daily, with Pullman
a
long
time
my
wile
Cars on night train t6 McGregor, Iowa.
his own good pleasure ? Look, therefore, ofthis sermon,—that may be said to close’
had a pain in her shoulder,
the first ose completely
and permanently. |
For Sioux: City, .and "Yankton, Two
-at-your- boty: —Consider-its powers: Note a series; in which Jesus the Christ has | ‘but
cured her. Sincethen I have occasionally use:
drains daily. Pullman_ Cars fo Missouri Valley
its capacit ies. Observe well its energies. been the constant theme,—to call your at- then and always with benefit. They are the best. Junction.
:
;
:
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Janesville,-and ether points,
two to ten trains daily.
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Times says: Waters’ Orchestrion
is a beautiful little instrument, sim‘The Chime of two and one-half octave
artistic effects capable of being proPlayer are singularly fine,
f

The tone is full, clear and

FOR

Condition Pills!
Meadackhe,

:
.

Passel
er Stations: In New York—Central Railroad of New
Jersey, foot of Liberty street.
In Philadelphia—North Pennsylvania Railroad cor=
ner of Third and Berks streets. Commencing
4
MONDAY January 1, 1877.
Trains leave New York, foot of Liberty street, for

MACIC

Rhenmatism,

hASTHERD:

WwW X ork.

interesting effect is produced with the chime of
bells. —Christian Union,
‘
The Waters’ Pianos are well known among the
very best. We are enabled to speak of these instru~
ments with confidenge from personal knowledge.

double their money
selling
“Dr.
Chase’s
Improved
($2)
eceipt
AGEN Is Book.” Address Dr. Chase’s Printing House, Ann Arbor, Mich.
52629

The MEDICINE that CURES

Eden)

RSTIMOR ALS. WO. Do 3567

Lamar, Barton Co., Mo., July 24, 1875.
Could a spirit have a finer home? Could fly ; but man is greater than a bird. The
fice. No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Farne
MR. THOMAS W- LANE: —We_ received your
ham Street; San Francisca Office, 121 Montgomery
heart have a mobler residence? Could horse is swifter than a man; but man is so does it gain in its inclination to honor Pills, and think they are good. Please
send us
package immediately. Enclosed find fif- street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark Stree,
mind have a more efficient medium? greater than a horse. Velocity is no him with its deference. As my heart tyanotuer
under Sherman House; 75 Canal corner Magli
cents.
*
REV, H. G. MURCH.
son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. KinCould divinity have a purer altar or a gauge of capacity; for capacity is not grows in capacity of affection, so does it
zie and Canal Streets ; Wells Street Depot, corner
fairer tabernaclein connection with which mere projection.
It does not seem essen- more and more go out to him as the t+ A package of Dr. Quain’s Magic Condition Pills Wells and Kinzie Streets.
.
sent to any address on receipt of fifty cents by the
to carry ou the lofty worship and noble tial to my greatness that I should be able worthiest object of its love and the one American
For rates of information not attaiaahle from
Medicine Company, Manchester, N. H,
your
home
ticket
agents,
apply
to
ritualof the skies?
to fly.
1see nothow the gift of wings worthy of its devotion. And as my judg- For sale by all leading druggists. Geo. C. Goodand Co., 38 Hanover St., Boston, Mass., Gen.
Now, the body of Jesus was after the could add aught of dignitary to my stract- ment searches for grounds of ultimate win
W. H. Stennett,
Marvin Hughitt,
eral Agents. ,
‘
emi2t25
Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Man’g’r" hicago
likeness of the original type. No taint {ure. Indeed I can flj—Afly faster than the authority, that 1 may state the truthnaked |,
i
hid come to him from earthly sinving. swiftest bird, and, paradoxical as it may, and clear to you, I can see that the : habit,
He was not born into bondage to Satan, seem, I can fly faster than a bird. without grows upon it of ignoring what other men
but into perfect alliance with holiness. To moving an inch. How can I1ily? T can have said, and accepting his words as absohis perfect spirit, a perfect medium was fly Ly the elasticity of thought. I can lute, supreme; and final; in the “way of
given, The organ. through whieh it ‘stand-on the rim of the moon. I can spiritual statement. These influences
and
sounds was adequate for the pure tone poise on the edge of the stars without
tendencies which are operating upon me I
that breathed its note along the vibrant leaving the spot where I-stand. I can feel to be healthful. You reap the benefit
tube. If the Godhead in all its fullness challenge the lightning and beat it in its in common with myself, for of my spiritcould dwell in form, then might it dwell race. For light has its waves, andit takes ual life you are sharers, and by its richIs the BEST and MOST ECONOMICAL in the World.
in his. That it did, God, through Paul time for its undulations to roll; but I can ness or nmeagerness of growth are you enasserted. . If 1t did, it may again. And go hither and yon to any distance without riched or impoverished. This church was
Is perfectly PURE—free from acids etc. that injuremen.

hence

a

137 West 47th Street, New York.

discerned by you

through loving God do we receive of God,

\

re
rd
ed ander the new treatment. Editedcases
b
8,
Newion, M. Di, Professor of Surgery in theRobt.
Eclectic Medical College of the City of New York. Sub=
scription $1.00 per annum ; Single
Num-~

It

patient you can be, nor shew merciful,
nor how loving, gor how great and generous, until you
have sought that these
qualities might become yours as given at

remains,

Cancer

the

and relied upon in your spiritual endeavors. You should ask God for his fullness
that it might be given you. Ask him,—
not by the poor meager petition of your
Tips—tuy the sincere solicitation expréssed only by the attitude of your natures.
You cap not tell until you have thus
sought, how much of the divine fullness
you may receive. You do not know how

fact

CT

PUBLISHED Quartets containing
the obserAL
vations in regard to the Sanses, charact
er and
treatment of Cancer and Allied
ditions, durin;

pathetic association with the divine nature

great

.

may become our’ virtues, And the grace of
the- divine disposition be established in| land Maine.

and the former receives of the latter
abundantly, It js, then, perceived that
human nature is distinguished beyond
anything else by its receptiveness, and
this receptiveness,on the part of your nat-

ures, should be clearly

¥

$5 to $205ar athome.so i ro

nature

reveals what man is capable of by association. Place the human nature in sym-

infinite fuliness, why may not the the hand of God.
Few of us know What
body of those that are Christ's receive of royal transmissions of himself the Althe same fullness? Is not this object mighty might make
us if we would but
precisely that which Paul had -in his receive them, And tothere
prayer for the Ephesians, when he prayed which they can be received is no way b
but ian
that they might ‘know the love of Christ, affection. All the
great impulses which
which
passeth
knowledge, that they thrill human
all the great emomight be filled with the fullnéss of God ?” tions which lift nature;
it and
There seems to be a feeling ofi'\the part received through moodsenlarge it, are only
that are similar
of all Christians that they are to receive of to themselves.
Generosity can not be rethe fullness of God by and by, when they ceived of selfishnes
s. Affection can not be
have gotter out of these present bodies communicated
to an unloving heart. God
into some other bodies, or out of all bodi- is Love. THis is,the
ly connection whatever.. But may it not ment of his nature. great overflowing eleIt is the rich quality
be true—must it not be true, and if it be of his bosom.
true how much more essential that we this affluence andAnd of this royal fullness,
sweet sufficiency of his
give it weight—that we can receive of the disposition,
can receive only when
fullness of God while in these ‘present love has put ‘we
our natures in a receptive atbodies?
Why, dear friends, do we .ad- titude before him.
Love draws out {he
journ such a bappy consummation? Why best things
of life ; the finest things of the
do we make so bless d afortune indefinitely nature.
Love takes even that which is
remote?
‘Why do we shut our eyes to so sterile and makes
it blossom for ils own
beautiful a vision, or wave with skeptical delight. Some
have
a tame God because
hand, so bright 1 possibility away? We they are tame;
some have a rude and
are in these bodies, and we need God. forceful Deity,
We need him in fullness. What is there merely muscles; because their nerves are
while some have God as
in these bodily organs that forbids his he is, because
they are'like him. And the
entrance and reception?
Did
not Enoch
walk with God, and did not God take him?

To
iW

NORTHERN ILIMNo1S, IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA,
said, “God is love;” and whether you look may have the fullness of the Godhead beWYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFORat the earth and the care he takes of it— |Stowed upon you,—the fullness of his paNLy, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. lis
words which follow caring for it so that not
tience,
of
his mercy, of his affection, and
even a bird falls
Chicago, Madison and St. Paul Line
dwelt all the fullness to the ground
withont his notice—or of all those divine elements that make
Is the short line for NORTHERN WISCONSIN and
bodily.”
This word,
whether you look at the heavens, in which him the Deity that be is. Seek that .thou and her health is much improved. Please send MINNESOTA, and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPPOLIS, DULUTH and all points in the Greag
is all one can say ;and before the mighty
the blessed live, you see this paternal and may have these bodily ; that is, in connec- me two Jackages more, and much oblige,
Northwest. Its
ours, &e.,
:
. DRAPER.
work man feels his littleness.
delightful feeling of love spread over all, tion with your bodily powers. Only so
Direct to Rev. L. Draper, Seabrook, N. IL.
"Winona and St: Peter Line
is,—wonder , of as the rosy light is spread
But still, friends, it seems in some sort
over the azure shall your body be properly covered;
Is the only route for WINONA, ROCHESTER, OWAders!
—and
the
fullness
of
the
GodRev.
L. Knibs thinksthey drive Liver Com- TONNA, MANKATO, ST. PETER, NEW ULM, and all
only
so shall it be properly sanctified;
binding on me to attempt it. For many,
expanse of the morning.
points in Southern and Central Minnesota. [ts
plaint and its accompaniments from the
Sabbaths I have been speaking in exposi- ® head has once dwell on the earth in conBut what is this feeling of love as it ap- only so shall it become an honorable sersystem better than anything else.
tion of the sayings of Jesus. With vari- nection with a human body!
pertains to God? Well, what is it as it ap- vant to the soufy And only when this
Green Bay and Marquetté Line
Hawley, Minn., Sept. 6, 1875.
The first effect which this thought has pertains to motherhood? It is not a feature, fullness of God'shall have come to your
. ations of treatment; he has been the one
T. W. LANE—Dear Sir—I find so much benefit
Is the only line for JANESVILLE, WATERTOWN,
theme. “We have striven to help you on my own mind is to shed a new light 1t is the entire face: it is the expression bodily structure, making it in all of its to myself and others from the use of Dr. Quain’s FOND DU LAC, OSKOS8H, APPLETON, GREEN Bay,
Pill that I send you herewith one dollar for two
ESCANABA, NEGAUNEE, MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON,
apprehend his marvelous wisdom, and on the human body. The effect is to make of the whole countenance ; it is the per- | movements pure and holy, will.you have more
HANCOCK and the LAKE SUPERIOR CouNTRY. Its
packages. Ihave been all my life affected
that divine love in his soul which is so it noble beyond any sense of nobility I fect definition of the entire woman in “her grown up into the perfect stature of Lord with Laver Complaint, and all its accompany
ing
.
Freeport and Dubuque Line
of Indigestion, Biliousness, Heart Buin, &c.
great as to be indescribable. To-day we have ever attached to it; is even to make motherly relations. What is it towards Jesus the Christ. And it was because of Ifruits
Is the only route for ELGIN, ROCKFORD, FREEhave used all kinds of medicines,’ Allopathie,
speak for the last time until the Fall. it sacred with the sanctity that appertains fatherhood? It is not a part, it is the the fullness that dwelt in him bodily that Homamopathic, Eclectic and Patent, and I have PORT, and all points via Freeport. Its
to that whieh is divine. And yet I do not whole, It is the portrait—a portrait that he was a perfect man. All men that haye never before found a medicine that drives disease
The series of discourses we have been
Chicago and Milwaukee Line- |
of one’s body like these pills. I could say a
preaching to you here, end to-day. And know why I should not always have is of full life-size. What is it as it apper- not God.in them fully, are dwarfed, are out
Is the old Lake Shore Route; and is the only one
great deal more in their favor, and probably will
this passage, above all others in the Bi- granted this nobility and sanctity to the tains to any order of beings, in its highest maimed, are blemished. : Only when the some time, but have not time to do so just Al this passing through EVANSTON, LAKE FOREST, WAUperfection of the Spirit. # brought into moment. Please send the Pills as soon as possi- KEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA {0 MILWAUKEE.
b'e; is the most natural one for our text human form. Certainly it is the highest mood and finest connection? Why friends,
ble, for I am entirely out, and I give a good man
of the closing discourse. It had suggest- torm of being of which we have any it i8 the epitome of that order." 1t is the connection
with ‘the flesh, making it of them
PULLMAN PALACE CARS
to other people, and all are wonderfully
ed itselfto me, and been suggested 10 me knowledge. And it may be the highest perfect reflection of the mood. What is perfect; ‘only when’ the strength of the benefited by them.
REV. L. KNIBS,
are run on all through tramsof this road.
“
by others. Ihuve some thought to offer order of torm of which any being has it_ then as it appertains to God? It is his eternal and divine’ is dharged into and
This is the ONLY LINE running these cars between
Chicago
and'St.
Paul,
Chicago
and
Mil+
What
the
pastor
any
knowledge.
There
must
be
the
perof
the
Baptist
Chiireh in waukee, or.Chi¢ago and Winona.
upon it. Thatisall I can say.
I can
fullness, God’s whole self is in it; and through the members of the tem poral aud
not climb the mighty hight of sugges- fect form in which beings can live, ' some- when his love comes to man his whole the human, do we see real manhood. Cornish Flat says of Quain’s Pills :
At Omaha our Sleepers connect
with the Over
Cornish
Flat,
Jan.
1876.
and Sleepers on the
Union Pacific Railroad.
tion which init towers above me, much where; and why may it not be the form self comes to man. And unto whatever And it is, therefore, to Jesus, that we, as |. T. W, LANE, Esq.—My Deal" Sir—The 31,package
On’ the arvival of the trains from the Kast or

less hit you up the distance of its awful
front. . But we can look, think, wonder,

10use
1e la-

vires

And in Christ's body the earth beheld the | break out anew.
Comeas the light comes
image of the heavenly. Neither was his to the world, when over the
hills of the
body terrestrial ;

56°

en
as gin.

Anything

because we have stretched the wake of a
thousand ships across it; photographed
its shores upon our charts; made our

bs still

mind to admit that it is unable to canvass

|

The di-

to explore or define becomes mysterious
to us. The sea is no lohger mysterious,

THE GOD-HEAD OF JESUS.
“ For in him dwelleth all the fullness
of the God-head bodily” (Col. 2: 9), was
t
:
the text of the sermon preached by Rev.
W. H. H. Murray on Sunday, July 1,
and published in the Golden Rule, whence
it is taken:
7
:
In nature there are majestiesof expression that we can not understand. They
overpower the emotions and force the

one.

perfection,
but
¥

so to. speak.

Godhead is the resultof his vast-

ness,

'0 all the world and me.

kiss Thy sweet

in their

quavtity,

—not only great beyond all greatness that
we have seen, but beyond any greatness
that we can conceive, He is great in his
love; great in his.compassion ; and great
in every other characteristic. This is implied in the word, * fullness,” of the Godhead, or the divine nature. The mystery
of the

I do not fear to trust
My little all to Thee;
;
- Thy every motion must be just
To

alos

vine nature is a great, a boundless nature,

*~

O Father, kind, aud wise, and strong,
Thy will ean'do no creature wrong.
The little babe at rest

‘Will as Thou wilt—my {

or being,—is

riously beautiful, inrgim Poa,
has 1s
finest and proudest expression.
Then the
moral and spiritual attributes are won-

. SIMPLY TRUSTING,

0

THE MORNING STAR, JULY 18, 1877.

¢

801,~—man, or woman,
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Is STRONGER than any other—requiring less in using. .
. * Is UNIFORM —stiffens and finishes work always the Same.

MISFIT CARPETS,
English Brussels, Three Ply and Ingrain, also Stair Carpets, Velvet
Rugs, Crumb Cloths, .Oil Cloths, ete., very cheap at the Old Place, .

12 * Carpets
PULTOXY
ST.
carefully packed
Send

For

Price

List.

NEW YORE.

and sent to any part of the United States
free of Charge.

J. A, BENDALL.
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MOSHER,

tion should be addressed
letters on

successful

kind of labor.

to the Editor, and all

instances

known

ministers,
12,102
congregations,
with
1,052,339 members.
And a remarkable

this

fact in this connection is given in the

of

A Baptist minister, spend-

statement

ing the summer in the Catskill mountains

remittances of money, &o.,

business,

very

Some

for publica-

have

We

contact.

brought into

EE

designed

He,

whom he is

ly about Christ to those with

STA be aipirgssotiy the Publisher, Dover, N11 | several years ago, discovered there was

The child died, and the hints of

the poet, the agriculturist,

case might

be an incitement

to draw

from the natural

kind

Father, who, seeing

can ‘the paths which make
sometimes takes this way

the. scientist,

the

into them.

that Mrs. General Sherman has been fore-

jesting.

stated that she is soon

to be awarded the

golden rese” at the hands of

the

by

one of the

or

the sense of the debt

Presbyterian

Church,

——Rumors

£3,350,000, about £668,000.
x
Tor the endowment and

having

been

more

or

less

shore lines of Lake Michigan

are crying

‘“‘give,

give”

atthe

door

“have

sot

a special
:

definition

their faith being that

of

‘they

‘Boston,’

are

the

peo-

ple.”
The effect of the meetings has
radiated throughout New England, as was
from the first. We quote:
on || anticipated
I
1

particular a credit to.him.
right to

into the life that it would be so discharged
in that unconscious influence for good

which

is the sweetness

of

Christian

hundred

to show that it has been very gréat.

from five to two

varying

and fifty

VACATIONS.
The fragrance of blossoms and

individual

thousand

dollars

daily Journal of this

on

city

has

The

published

returns of the admission by profession

grasses

From

this we learn that 4000°of the

92,200 emigrants who came to New England before 1640, were Presbyterians. In
New York the first strictly Presbyterian
. tation of rest and recreation comes to us, church was planted by the Dutch in 1619,
like the perfume wafted from blooming which is still extant.
in glory. How we long to g° forth in tothe
presence of nature. Already the expec-

.orchards.

The

month of holidays

is

at hand. The scholar and teacher alike,
in academy or college, beginsto think of
the old homestead, and yearns for that
sweet retirement from books. The city
business man looks up from his desk
many a time, and seems to see through
his dusty office window the meadow and
forest, the country road and the stream,

«soon to receive him from his present toils.

‘The clergyman promises himself addition-al/joys in this Summer solstice,and bright. ens his Sunday discourse with increased
bloom of the flowers of rhetoric as he

thinks

- With equal

to

Dr. Prime evidently believes, mind and

months, is favorable to deliberate

sion by converts, and sober
pastors, and

is auspicious,

scrutiny

by

therefore,

of

durable results.
——THE

President has

bravely

has thereby raised a formidable opposition
in the ranks of the party men who deem
the ‘“machine” indispensable to the con-

and Fitch is only a lieutenant in the navy.”

the

Scotland and the north of Ireland sent to

invaluable aid in the

work {8° finding

an

Sunday-school.

A

our shores the men who gave distinctive "fresh illustration of this fact was brought
form to that Presbyterian Church which out at thé dedication of the monument
has been to the religion of America what to Porter P. Bliss at Rome, Pa., last
Mr. Moody, in giving an account
the backbone is to a man. These stalwart week.

Presbyterians settled chiefly in Pennsyl-

of the manner in which the” funds were

vania and Maryland. Our Presbylerianism helped largely to make us restless,
and finally rebellious, when the country

eaised for the monument,

3000

Sunday-schools

England, Scotland,

stated that over

in this

Ireland

and

country,
Canada

contributed nearly $12,000 for the monument, and

the education

phan children of Mr. Bliss.
Mr. Whittle,

of

the two or-

Mr. Sankey,

the Rev. Geo. A. Peltz and

Dr. Vincent were also ‘present’ on the
occasion. The dedicatory discourse was

pleasure the increasing desire for innoand, nor from the Dutch of who have been led into the fold of Christ
cent recreations in the country,and for the of New'Engl
through his consecrated gift.
New York, nor the planters of Virginia,
increased facilities by which that desire
ish Presbyterians.”
Scotch-Ir
the
from
but
may be gratified. The influence upon
As to the characteristics of Presbyteri- ——4ON the-whole; is it worth while to
+ the health and happiness of the public’ by
:
send the white boyto school?” asks the
this annual exchange of city for. country anism, here is a bit:
N.
Y. Tribune, after reviewing the fact
is very great. Besides, communion with
Presbyterians in América have shown
that
the University of Vermont recently.
suband
divisions
for
capacity
great
as
the domain of nature leads the soul by
grhduated
a colored student as the best
or elsewhere.
gentle steps to communion in heart with divisions as in Scotland men,
and set in | scholar-in the class, one who was a slave
are the same set of
They
* the Author of nature. The waving grove, the same way-—that is, their own way.
twelve years ago, and also that the same
‘i the'dashing cascade, the calm lake, the Alivays ready to give up when convinced ;
the = soul but never convinced if they can help it. institution gave the place of honor on the
«sublime mountains conduct
Willing at any time to part with their Commencement programme to a young
nearer to God.
have
Well,

ave wish them every happiness; and, "before they start from home, we' will give
them some late words of religious counsel.

We say religious counsel,for we' keep in
mind that the true discipleof Christ

does

allthings toithe glory of God, and that he

seeks something beyond the mere

ment of the day.

dispute.

lady

in

best friend rather than to yield a point

We have a tradition that one of

our Presbyterian
“ioderator,
when

for

: migd

“ment.

NornixGg more strikingly illustrates
the blind devotion of the Catholic masses
to the doctrine that the voice of the Pope

a
o Duh bd

(South),” «“ Reformed (Diteh),”

So, the Christian excur- | « Reformed (German),” ** United Presby-

d Presbyhate also seeks spiritual improve- | Clinegh,” “Synod of the Reforme
Synod of ReTherefore, while physical power | erin Church,” * General

Waa

Fo HR

4

:

4
#/

It

established

as one of the

back

best

with

3

of gees
istesete ae

past year, fifty-four having been added to

the number of members in the Q. M.

the word, and five churches have houses
of worship owned by them ; $105.07 have
been forwarded by the Treasurer of this
Q. M. for Missions the past year—this
does not include moneysasent by the
churches.
i
The

33

his |

debat-

Jefferson

Q. M.

re-

members,

with

a

house

of worship

Next session with Jefferson Q. M.

|

satisfac-

i time

to support.

not a little more sincerity

Wir. WairrieLp, Clerk.
——

3

Central N. Y, Yearly Meeting,
The Central New York Y. M. held its
last session with the Prospect church
' The conference was called

M. G. Slocum

Would

in taking the

the covenant; the weakest and dying
ignore

it.

And

this

will still be so, only more and more as

wish

they had them?

calls and light increase. _
bb

PASTOR.

0.0

were
and

Western Education Society.

in

collecting funds,

for printing and postage.

except

Letters were received from the Oswego,
Rensselaer,
Lake George and Otsego

Quarterly Meetings.
The reports were
cheering and encouraging to all present.
A goodly dumber has been gathered into

the fold of Christ, the churches strength-

Hoxie and wife, — Fuller and

wife,

and

M. C. Brown and wife.
5
The propriety of establishing a minis-

ter's institute for the States of New York
and Pennsylvania was discussed and

ferred to a committee.

Brother

re-

Mosier

of the St. Lawrence Y. M. presented the
claim of Whitestown Seminary for help,

urging the necessity of aiding to discharge
its indebtedness or we would

lose

it as

a school of the denomination. Rev. R. H.
Tozer offered the following resolutions,

Resolved, 1. That we look upon the Semi-

7“The annual meeting of the Westerfi

pense

lutions. Brother Teal of the Disciples was introduced and invited to a seat
with the delegates ; also Rev. B. McKoon
of the Holland Purchase Y, M.

which were unanimously adopted :

z

*4-0-44

$7.00

The report was

nary at Whitestown as an institution properly belonging to our

denoniination, and

its continued existence as such essential
to our interest, particularly in this part of
the country.
2, That we heartily approve of the efforts now being made by Brethren Mosier,
Phillips and Braytonto raise the indebtedness HR amounting
to $30,000.00) up-on the aforesaid institution.
Rev’s R.Tozer,A.E. Wilson and P.Phillips
were chosen delegates to the next

session

‘of the GeneralConference. An assessment

made upon

was

of 2 cents per rigember

‘| the churches of the Y. M. to defray the
accepted.
|
:
Revs. Smith, Haning and Huling were expenses of the delegates. The clerks of
appointed a committee to nominate offi- the Q. M. are requested to collect the

train

have

their hands whose object is to aid them in
asking all manner of questions at the con-

Rev. J. M. Langworthy

and D. G.. Young

“chosen -comumitee\ of arrangements

of our Home and Foreign Mission treasuries? It seems to me this neglect of a
solemn duty vitiates all our piety and
weakens our power both with God and
man. An experience of thirty years in
pastoral work has convinced me of this.
Our most influential churches and pastors
for saving men, are those who keep all
ones are those who

paper

——TuosE English clergymen who

from

nearly ready tobe dedicated, has adopted
the Treatise of our Faith.
:
Chose Rev. J.B. Collins delegate ‘to
Gen. Copference; Bro. D. 8. Smith and
wife, Rev, H. 8. Ball and wife and Rey.
Wm. Whitfield and wife, delegates to
Central Association; Rev. C. Hurlin, Cor.

vain that they assembled to demdnd an Education Society was held in Hillsdale,
honest and reforming President. Now June 6, 1877.
The meeting was called to order by the
that they have him, will they sustain him?
Will they meet again, and organize for President, Rev. R. Dunn. . Prayer by
the support of all that is wise and right in Rev. A. H. Huling. vif
the Administration? or will they content
The report of the Sécretary was read
themselves with expressing their sympathy, and leave the business of organizing, and accepted. The Treasurer reported
and so ruling, as of old, to be divided $163.47 received, and $156.47 paid indibetween
the two elasses-of -the—men-that |- ‘gent students. There had “been Ho ex3

letter

ported interesting revivals in the churches
at Lowville (Sprague’s Corners) and Fowler the past year, also that a new churchof

covenant, and a little more conscience in
keeping it, including our benevolent as
well as other obligations,add to the spiritu-

He

who

All

the churches have the stated ministry of

ened, the Sunday-school work never more
prosperous than now.
The following were chosen delegates
to represent the Y. M. in the Central Association: Rew J. M. Langworthy and
wife, J. M. Crandall and wife, A. E. Wilson and wife, J. H. Durkee and wife, S.

continues :
Combination must be met by combination. It is time for the men of the Fifth
Avenue Hotel Convention to show now
whether they mean business. It was not in

men

Aa

Rev. John Moxley was gvith us as corresponding messenger from Vermont Y.M.
The letter from Lawrence Q. M. reported revivals in some of its churches the

Many of our pastors never

present their claim

cers,

Revs,

Chase,

and

Smith’

were appointed a committee on business.
,

Committee to nominate officers reported the following, who were duly elected:
Rev. R. Dunn, President; Revs. C. B.
Mills, Michigan

Y. M., John Ashley, St.

money and forward it to the Treasurer of
{he Y. M. (Rev. J. M. Langworthy, Utica,
The collection on the Sabbath
N.Y.).
for missions was $21. Next session with
:
the church at North Scriba.
A. E. WiLsoN, Clerk. _
0-6-0

+90
fessional even of the most delicate sort, | Joseph Valley Y.M., J. B. Palmer, Wis- "Minnesota Southern Yearly Meeting.
these men have aroused a zealous oppo- consin Y. M., H.J. Brown, Illinois, N.

sition, more than they bargained for, per-

haps.

The London Z%mes says:

W. Bixby,

Iowa Northern,

O. E, Baker,

A

Towa, H.N. Herrick, Minnesota, R. A.
Coates, Min. Southern, M. M. Dodge, Indiana, Drake, O. and Pa., J. W. Parsons, O. Central, I.Z. Haning, O. River,
B. F. Herrick, Holland Purchase, S. Aldrich, N.Y. & Pa., C. Hurlin, St. Law-

experience of it, and they see at the pres-

worthy, Central, L. A. Crandall, Genesee,

elsewhere, and their’

C. M. Prescott, Susquehanna, Rev. F., W.
Straight, Ontavie;~ Vice-Presidents; Rev.

" The Eaghish people, as a whole, not-

withstanding

the

perversion

wrongheaded

and

feeble

of ‘some

folk

among

them,have only one thing to say to’ this
system. They do not care what arguments
may be

adducible

long time ago they

in

had

excuse

some

ent day what are the results
mind

for

it.

centuries’

it produces

is

made

up.

They will have none of it. They. will have
Lit at no price ; and there is no instittition they
would not sacrifice, no system they would
not repudiate,

if it became the home

and

the protection of such practices. If this
‘Society can not be suppressed among the
clergy, rough times may be expected for
is the voice ofsGod, thar the readiness the Church of England, The public take
languid and contemptuwith which the contribution known as aouscompardtively
interest in the disputes raised by the
Peter's Pence” is made. An exchange Ritualists on points of ceremonial. But
states on authority that within a shert if, as now appears, Ritualism means the
time over ninety ‘thousand dollars had inculeation of habitual confession, with

omganizations in America, namely: ‘‘General Assembly {North),” “General As-

ES

at

4

igt
only seeks rest from tension of | terian,” ‘Associate Reformed Synod of the
sionnot

rea

this is ¢ the third New

white youth this season.”

thou

There are ten independent Presbyterian

enjoy- | semby

and that

England college where the girls and the
colored lads have triumphed over the

fathers in Scotland,
prayed: ‘Grant, O

Lord, that we may be right,
knowoest we are very decided.”

Meeting.

ever in them.

he must ‘¢ inevitably snceumb.” So thinks

have the offices and the

mod-.

Revs. J.-M. Crandall and R. H. Tozer
and J. H. Durkee committee on reso-

his favor,” it will be of but little use and
that

chosen

Very often®vhen soliciting aid’ for our
benevolent causes we meet with members
of churches who give nothing and justify
themselves oh various grounds. I often
feel like asking such persons if they consider the solemn covenant they made
when uniting with the church: as having
any binding force. All the ‘members of
our churches have covenanted to sustain
our organized societies for the -support
of missions, yet multitudes of them do
nothing and manifest no interest what-

And although he may have the ‘‘ unorganized sympathy of the country solidly in

But,

Co.,N. Y.

erator. The divine blessing was then
asked upon the conference and Yearly

| June 22—24.

sete

duct of political affairs in this country.

Union.

Franklin

and Rev. J. B. Colling was

.| tional exercises.

under-

taken a reform in the civil service.

Christian

Center,

The Conference was called by the clerk,

to'order by the clerk. Rev. J. M. Langworthy was-chosen chairman-after -devo-———

pronounced by Rev. Dr. Pierson, of been attempting to introduce the confesto hills and dales, shaded woods and
firming this view,are these words of Ban- Detroit. Fully 10,000 people were on the gional into their churches, as the latest
mountain tops, the mineral springs or croft sy ¢¢ The first voice publicly raised in* ground,and 2500 vehicles filled the streets. step towards a more and more devoted
;
:
' the surf-washed shore.
America to dissolve all connection with But the sweet singer has a more lasting ritualism, and especially the publication |
Af¥this is very well. We hail with
Great Britain came, not: from the Puritans memorial in the gratitude of the many of the fact that a book has been found in

Most of our. readers no doubt
made their plans for the summer.

Dickinson

| ality of our churches as well as to the aid

of Egypt. But how many of them to-day
would like to have their names heralded
through the newspapers to the effect that
although Congress * remitted the duty on
the necklace, it yet lies in the vault of the
National Treasury Department, because
General Sherman says that ‘he hasn't the
money to pay State and city taxes on it,

—— BeNEvogeNT

If the
was under the British crown.
of soon enjoying, through the kindhad sent all the coloEngland
of
Church
“ness of his congregation, the luxury of
and the Church of Scotland had sent
the mountains, the sea-side, or the foreign nists,
the history of the United States
none,
journey. Yes, the heart of Society beats

¥»

The St. Lawrence Y. M, held its session June 23—24, with the church at

to

tion.”

profes-

dollar necklace, presented by the Khedive

heart, in the church of which he is an
honored representative. He says: ‘ From
and after the British revolution of 1688,

have been written separately
with quicker pulse, and its hands pack might never
from that of Great Britain.”
. innumerable trunks, preparatofy to flight
Among other authorities quoted as con-

1

be regarded

one to which he can look

enter-

girls all through the coundly who thought
that the daughter of one of our most prominent generals was to be especially envied in the gift of a three hundred thousand

The New York Observer publishes the
paper read by its senior editor, Rev. Dr.
. [renzus Prime, before the Presbyterian
uncil, held in Edinburgh, last week.

fills the air. Sky and earth rival eachother

churches.

——THERE were, doubtless, a good many

PRESBYTERIANISM IN THE UNITED
STATES.

~

for the season

prise, and even
greater accuracy, the
Chicago Alliance inits last issue publishés
a statement
-of the mortgages-resting on

40-044
40

character.

St. Lawrence Yearly Meeting.

ers among the mew
members,
His diction |
was unusually fine, and there was none of
that marrying of plural nouns to singular
verbs which mars so many otherwise forcible
efforts of our older debaters.
Mr. Mosher was
happy in his topic and happy in bis delivery,
and the record he made on Tuesday will be

statement of the Indebtedness, resting
the churches and religious societies of | But though the eflect can ngt now be
New York. The ageregate was startling measured, enough has been ascertained

—82,367,886,

gE

* 490+

the following notice from the Concord Daily
Monitor:
Mes. to Vermont Y. M. A collection
was
| The speech
of Mr.
«Mosher,
of
Do- | taken on the Sab. for Missions and forver, in the House on Tuesday, favoring the
Normal School appropriation, was “in every: | warded to @entral Association.

of | by the revival meetings
of the past winter,

The

While the body gains vigor,

instilled

should be

Hillsdale, Mich.

To speak bluntly, the fools are not all dead
vet; for how can one have the patience to give
a more charitable name to the man who is
having a boat made, only twenty-nine feet
long, in which he proposes to make the voyage

ten

Art. 4,0f the constitution,

provides that, ** persons contributing to
the funds of the Society may direct
in its
application.”
:
.
:
A. H. CHASE, Secretary. ; =

Catholic society of St. Louis, however, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy, owing $7,000
more than it owns.
This isso rare as to attract marked attention.

133 Congregational, sixty-four Baptist,
thirty-three Methodist churches, and one
Presbyterian church, from May ‘to July;
and.in these=233 churches, they number
to take a vacation this
Tthose who purpose
5,584. In thirty-nine Boston churches the
‘objects of it. There are fices. one meets summer. Our blessif® we especially be-. the Chifd@igo cliurches.”A list of Sixty- sum is 1,482; in twelve Baptist churchof #1, | Les of this city the baptisms are 590. |
onthe street that make the heart sad. stow-upon.all _hard-sworked- ministers of | two churches gives an aggregate
But these returns, though authentic, are
Deep pity is followed by a sincere desire the gospel, who labored ith zeal and 549,147 indebtedness, with sixty odd on their face lncomplete. Were full rethousand
classified,
not
making
a-total
of
and
winter,
last
of
revivals
the
in
piety
to do them good, to opén their eyes to'see
ports to be brought together from the
the barrenness of the way in which they who now need rest. We commend them $1,411,195. This makes the average in- churches in this city and State, and the
debtedness of the Chicago churches a States about us, the . aggregate of new
are now walking, and point them to the to the loving care of deacons, and church
little less than teventy-two thousand dol- members received within the last two
a
up
make
they
life which will be full of the fruits of the members, suggesting
lars each, while the New York churches months would be several thousand more.
pastor
ther
send
and
that
purse
happen
generous
never
may
it.
But
* Spirit.
And the accessions thus far made are but
We awhile to the mountains or the sea-side. average forty-three thousand. In either 4 the beginning.
we can do them any direct good.
Some of the churches
are not, however, excused from the pay- Do this, and the Morning Star will’ pub- _case, these figures indicate recklesgfinan- that have received the largest numbers
ment of the debt” on that account. - When lish a roll of honor, next autumn, of the ciering for the Lord—the latter especially confidently expectte receive still larger
We may hope, perhaps, that the numbers in the autumn. The conversions
the mind has once seen it, and the heart churches thus acting with justice and so.
faithful
lesson which these timés are well in Lynn since May 1st, are estimated by
:
pious love towards their pastors.
felt it, it must be paid, else we
nt
one of the pastors at 700.
As converts
May all who go forth to vacations re- calculated to teach the churches will not are received into Methodist churches only
suffer. We owe it to the world. SomeMeanwhile, it after six months’ probation, the Methodist
turn in peace and joy to their homes, and be lost in the future.
time and somewhere will come across
would
be
interesting
to
hear
from Boston gains from the revival are yet to be reour pathway some one whom we can at'last find a better resting-place in the
ported. The fact that the additions to the
on
the
subject
of
church
mortgages.
country!
heavenly
the
of
land
fair
help in this particular way.
If not,
churches are distributed over so many
There is a debt we owe to humanity as
well as the debts we owe to individuals.
Individuals awaken in us 2 sense of that
debt; but those who so awaken it are not the

poor students.

:

~Suarrey Chapel; London, (Rev.
Newman
HalP’s church) must represent an aggressive
force of great activity, The church numbers

‘will probably receive a million or so of

isa

Help is greatly needed,

There are no expenses for agents or officers; your money will go directly to help

and

preach the gospel to the sailors.
| bad business.
Church- debts are superia- | pages.
tively bad and sometimes even wicked.
As the Editor just now divides his fime be| Just now, when had "times are upon us, i| 1x
the opinion of the Watchinan, those: | tween this office and the N. I Legislature, of
atl
ge
9
:
| and interest nutes;
like *the famous leech, | who speak of Boston as slightly affected | which he is a member, in his ab¥ence we clip
:

and |
the mind enrichment from the scenes of |
beaiity, the soul may become impoverish- |
ed. We approve of innocent mirth, ‘and |
of the hearty ringing laugh ; but we cau- |
tion against frivolity, and against any
frame of mind that cools religious fervor.
Now we give our -benediction to all

piety.

Ameriean

It is.estimated that not only 20,000 inebriates
but that 30,000 moderate drinkers in Michigan
have been enlisted in the temperance movement there during the past few months.

most inthe work of collecting and sending money to the Vatican. Indeed, it is

enipty church treasuries, public attention |
|
| is sure to be held whenever this subject |
Christian needs to, guard agaipst this. isiy presented. Recognizing this fact, the {
Excessive diversion may harm ardent | } N. YT. Tribunenot long since published a
foolish

:

the

widely circulated that the Golden Rule around Cape Horn?
=
°
foundation of colleges and theological was not an exception, and had sunk and |- The Journal & Messenger has been couras
schools, the laymen of the Presbyterian was sinking capital in a way peculiar to a geous enough to adopt a rule excluding from
Church have cheerfully given millions of newspaper, that journal makes a state- its columns all complimentary resolutions
money, which they regard not their own ment to the effect, that the * Golden Rule adapted by churches for the benefit of retiring
but the Lord's, whose stewards they are.
pastors. This doubtless indicates a determiIt is believed that in no department of paid back the capital on. which it started nation to protect the reputation of the said
the Church of Christ isthe religious duty by the profits of the first year, and paid pastors and be merciful to the general reader
and privilege of consecrating money to its founders a handsome .sum besides,” at the same time,
i
the service of God more intelligently un- | and that * during its second year®it has
Chicago has a missionary sailor, Captain
derstood and conscientiously discharged
| doubled its subscription and adverdsing Bundy by name. Through the liberality of
and enjoyed.
| patronage, and more than doubled its. friends he has fittedpup a neat and commodious
| profits to its proprietors.” It may well schooner which ‘he very appropriately .chris* OURRENT TOPICS.
tens “Glad Tidings” and will cruise along both
——GETTING in debt is, at the best, very | be proud of the success of its wide-awake

The Christian should guard during his
vacation
against
things - inexpedient.
in revelation, Temptations sometimes assail the disci
orderings of a ples of the Lord avith peculiar violence
better than we when they are remo¥éd from the security
for our peace, of their own homes. Sometimes groups of
of leading us travelers fall into a habit of injurious con-

The vital question is, shall we

owned

of

amount to
* % wx

with increasing brightness,

by indifference,
blindness or positive
refusal fail to profit by the lesson, and
thus not only separate our souls from the
companionship of the wise, but also close
the door to the indwelling of the Spirit of
peace and love?
hd

‘ministry,

branches

of every = becomes a walk toward the
Lord, along which a heavenly light beams

of

worthy dbject.

Foreign Bible Society is importing from China
for circula-

cash yet before the close of the year, we
really hope he may be able to keep the
wolf from his door for the few days he
that the real estate and invested funds for has yet to live.
the support of teachers and candidates for

works in the natural world. So,the ramble

‘and

fact that

do something

-are studying. for the ministry. It

BRIEF NOTES.
Tt is a curious

the West will

to help this Society to aid young men who

ed Church must go with them..

in the Chinese language
at first strange, is the well known fact Scriptures
tion on the Pacific coast, -

in one year the contribu-

churches in

illustrious exponent of this superstitious
mania for giving to ‘“ God's vicegerent 2000 members and maintains thirteen Sunday
on earth.” This mark of heavenly appro- schools, seventeen lodging houses, a society
for Christian Inustruction,and holds some forty
bation has heretofore been conferred al- extra services for the poor every week,
most exclusively on royalty, we believe, |. In the catalogue of mortgaged churches of,
but this American devotee has proved a New York and Chicago, the Catholic churchroyal giver,and that is the main thing, we es are conspicuous for their absence, Rome
suppose, after all. As the poor old man trains her children to ¢ pay as they go.” A

God's creative power and love. Let his
vacation be a term-time for pious communings with God in the presence of his

versation,

Mackonochie

his Highness, for having been the most

dealings of the Creator

what is plainly declared
that these reproofs are the

Mr.

country.
:
More than twenty divinity schools with
about seventy-five professors, and more
than eight hundred students,show the zeal
ofjthe* Presbyterian boy in making ‘* the
instruction of its candidates for theNpukpit
an object of the highest importance.”
The paper is filled with matter of interest, but we must close with this extract:
Some idea may be obtained of the value
attached to theological education
by
Ainerican Presbyterians from thie ‘fact

‘tountain-side, upon grove and
rocky
coast, and see written over all the story of

“The ear that heareth the reproof of
life abideth among the wise.” The reproofs of life come to every one. They
come in many ways, and are adapted to
the individuality of each. This intimates

consequences,

dollars to each communicant in the.whole

the parents that its death was due to the | looks upon nature each from his own
neglect and carelessness of the teacher, standpoint. So, let the Christian see the
so preyed upon her mind that she has wisdom and goodness in the
scenes
since become insane, and is to be carried around him. Let him look thoughtfully
to the asylum. Would that this extreme upe# lake ‘and brook, upon glen and
near {o that Life which alone can direct
aright-the words ‘of the mouth and the
meditations of the heart.

its

and his friends must go, or the Kstablisu-

gift of the

preaching, and organized
a Sabbath
school, fram which extraordinary religious
present Condition or future prospects, results followed,
The distribution of
repeat the brave words of the Master and good books and tracts and religious newsstrive to enter into their spirit: ‘The cup papers forms another way of pious vacawhich my Father Hath given me, shalll tion- work. Conversation affords an adb) mirable opportunity to speak
not drink it ?”
for the
Lord.
_One of the most pathetic: of incidents is
The devout Christian will seek during
revealed by an item in thedaily papers. A his vacation to see more clearly through
New England school teacher became very nature to nature’s God. Every man sees
much attached to a little girl under her with hisown eyes. By this we mean that

charge.

that

‘all

tions in money for religious purposes
amounts to $14,512,198,or nearly fifteen

no preaching, of Sunday-school,in that
neighborhood; "and at once commenced

Complaints would’ be shortened and
murmurings hushed, did those who are
about to lament or grumble over their

-

but we are, ‘months past, money has constantly gone
the reader lin one steadily flowing stream alike from
The grand the wealthy and the miserably poor to
gives 9,028 fill the coffers of the Pope. What seems

tried to copy this listcorrectly,
confident of the sympathy of
if any mistake has been made.
total of all these TEI
ie

will try to speak a word wisely and, kind-

Editor,

A. H. Huling, Western Editor.
23°All communications

wanting salvation.

| apg gyverywhere
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\all parts of our own country, during the |

« Cumberland Presbyterian.” ‘We have

neys he will seek the extensionof the
| Lerd's kingdom.’ He knows that souls
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by
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religious influences.
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STAR,

rence,

J. W. Barr,

Union,J. M.

As TI. Chase, Secretary;
ler,

Treasurer; Revs.

Lang-

Rev. J.J. ButD. W:C. Durgin,

J.B. Drew, A. A. Smith, and G. A. Holt,
Executive Committee.
Voted to have a minister’s institute this
fall.
:

Voted to refer the time of holding the
Institute and the necessary arrangements
to the Business Committee.

It is to be hoped

that the

pastors ‘and

The ninth session of

the Minn.

Southern
Freedom

Yearly Meeting convened

church

of the

Blue

Tw

Falley Quarterly

Meeting, at the Dane school-house, in the town

of Medo.
S. A.

Stow

Conference called to order by Rev.
at 3 o'clock,

Dane chosen as
V. Goff chosen
of Bro. R. A.
tional exercises

rp. M.

ley.

Rev.

E. Berry

was

with

Bro.

M. Dane

assistant.

Chain Lake and Blue
read.

Rev.

C.

Bro.

Moses

temporary chairman, Bro. F.
as clerk pro tem.in the absence
Coates, standing clerk, Devoconducted by Rev. B, F. Kel-

Cain

chosen

moderator,

Letters from

Earth

Valley

asked

that

the

Q. Ms

Root

River Q. M., from which he was a delegate,
might be united with Minn. Southern Yearly
On motion, the request was grabs
Meeting,
ed.
i
The Moderator appointed Bro. Densmore,

Rev’s B. F. Kelley, C.

Cain

V)

as committee

to

Bro. R.
Meeting.
locate the next Yearly
Densmore, Rev’s C. Cain, 'W. S. Leigh comBro. J. Chase, Re?’s
mittee on church polity.
C. Cain; 8. A. Stow, committee on resolu-
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Bro. L. J. Baker, Bro. R.
Rev. S. A. Stow,
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——gichardson;

engage

it

was

earnestly

casion by an g¥sel ent and

deter-

bath-school lecture.

in raising
*

the next Yearly Meéting, it was voted that the
next session be held with the Root River

|.especial

gratification

:
:
more thorough
Quarterly Meeting, with the Free Soil church | (oe UTNE

at Wykoft, ’
Rev. C. Cain,

‘The Committee

on

Temperance

reported

of the last Year-

“ that we adopt the resolution

ly Meeting with this addition, * that. we rec-

ognize the Good Templars and Sons of Temperance as co-workers with us in the cause of
Temperance,”
The report of the
was adopted by a unanimous vote.

The committee on

church

ig good

#ble mamagér

and

an

reports
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withthe church in Blaine,

ex

Bi

or

polity reported
:

Believing most fully that the importance of
Christian literatures second only to that of
the Christian Ministry; and believing that
cach denomination of Christians finds its high-

est power in Christian work on the line of
to its distinctive prineithe greatest loyalt,

ples and polity, which can only be sufficiently
set¥orth and intelligently understood through
the medium of the press, therefore,

:

Lo
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A good délegation

dote
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hope
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last

some
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joyed, and we

Resolved, That we heartily express our continued appreciation of all. our: denominational

our conference,
His
preaching
gladdened”
many a heart, being full of the spirit and love

the

done,

‘Troy.

of Christ.

We send Rev. D.D.

Brown

of approaching

disap-

PAIN

as a

Star in all our Sabbath schools. ©
2, That with inereasing satisfaction we view
the growing efliciency and influence of the

At 9 o’clock, on Sunday morning, we . witnessed the impressive rite of baptism.
It was
indeed solemn and yet deeply joyous to see
six noble young men thus put on Christ before

one of the recognized forces for good in the
front rank of the world’s best ,workers; and
that we pledge ourselves anew to increase its

the world, and start in the strength and earnestness of young manhood, to follow the Mas-

Morning Star as a faithful exponent of the
doctrines which we hold so dear, as well as
-

committee

also reported

another

resolu-

tion as follows:
:
Whereas, at the last General Conference
action was taken favoring the reception of unbaptized persons into the church, and whereas
it is the sense of this Yearly Meeting that such
action was contrary to the Scriptures, and to
“the faith and usages of Freewill Baptists,
therefore,

tended, and all must

havegfel

e deep

ear-

o'clock, P. M.
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troubled with constipation. I find in your Lozenges just what I need; not a strong purgative, but
an efficient help to nature.
:
N. P. LOVERING, JR.
Price 30 and 60 cents. For sale by all drug-.
gists, oF will be sent, free of postage, on receipt of
price, by
E. S. Harrison& Co., 49 Union St., Boston
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of Christ in

ST. Croix Q, M.—Held its last session with
the Eau Galla church, commencing June 15,
at 2, P.M. Weather: fine; attendance small;
covenant meeting Saturday
atternoon very
geod ; preaching good ; attention good.
Next session with the Spring Brook church,
teirf miles west of Eau Galla, Friday before the
third Sabbath in September.
:
R. PosToN, Clerk.

Resolved, That we respectfully request the
next General Conference to reconsider and
annul such action.
After discussion, it was postponed and finally
adopted by one majority.
It was voted that the epllection taken at
this Yearly Meeting (£9.06) and what money
is now in the Treasurv(81.75) shall be approWE learn that Rev. J. S. Neal, of New Dur
priated to defray the expenses of our delegate
ham, N. H., baptized twelve persons on May
to the General Conference,
and there be ap20, and six on July 8. Others are expected to
‘propriated a suflicient additional amount of
follow goon in the same ‘ordinance,
money to defray/his expenses,
F .
No meeting ofi Saturday evening on account
REV. 8S. F. MATHEWS,of Ames, N{Y., bapof rain.
meetings were well attended
tised seven converts on the first Sabbath of
and the interest good.
Rev. B. F. Kelly
June, who jained the Free Baptist church of
preached Friday evening; Rev. E. Berry, Sat.
Ames.
:
urday morning ; Rev. C. Cain,Sunday morning;
After which the Sacrament’
was administered. | THE pastor of the Augusta (Me.) church,
Rev. E. Berry-preached again at 2.30, P.M. ‘baptized eleven persons -who ~were-added--to{
and Rev. C. Cain in the evening.
The covethe church, the first Sabbath in July, making
nant meeting on Saturday wis made especially
thirty-three who have been received by prointeresting
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nestness, which these faithfl workers brought
with them from their fields of labor. Good feeling and harmony were manifested through the
session,the hospitalities of the people were ample, and we trust all will be encouraged to go
forward, renewed in zealand power.
Closing
resolutions by O. H. True.
:
R. I. POULEY, Clerk.

’

up the cause

little village.

Co., you will be sure of a pure article.
to visit Rev. Wm. C. Peck and’ to interview
him in regard to his embracing Spiritualism,
report that they found him accepting and embracing its doctrine and following its teachings in all of its ways and forms, and as this
committee had previously published in the |
OHI10 RIVER Y. M. willbe held with the Raccoon
Star that Bro. Peck had departed from the
church, Rio Grande, Ohiogomiuensing Aug,
J
WO,
ing and] usages of the KF. Baptists, thereP.M,
THOMAS E. PEDEN, Clerk,
ore,
™.
Resolved, That we sustain this committee
PexonscoTr Y. M. will hold its next sess ion at
Burnham Village, commencing Aug. 14, at 2. Pp. M,
in their decision.
:
:
Attendants will ‘be at the depot to direct persons to
Next session to be held with the Windham
their homes,
Those
intending to
be present will
thurch, commencing Friday, Aug. 24, at 2
please inform John Cook, for the committee.

ter. After returning to the church, we listened to an able discourse upon baptism and
Raptist leaching,
The meetings were interesting and well at;

circulation and thus extend its influence.
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May Godbi bless.
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of communication. | ner.— New Era, Woodstock, Iii.
ue his friendly ns
Resolved, 1. That we urge once more upon | tion of the assistancgin our work afforded byof | Rev.
.
H. Whitcher of Maine, has lately come
By the ministers ne members ig year ly je astern oie, pnd we sill egurds
4
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western interests; | among us and taken the pastorate of the Apa-.pf
importance to all our
eeting, the great importance of promoting | vital
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and its results, viz.: Piles, Indigestion, Head.
ache, Dizziness, Languor, 0 pression of Food, .
Heartburn, Flatulence, Bad
Taste in the Mouth,
Torpid Liver, &c., &c.
;
Females who can not endure strong purgatives
find thege Lozenges admirably suited to the many
complaints incident to their sex, by restoring nature and preventing periodical pains and obstructions, T er are also just the things tor children
suffering with worms, being a sure cure, and as
agreeable to.take as the most pleasant confection,
Travellers find the Lozenges just what they

age,

. Dot pass unnoticed, and they have produced the
TAKEN INTERNALLY, IT CURES’
unpreced@iited demand that now exists for the |
first and only article ever compounded that can
Dysentery, Cholera, Diarrhea,
Qf,
the
:
produce them in a pleasing and satisfactory man-

tontin-

Q. M., desiring to

delegate to the Troy
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The whitening locks again resume
the thin, dry, and faded hair becomes
glossy. The whole appearance is
if by magic, and the man or woman,
was called aged, now appears as one

in the prime or

Q. M., was gladly received.and. welcomed to

publications, especially the Morning Star and
Sunday school papers, and also our apprecia-

of an

it, and find means to get it, and it does not

drive the evil from our land,
y
.
With reference to our publications it was
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the perfection
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fore’ too often poisoned with degdly drugst | tators. They are the most effectual remedy for

when the persistent use of
Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient
something to obliterate thetell-tale tracks of time,
with Jaoper recautions as to diet and TepHnen,
thorand preserve the natural adornments or youth to | would inevitably have worked a speedy an
laints,
ough cure. In kidney diseases, bowel co
ripe old age. Hall’s Hair, Renewer does all this, fevers, nervous paroxysms, and all other Iments
and ts praisesresounds in cottage and palace. The
that reduce the strength and vital power of the
dwellers among the snows of Norway and the system, sustain, refresh, purify, cleanse and regulate it with this invaluable saline remedy. Sol
Peasants of sunny France and Spain, find use for by all Druggists.

gratifying result
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Murder in the First Degree is generally Oppression after
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ziness,
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brought to light, but thousands of quiet murders,
For tyirty years these Lozenges have retained
- of
which the world never hears, are committed by
the
confidence
of
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Medical
Profession
and
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the administration of wrong medicines. The dyseptic, the billious, the fever-ridden, the rhenmat- | public generally, in spite of all competitors or imi-

Science has accomplished no more wonderful or
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most delicate stemach will not reject it. Sold by
Druggists and E.H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St.,New York.
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Next session with the Presque Isle cbuxch,
commencing Friday before the fourth Sabbath
in September.
L.V. TowLg, Clerk.
the Owego church,
churches was fair,
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tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,

imestone, Fort Fair-
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A POSITIVE CURE FOR

by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri-
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e different churches was present.

itions were reported in

In'view of the terrible ruin wrought by intemperance, emphatic resolutions were passed
recognizing the good accomplished by the various means employed for its abatement, condemning the use of liquor in all its forms, and
recommending the use of every means to

committee
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as follows:

at the evidences of a

0ZENGES.

Zrincipal Depot 107 North9th St., Phila. Send $1.00

to the patronage of all who ure entering upon favored with the labors of Bro, Peckham of
the Houlton Q. ‘M.,
1 Bro. Taylor of the
a course of education, +
Free Christian Baptists of N. B, Our, hearts
With reference to Sabbath-schools, it was were made sad by the tidings of Bro. Ebbets’
decided te appoint an agent whose duty it death of the Houlton church, A good man
shall be to look after the 8. S. interests in their has gone over the river, Chose as delegates to
the Y. M., Rev. J. W. Carr, and brethren N.
various phases.
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seytown church, Sept. 15—17, where we hope
to
met with J a larger$ number
viet ofof our
out ministers,
ministers,
to meet

ve rejoice in tie cogtipued: pros “it | field, Presque Tole and

HE

General Conference, with the power of substi-

some

grade of scholarship as the re. [ more eflicient labors.
I. L. RAY, Clerk. | with
t
ulty under. the direction of
ose the:
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Souurtyof anybo theliquid
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quantity
oil. this
The
ARO00STOOK Q. M.—Held its June session” With double

plished scholar, an
“emplary Christian,
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next

the

to

delegate

Meeting, was chosen as

SPENCER'S RHEUMATIC DINIMENT

Sab-

elected its

of ministerial aid.
:
The Q. M. will hold its Sept. term with Ram-

Pres. Durgin, whom we regard as an accom-
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of the Root River

M.

om the North, ‘We are in | /or4 bottic.

our |Our
need

unew

Resolved, 1. That we express

locating

on

with the report of the committee

Q.

where we would love to meet with

hedrty interest in and attachment for Hillsdale
College, und pledge to give it our sons and
daughters, and our money so far as we can.
Il
ta
pleasure in expressing our
2. That
we take

In accordance

filling the desk.
commiton"tee

soul-cheering

The

Is warranted to cure or money returned. This is the
delegates for the Y. M. at Jewelhill, Madison
County, N, C., commencing
August
26, Jinest Liniment in the worle. Sold by all Druggists.
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FRANK MILLER'S LEATHER PRESERVATIVE and
iy jel
sions were adopted. “These were all good, and Rings pit late Lh ERS
Prof. H. R. GREEN, at
would be encouraging to our brethren. abroad, | the communicants was our Congressman, R. Water-Proof blacking received the highest and | Myofided 1848. Address
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in | once commenced ** fixin me’cine.” Into an
empty tumbler lie poured camphor, eye-

this mixtare, he remedicated the

So many shipg at sex; will they never, never | youth

laconic reply, as she closed and fastened

a proudly -con.

’

And thought of the joy its coming back to me
‘would shortly bring.
But it, alas,

has sailed—where?

where f—

oh,

tell me

:

I have heard a tale of a maelstrom

dark,

and

- they call its name Despair.
"But yesterday I saw, just over the harbor
line,
A stately ship, with spreading sails, and I
‘Whispered that is mine.
But it sailed and sailed

blue,

away, far in the mystic
yearnings

wild

.
fond

as

as

¢“ That

when

at first- my

,
not

:

think

fruition

ne'er

now

come

and

thy love return at last.

—Inter

:

The prettiest little gentleman

that

to me

in the.

chestnut,
is

.

For he sings so sweetly still,
Through his tiny, slender bill,
‘With his little patch of red upon his bosom.
‘When the frost is in the air and the snow upon
the ground,
To other little birdies so bewilderin’,
Picking up the crumbs near the window he is
found,
Singing Christmas stories to the children;
Of how two slender babes
Were left in woodland glades,
By a cruel man who took ’em there to lose
‘em ;
!
-

But Bobby saw the crime
(He was watching all the time),

And he

blushed

a

perfect

crimson

on

his

bosom.

‘When the changing leaves

of autumn

— Harper's

Family

around

her anxious faces

ties;only showed

across

the

room

to

the

When Mr. Lee returned with anxious
face from his search through the garden
and house Mrs, Lee whispered with white
lips her suspicions.
With evident effort
at composure,

the

father

said,

‘‘Let

us

each one.

Mrs. Lee was to go up’ slairs..

par-

So

increased

:

anxiety,

surprised him,

The astonished child received an amount
of embracing and petting quite astonish-

.ing considering
done.

e amount

As they sa

down

of mischief

to "dinner,

the

only one who was perfectly cool and free
from

excitement

was

the

darling,

who

had been thought lost but now was found.

large. dark eyes,
unexpectant

till he

led

remembered

found

was that could be easily stolen. But
breakfast was ready and the children had
to be helped off to school, and during the

:

TOMMY’S OOUSINS.

Susie's lovely doll and flattened her

nose,

and he had put the kitten on top of the
book-case.
He had even been saucy and

shoulders,

thal

“No;

his

busy forenoon no further thought of gyp-

thought he, as he stood looking around
this delightful room.
In one side of this
being

almost

shut in by the bed made a cosy nook all
by itself. Here were Grandmu’s rocking-

chair, footstool and

stand.

The

latter

gave ample proof that Grandma was

gies intruded itself.

while a little distance behind
Fd

Inrked the

seeds completed

were

the

bottles

variety.

of “cam-

Howie

others.

“ The

ple, is an exhaustive review of the life and
associates of Bryan Waller Proctor, and contains many rémarkable views that will attract

the attention of

the

literary

Feasibility of a Code of

world.

* The

Intermational

Law,”

is by the late ex-Governor Emory Washburn.
The article commends itself to the friends of
international law, reform and arbitration, both
in Europe and America, as being an able discussion of the subject, and as one of the lat
est productions of a great publicistiand nobleminded citizen, The Review contains an une

usually lurge

number

German, Italian

of notices of

and American.

English,

books, the

tenth letter in the series from Mr. Hamerton
on Art in Europe, and notes on Contemporary
Events at home and abroad.—~New York: A.
8. Barnes & Co.

a valuable

The July number of the Magazine
of
American History (A. 8. Barnes & Co.) cone

tains as its leading article a careful

and” ex-

haustive-sketch of ** Our National Flag—its
History in a Century,” by
Major-General
Schuyler Hamilton,
the first historian of the

American Flag.

In it will be found

an account of the

But the family were

origin of the

vot only

form,

and arrangement of the national

colors

banner,

and

Quarterlies, &o

shoved

out

his

¢lbows,

Ian't

tired,

and

and

I g’'n’t ‘cross

Tommy,

turn into a nasty, snappy turtle, or a crab,

coming to boys in books,” said

nurse,

Prosperity? by David

their fringes

the

mer-

maid, and welcomed her home.
«1 have here a'poor little urchin

who

to

A.

as

the bureau for {he

piece of mince pie he had hidden there.
He had taken it from the pantry shelf that
evening—a good big quarter of a pie. It
was rather dusty, but tasted good, and
Tommy sat up in bed and ate it all in ten
bites. -Then he curled down among the

blankets and wished he was a crab.

chin,” said the red-nosed man.

«1 @’n’t a urchin,” cried Tommy, indignantly.
«See him open his month! How ugly
he is I” exclaimed a small boy beside the
red-nosed man.

at

‘

closes by charging that

not know.

sang to

in

the

There

is biit one

Bayard Taylor writes

‘Maybe it was

ceeded him, Halleek would

The number of Littel’'s Living Age for the
week ending July 7th, begins a new volume,
and has the following valuable contents:
Life
and Times of Thomas Becket, by the historian

Froude, Nineteénth Century; Pauline,

“Very

well,” said the other,

‘®s

Green Pastures and Piceadilly,by Wm, Black,
Examiner; Genius and Vanity, Cornhill; A
Great Sea-Wave,

about

it add

FELT

IER

PRIA

less

of the. electoral

one. *“Two-legzed people fall out,
should not we?” |
So they tried alt sorts of

ways,

-

In

this

election Mr.

Fillmore received 25 per cent. of the popular
vote, and only 2 per cent. of the electoral vote.
In 1852 Pierce received 51 per cent. of the pops
ular vote, and 85 per eent.of the electoral
vote. In 1848 General Taylor received 46 per
cent. of the popular vote, and 56 per cent. of
the electoral vote. At this election Mr. Van

why
i
bub

vote.

it

could not be done, because each would
give way. At last number one brought

Buren received about 10 per cent. of the

lar vote and no electoral vote.
K. Polk received 650 per cent.
vote, and 62 per cent, of the

two stones,

alone in the dark,” said Norre, *‘ and

popu-

In 1848
James
of the popular
electoral vote.

So that, while the electoral college lias differed
forty-two per cent. from the popular vote, it

has never come nearer to it than ten pet cent.
. « 1 denounce this clause in the Constitution,
There can

looking

down

of the other

iwo hundred and forty-seven, ~*~
Senator Morton’s proposed remedy

not |

I

on me

oo.
is ‘to

abolish the Electoral College, to brush away
rubbish, and bring the election of President to
the people, and let every man vote for the

candidate of his choice.” "5

lid

The remaining articles’ of the

Review

are

readable and in many
respects profitable.
> The ¢ Japanese Traveler’’ attempts to exalt

Mahometanism over Christianity.
proposes to have the

Nation

perity by learning to produce
easily and cheaply,

and how.

Mr.

regain

its

Wells
pros-

useful things
to

learn

to

do

clasping me in his arms, and then I feel

& Co.

‘God

“ The Dust of a Rose,” (song) by J.

R. Fair-

lamb:
Also, “I can’t sing for Gold,” by
M*Carroll.
Also, a piquant little concert song,

¢¢ Little Jack Frost,”

by Mrs. Carleton.

Also

~The Czar's March? —4-Out-in—the
green; —
and ‘ Little Bells,” or ¢ Gustav’s Glockchen,
by Koelling,
The last three are “instrumental
pieces.

NN

Literary Notes.
Over one million

copies

of

the Bible

printed annually.

are

:
Pleasonton’s

of Gen.

Seven thousand copies

« Blue Glass” have been sold.
Susan B. Anthony keeps all the newspaper
paragraphs about her in a scrap-book.
Three million-four hundred thousand copies
have
of Moody and Sankey’s Gospel Hymns

J

:
Testament

is

to be

.

of

i

"No less than 40,000 copies of the official
President, . . against the wishes

so happy

Bessie,

Dirsox & Co., continue to publish quantities of sparkling music.
We have received

4 Revelation,

here too; and sometimes he seems

¢ No,” said

sacred

have reaghed the 18th chapter of the ‘Book

this he intends to show at a future time.
Prof. Adler’s article on the Jews and Bishop
Haven’son ‘“ America in Africa” are both interesting papers.—Boston: James R. Osgood

way off.”

and

A. Hoffman,
R, Murray,
Lowry and
a good book
and
Camp

The English revisers of the New

am not all alone.
God is here.
1 look
out of the window and seethe stars, and

God seems to be

hymns

meetings. It is published by S.~Brainard’s
Sons, Cléyeland, Ohio. ($30.00 per hundred).

been sold.

afraid at all, are you, ‘Bessie darling?”
“No, indeed,” said little Bessie, * for

gospel

songs by J. H. Tenney, Rev, E.
P. P. Bliss, Ira D, Sankey, James
T. C. O'Kane, Asa Hull, Rev. R..
other well known writers, and is
for revival, devotional,
praise

of the votes of the people;
in the electoral
college lie received 81 per cent. of the yotes of
the ‘electors pointed.
In 1864 General
Grant received 62 per cent. of the popular
vote,and 73 per cent. of the electoral vote,
In
1864 Mr. Lincoln received 65 per cnt. of the
popular vote, and 91 per cent. of the electoral
| vote.Jn-1856 James. Buchanan received45
per cent. of the popular vote, and 69 per cent.

«Oh it can not be difficult,”said number

Country

SONGS OF FAITH i$ the title of the latest
collection of mew

In 1872 General Grant received 55 per cent.

So

North

—Boston : Littell & Gay.

sent the sentiment of the people:

set
BL

Spectator;

Fishermen, Pall Mall Gazette; Ave Maria, a
Breton Legend, by Alfred Austin, Cornhill.

respect have nearly wrecked the nation on
several occasions, and threaten to do so
again. The electoral system does not repre-

you

please, dear friend ; but how shall we

by L.

B. Walford, author of ** Mr. Smith,” etc., a
clever serial, printed from advance sheets;
Twenty Years of African Travel, Blackwood;

true. Maybe 1 really ‘was—a—uyrchin.” noticeable writer. Senator Morton seeks a
better way to elect a President. The imper—ASt. Nicholas.
?
| fections of the constitution, he -says, in this
COULDN'T QUARREL.
In the depths of a forest there lived two
foxes who never had a cross word with
each-other. One of them said one day in
the politest fox language:
¢ Let's quarrel.”

Ward, delegate

map of Commerce.

of the

a

@blonel

unpublished

ed for the Magazine as u pendant to the article

controls

heen

of Governor Samuel

and

of an

on Norumbega which appeared in a previous
number, in which the reader will hardly recognize the modern Kennebec, and a quaint description of New England in 1700 from a rare

man in” Europe

have

Crockett

Among the reprints there are, Quinihequy,
a chapter from Champlain’s Voyages, translat-

* be-

appreciatively

Colonel

the initial part

attended at
of General

statesmen,

“the strongest and most numerous battalions
the world has seen, ‘Tell me what that man
intends and I will tell you how" the Eastern
Question stands.” So wé say to our readers
init, so long as we donot know the 1lentions
of Germany, so long as we are ignorant of the
real understanding existing between the thyee
great Empires, we can. not know the intentions of Russia, or predict ‘the spread and results of the existing wars.

huge hermit crab, who stretched out four
claws, and said: .
0
« Shake hands, cousin! Glad to see
to

Diagy

Major Beatty
reminiscences

from Rhode Island in the Continental Congress, 1774-1776, a valuable contribution, in
its precise detail,to the history of our early

Africa,

Commission

who knows, and that is the man who

Notre, ‘“ but God up in the sky is a great

h!

Boon; and

I, by Gilbert Haven. The fitle of Judge
Black’s article indicates its aim and tone, It

throw at him, but right at his elbow sat a

”!

Wilkinson,

Wells; Reformed

Judaism, by Felix Adler; America

Tommy looked around for something to with all his eyes.” To be sure,” said

you

Barbecue
which
Louisville,
with

Tommy to himself. Just then he look™ Poet Halleck. While according him genius,
ed
down
and
saw: some pie-crust be qualifies it by the times in which it was
exercised. Amid the greater poets who succrumbs in his bed. ‘“I don’t knew,

| though,” ‘he thought:

she tygked him into his bed.
Nurse thought he had become very quiet
all at once, and as she bade him * Goodnight” she wondered if he was up to more
mischief. Bathe was already snoring as
she reached the door. As soon as-she
had gone down stairs Tommy got out of

bed and felt under

ed and waved

** Why ! I must have dreamed it? said

you'll

some of these nights when you're so ¢ross,”
said nurse.
:
¢ Pooh!” said Tommy, “I wont.”
“Well, something will happen; you'll
see if it doesn’t. I've read of such things

G. B. McClellan;
Fitz-Greene Halleck, by
Bayard Taylor; ‘I'he American Constitution;
11.,by Senator O. P. Morton ; Moral Reflexions,
by a Japanese Traveller; New Rissia, by M.
W. Hazeltine ; How shail the Nation regain

When he woke up the sunshine was
streaming over him.
«I did think of giving him some paregoric, ma'am,” nurse was saying.
‘‘ Bat
after a while he stopped crying, so I did
not get up.”
;
:

up:stairs.

“J do declare, Master

home—a large pink conch-shell,
with seaweed climbing over it, and a long avenue,
marked with rows of pink sea-anemones,
leading up to'it. The sea-anemones boy-

him songs about the sea.

either!” Every one was glad when bedtime came, and Master Tommy was taken

an

While dinner was in active preparation, there came a knoekat the door. There phor, ammonia and eye-water. In little
stood an uncouth looking youth, with tempting vials were dainty white pellets
that same battered tin-pail in his hand, and boxes of cubeb-and other kinds of
invalid, for on it

and

_| prepared
for the Congress of Authors, which
met at Philadelphia in July last year. The
department of original documents gives the
The current number of the North Amewcan
Reviews contains t he following articles: The conclusion of the Beatty diary, which presents

“=

They pranced

and then he fell asleep, while she

snapped out fiercely : -

blue eyes very sober and thoughtful,
hofding his bands behind him, as if trying
to keep them out of mischief, while his
busy little brain planned what to do during the few minutes that would elapse,
before some one came in search of him.
Sitting daintily in the corner of Emma's
play-house was a beautiful wax-doll—
Ariana by name—that .Bowie had never
been allowed to hold, except when Emma sat beside him.
Very carefully Howie took Miss Ariana
from her place; only knocking over a table with a tiny vase of flowers in the
effort. Dolly had to opeu and shut her
eyes more times during the next five miu-

which

characteristics of Rubens,

Paul Potter

Bureaw of Awards at the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876, ‘ Barry Cornwall and’ some
of his Contemporaries,” by Edward P. Whip.

but now he will be good and happy,” said trayed the Nation by entbroning the Great
the mermaid.
Then they went into the
Fraudof 1876.” General McClellan’s: article
conch-shell, and around and up the spiral on the eastern war shows a pretty clear
stairs, that were pinked at every step, till knowledge of the subject, and will be profitaat last the mermaid put Tommy into a ble to the reader who desires to trace the
little bed like a rosy pink sunset, and progressof the struggle. As for its issues,
|.
this extract gives about all the information
kissed him good-night.
=
‘the General has to convey :
“You won't want to get up and look
Not many months since we asked a veteran
for pie again, will you?” said she.
Kuropean diplomatist what wus the condition
¢ I just guess not !” answered Tommy ; of the Eastern Question. He replied: “I do

Tommy had been cross al day. He
had pulled Robbie's hair, and taken his
peanuts from him. He had sat down on

did not at dil agree with the delizacy of

room was a recess,

the foregoing

Late World's Fuir, Part 2. The Displays by
General Fhancis A. Walker, Chief of the.

in

« Aw I whs a thinkin’, Missis, when

ty, she looked aroundto see what there

and

the various mottoes and ‘devices which it had
borne until it assumed its present permanent
ried Nellie’s mother to prison, thinking she shape, changed only by succeeding stars as
had stolen it. Nellie happened to meet the
each New State entered the bright constellayoung lady who lost the chain, and told her
tion of the Union, but sketches of the various
troubles,
She and her family became interincidents in Sational progress, military and
ested in Nellie. She procured her mother’s recivil, and of the many victories by sea and
lease from prison, and influenced her father to
land which have been won under ils folds.
sign the temperance pledge, so that Nellie's
The biographical sketch of William Floyd,
home becawe a huppy one.
And not less did |
Xew York delegate in the Continental Cona blessing rest upon the family who helped
gress, from the pen of Frederic de Peyster,
thet, for they were roused from their seltish
LL. D., the President of the New
York
Hisways to regard the happiness of others,
torical Society, is, one of the short memoirs

«I'd crawl right down and bile nurse
¢ There,” gaid he, ‘you say they're
pow,” he thought.
‘I wonder how it yours, and I'll say they're mine, and we
would feel to be a turtle, or a crab, or a ‘will quarrel and fight and scratch. Now
“#¢ Gypsies in town,” shouted Will, just affair with the coal, until he saw a streak —
1
I'll begin. Those stones are mine.”
returned from the store. ‘Wagons just of smut clear across the lovely Ariana’s
«
A
very
fine
specimen indeed,” said a
‘ Very well,” answered the other genface.
Then
he
looked
at
his
chubby
litgone along. Rickety looking old things!
tly, ¢¢ you are wélcome to them.”
gruff,
strange
voice.
and a rickety looking lot of folks in them tle hands dnd-saw how dirty they were.
“But we shall never quarrel at this
Tommy looked around. Where was
Now Howie loved Emma dearly, and his
too!”
a
rate,”
eried-the other, jumping up and
on
paper
blue
with
room
his
and
next thought was—how to—make- dolly his bed,
the
walls?
=
Slicing
lisface,
once
yé was so good to thim ragamuffins, that new again. He had heard it said that
‘You simpleton, don'tiyou know that
«Oh, my! what is the matter?” cried
Looking
|
butter
would
clean
wax-dolls.
- Ye was just a helpin’ good-for-nothin’
around for help in his perplexity, he no- Tommy. He was sitting upon a bit of il takes two to make a quarrel, any day?”
scalawags.”
full of — Christian Weekly.
Biddy said this with an airof triumph. ticed that the door opening into Grand- sea-weed, in a great glass case
oOo
+3
40
It was generally water, and a red-nosed man in spectacles
Looking out, Mrs. Lee saw, a little dis- ma’s room stood ajar.
was looking at him.
/
Little Bessie was in bed. Norre cime
tance up the road, the wagons, Will had “locked.
in, and found her lying wideawake. ‘ Ah!
urfresh-water
of
specimen
fine
«A
“*
Wonder
if
Gwanma’s
dot
any
tandy,”
described halted in the shade of neighWith a feeling of insecuri-

Vandyke,

very poor, and the policeman, coming to seize
the goods for. rent, found the chain’ and e¢ar-

has been naughty, and has been punished ;

BE
a.
eB PE#&L

he found the door of the play-room open.
He was not often allowed to ‘play here
alone, for his brother and sisters had
many choice things, and Pet’s ideas of
the uses to which they could be applied

For a moment He stood,

down,

This wus Nellie’s secret.

the sea-horse's

he had grown very small.

he is found,” échoed through the house.

and

proof and Biddy’s wrath, he elimbed the
back stairs as fast as his plump, littledegs
would let him. To his great satisfaction,

the things.

floating

upon

the methods and

‘

a London theater when she

-~sinve-he had-becomea fresh=water-urchin

birds that rejoiced in the trees or scolded
each other
from
the
bushes.
He
hateful to his dear mamma, when she askwas looking
longingly for his own
little birdling.
But he searched in ed if her little boy felt quite well, or if
his long visit to the Aquarium yesterday
vain.
had tired him.
Instead of answering
When Howie left the kitchen so sudpleasantly, Tommy had hunched up his
denly, in order to escape his mother’s res

Weekly.

got

:

This

ish Masters,” by Philip Gilbert Hamerton, is
an elaborate criticism of Fromentin’s work on
the * Old Masters,” throwing new light upon

in-

Multum

Turkey.

he had not noticed his mother’s approach.
away from the seals and alligators, and
Catching him quickly in her arms, she
tall
thelgkates smiled pleasantly as they | LLEleetoril Conspiracy, by Judge J. 8. Black; | some curious details of tlie mabners of the
hastened
to {he stars, and *“He is found, |
Carly Western velilers, as shown af a great,
passed. Soon they came(0 the mermaid’s The war in the East (with maps), hy General

reflected

ra

Tommy

is emphatically

different aspect

articles are designed-to be read in’ connection
with'each other. “The Old Dut¢h and, Flem.

chain, lost by a young lady going
into the
theater.
She remembered the tace of the
voung lady who stood where she found it,
and wished to return it to her, but she failed
to find her, as the audience came out of the
buildipg.
She carried the chain home and her
mother sewed it into a pillow case, lest her
father should find it and sell it*for whiskey.

back, and he just fitted there nicely, which

plying soap tothe patient Ariana’s face, that

look, that it was easy for Mrs. Lee to utes than in all her life before. How
bring. clothing for her secantily-clothed soft and smootii her cheeks looked! Pet
little body, and insist that she should put rubbed his fingers over them and then
it on. And for her sake the, battered tin over his own, to see which were smoothest. - He had forgotten all about the little
pail was filled with cold pieces.

Horing elms,

to conquer

NELLIE'S SECRET; or, Brown’s Alley and
Sunny side. By M. M. Pollard, author of
* Only Me,” ete
New York: Robert Ca
ter & Brotners.
16mo. pp. 172.
Nellie was a poor little girl, with a drunken
father, but a Coristian mother,
One stormy
night she was selling handbills at the doo} of

~aiay from your tormentors,)

With little hope she looked in the front

It

parvo.

They had no sooner gone than

a silver bridle, came

otherwise would be practically

entirely

in Russia's claims to sympathy in her efforts

laughing at

by the loveliest little niermaid that ever
was seen. And as she came closer to
Tommy, she said:
2
“Poor Tommy! Come with me. Mount
my little friend here, and we will take you

make one more thorough search of the
premises.” And he gave directions to

family

rich tints on that perfect day, nor for the

. gy-looking girl about ten years.old, with
a bold, repulsive air. By her side was a
palient,

wenl

drawer to examine.

Mr. Lee soon arrived.
* Hg has probably fallen asleep somewhere ‘out in the.
garden,” said he, encouragingly, and hastened out, hoping to prove -his prophecy
true. He did not notice the. fast-growing
finit on bush and trée, as he passed
throngh the garden.
His eyes were anxiously peering into every grassy nook for
a darling little sleeper. He cared not for
the sounds of joyful happiness that came
from the glossy black Spanish fowls, ag.
their beautiful plumage Showed its dark

)
A TRUE STORY.
‘‘ Got any cold pieces, or old clothes to
giveaway?”
ol
The speaker was a sun-browned, din-

a

and

accessible,

. They looked so mischievous and'so big
that Tommy began to cry.
“Cry, baby, cry! Haven't any pie!”
sang all the fat little seals and thin little
alligators, jumping at him and trying to
bite his toes, till Tommy was frightened
half to death. Just as he made sure they
were going to eat him something wonderful happened, A beautiful sea-horse, with

wash-stand, where he found another little

Will was at once sent for-his father, .

- BY STANLEY.

such

cess,

gave
spiny

Tomniy2” said they all.

“ Wis’ folks wouldnt bozzer so, "thought

. The next meelingof the various par-

ALL IN ONE DAY.

there was

an

gators, and with them a whole family of
fat litle seals, giggling, bouncing up and
down, and eatibg mince pie.
“ Tommy, how d’ye do? How d’ye do,

Pet in his retreat. Hewas soon alone
again. He now began to tir of the re-

wag-

of the

well, whose placid surface only

Circle,

younger girl, in whose

dog,

hands peered into the depths of the deep

us thickly fall,
And everything seems sorrowing and saddening,
;
Robin may be heard on the corner of a wall
Singing what is solacing and gladdening.
And sure, from what I’ve heard,
He's God’s own little bird,
And sings to those in grief. just to amuse ‘em.
But once he sat forlorn
. On a cruel Crown of Thorn,
And the blood it stained his pretty little bosom.

bx

the

looking inquiring and anxious. Without
mentioning her terrible suspicions, Mrs.

Is.the one in coat of brown and scarlet
waistcoat.
It’s cockit little Robin;
And his head he keeps a-bobbin’.
Of all the other prettyefowls I’d choose him,

;

members

his pain.

ticular direction. With trembling steps, chamber, and then op#ted the door into
Grandma passed through
the wicket Grandma's room. There at the wash:
gate, and shading her eyes with her | sland stood the little rogue,’so busy in-ap-

dearest

ern question in an

from the preceding article, showing the defects

pp: 12mo. ($1.00)
J
The compiler of thik volume
has performed
a service which the large body ‘of clergymen
in the West will not be slow to appreciate,
Brought into reasonably parrow limits and
classified in an admirable manner here we

up came a whole family of thin little alli-

mints and candy, which of course were
made to eat, and which. were at once applied to their destined purpose. While
hands and mouth weve full, his father's
step was heard.

:

other

sides, and then rolled away,

a

stand draw Howie found some pepper-

must

the surroutidings looked strangely barren
and empty. Returning to the kitchen she
found the

chin!” And both the sea-urchins
him great pokes with their sharp,

quantity of dust on her greasy face, and
was thrown aside, a hopeless case. In the

Ste looked eagerly here and there, ‘but

3

And carol from thé sycamore and

is

should be driven from Europe.
* Ought Rus.
sia to Prevail?’ is a presentation of the East

le#, with notes and practical forms embrae-

tory of the Franco-German war have
© sold under the auspices of the German

hisbeen
Gov:

ernment.
:
.
Over 100,000 copies of Will Carlton's poems

have been sold.
:
Mr. Eugene Schuyler, Secretary of Legation
and author, is shortlyfo be married in Paris

‘to Miss Gertrude King,

daughter

of the late

President of Columbia College.
:
« Forty-two thousand copies of the two
ling edition of the * Pickwick

recently ordered
publication,

in
g

England

Papers”

in

i
shil:
were

advance

Mrs. Oliphant, the writer, is about

to

of

cele-

bratethe 25th year of her contributing to
Blackwood’s Magazine by a water party,
with a petite comediein the evening. John
Blackwood will be present, and she has invited many of her fellow-contributors. °

4

>

ref copies snp

the bed face downwards, had collected

Looking

eyed boy?

. THE RED BREAST OF THE ROBIN.
little birds that live up
»

‘“ He

Lee sent each one to search in some

TAN IRISH LEGEND.

¢‘ Here

The article maintains that the only remedy for

the existing evils in the Bust is thut the Tarkg

ing a collation of the comnmon law of marriage. By Sanford A. Hudson, counsellorat-law, Chicago: 8, C. Griggs
& Co.
192

tion which

ons were gone, and that the dog was
rushing on in the same direction. Why
was that dog there? Could it be that in
revenge for the refusal of the meal the
wretches had stolen her darling, blue-

Ocean.
-

Sr,

thinking,

that at once suggested gypsies.

be

eyes

crab with a wicked smile.

So Howie was soon left alone again.
Poor Ariana, having been plunged under

Mrs. Lee,

up the road, Mrs. Lee saw that the

&

Heed not the aching heart nor the
streaming Ph
wo
For some day sure the ship shall

said

lot ran a large, lank, guilty-looking

And life is not a game, nor a tangled, twisted
skein;
His band still holds the ends, and will bring
thy own again,

Of all the merry
tree,

strange,”

her, for around the corner and across

For the Father watcheth well, and he will
bring to thee
Thy bark of love with its sweet exghange
again o'er the dancing sea.

-

Emma went through the room, calling

into the warm sunshine, a chill crept over

>

;
wailing veice,

O

“ Now just hear th¥ft!” said the hermit

be on the premises, for he is afraid to go
out of the yard.” As she stepped out

these strangey-strange
human
hearts,
made but to yearn and pine;
Ere one hope dies another lives within its

will come.
Patience, O weary heart.
dumb.

is

shed into the barn,

Oh,

Yet I can not, will

the foot,he scrambled under them. When

pausing a moment. Then rolling down
her sleeves, she passed ou! through the

earnest watch began.

place to shine,

happiness. Seeing that the clothes of the
unmade bed fell in heavy drapery over

can’t find him anywhere.”

Yet to-day I hope again, and the wide horizon

scan
With a gaze

We can only summarize the coptents of the
International Review. for - July—August,

relating to the duties of clergymen in the
solemnizution of marriage, the organization
of churches and religious societies, and the*
Protestion of religious meetings and assem-

malter.
«
ia
¢* You're a horrid, ugly thing !’ screamed

Tommy. “I saw you yesterday pinching
a poor little crab, and poking your old
claws into his shell.
I'm not
your
cousin.”
:
>

After a few moments search, she returned and said anxiously, ‘¢ Mother, I

>

Aud my aching heart with its
took up its wail anew.

bt fy
LOI,

~~

like

Li t
1 LYaxy

.

a

~

scious thing,

said” Tommy,
i

*“Howie,Howie,"he only shut his lips very urchin who pinches his little brother, pulls,
tight and kept very. still, #£rawling out. his hair, and takes his peanuts away, and
as the footsteps diéd away, he found the yet he declares he is rfot my cousin! Nonhave a complete epitome of the laws now exabused Ariana, and the thought occurred sense! Of course you are. Come along.” isting in the several Sates named above relatto him that the white eye-salve he ha
He was just stretching out his claws to ing to marriage and religious organizations
idly on the hearth. Not approving of
found on the stand would be just as goo
drag Tommy off the bit of sea-weed, when —the two subjects with whith ministers bave
idleness he emptied his coal into that.
for cleaning purposes as butter. He at two little sea-urchins came rolling along, constantly to deal. Not the least serviceable
Great was Biddy’s consternation when
part of the book is to be found in the legal
once proceeded to apply it with his smutty and said:
she found her uicely kept tea-kettle turned fingers, producing a frightful change in
forms given, as 1equired by each State, and re* Why, here's cousin Tommy !”
lated to the subjects treated. A copious ininto:a coal-hod. And Howie, finding his
the face of the beautiful dolly. Then he
“ Go way!” exclaimed Tommy,
*I dex adds value to the work and renders inefforts at helpings so unappreciated, left
heard Grandma's slow steps,and ina jiffy never was such an ugly, prickly thing like formation on any point desired, at ounce aceesthe scene.
,
’
sible.
he was in his hiding-place again. She a chestnut burr.”
‘“ Where's Pet?” asked Emma, on her just peeped behind the bed, but; failed to
We warmly commend this volume to clergy«Ugly, prickly thing, indeed!” cried
return from school.
men, and all others having to do wilh the subnotice the toe of a dainty boot and bit of the sea-urchins.
*‘Didn’t you pain yopr Jects
named, as embodying
in convenient
¢ He's right around here somewhere,” bright-plaid dress that would have reveal- poor mamma with’ your naughty, prickly
form and at small expense, valuable informareplied the busy mother.
temper, you ugly little fresh-water ured somebody's hiding-place.

was the freight it bore,

I%vatched it sail away,

)

TU eA

floor;
No space was left, no corner yawned, and love

:

IE TO

to lowest

.

TW

deck

she could swape it forard.,” With a little rolling pin, he fastened a piece of
dough firmly onto a corner of the kneading board. He drew his little cart full
of coal from the shed and looked around
for the missing hod. The tea-kettle stood

1877.
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And one was laden full, from

the dust back, Biddy said; ‘ faster’n- iver
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** The Turks iu Europe,” by Professor Charles
:
He says he is not my cousin !”
made | ‘Oho!
| AW FOR THE CLERGY. A compilation of | 1endell
{hat
Tiv that
With squeaked the - hermit* crab, so loud!y
pete! is an exposition of the origin
\ Choe Adams
of Turkish rule in Europe, and
character
and
|
Iowa,
Indiana,
Illinois,
of
statutes
the
pellets all the skates came 10 see what was the
Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio and Wisconsin
the causes which lead to tbe present wap,

‘approaching. He couldn't think of being
interfered with in the midst of so much

| ¢ helping mother,” He helped ¢* Moner
'weep” with his *¢’ittle b'oom,” sending

18,

“Pm not your cousin,”
drawing himself up.

. Just then he heard Emuia’s “quick step

:
wee Howie had been

JULY

“uy

I

the door.
All the forenoon

80 many ships at sea, bearing such precious
freight,
Hopes, prayers—alis, for me, that they linger
SO

marked ** Spongea.”

«Go to the store then,” was Mrs. Lee's

land,
Must I always wait with straining eyes here on
the cold, white strand?

r——tit

Tht latter
was
8-1 brave.

Want to git a quart o’ meal, : half | water and ammonia.
«
asked, half demanded the dark-skinned | Lhim wink fast, but he
Fob Sad Linbbainiviel
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Rio Grand Cellege.” """¢

this place,

however,

telegraphs.

that

. The fourth term of Rio Grande
College,
completing its first school year,closed June 29.
The first public exercise of the last week was
the anniversary of the Shakesperian Society
and Ladies Literary Union.
Miss Ida B. Han-

the

Grand Duke Nicholas arrived there as late

.a8 Thursday, which renders the
Teo the Turkish capital somewhat

report
doubt-

ing, Pres.

The Michigan

Greenback party has nomfor

gov-

ernor.
The Republican Convention of Franklin]
Erie, Venango and Warren counties, Pa.,
have
all
commended President Hayes’s

course.
The resolution of the N. H
denouncing railroad and

Legislature,

other

grants

by

|e

Congress, is warmly endorsed by Repubiican journals generally.
Fires,

Six men

Crimes,

Accidents,

were killed

by

an

Greenfield,

Mass.,

The buildings of the Clermont
(Ohio) infirmary were burned on

county
Thurs-

day.

Loss,

at

$15,000;

insured in

the

for $8000.
Two

miners, working at

mines at Talmadge Station,
Mo;
,. were crushed to death
by the caving in of
the
“mine.
Upon a suspicious-looking
ed by the Providence police,

Etna

name.
of

L.

H.

the
his:

Dwelley

&

Co., in Foxeroft, Me., was totally destroyed

by

fire

on

Thursday

with a large quantity
Cause supposed to be
”.:

©

steam
pipe.
Loss
.
°
A
insurance, $12,000.

night,

together

of sawed lumber.
the bursting of a

estimated

at

$80,000:

Miscellanecous—Domestic.

The Sea Cliff camp meetings this year
are a failure.
:
NeATLY-2000.811K operatives. dr CLOT OU

e

of work in Paterson,

N. J.

The rate of taxation in New York city is
twenty-six mills oil a-dollar.

report.

In no other city in the
so many

ladies employed

1,330,400

Union
on

as

in Philadelphia.
Residents of Montgomery,

privilege before to

:

sions have also occurred amoung the undergraduates during the year.
Other Depts. of
t he college,
(Music, Art and Commercial)
are in a prosperous condition.
A.

there

pr®ss

The final

jnstrumental in the conversion of more than
200 during tife year. From 49 to 50 conver-

envel-

arg

the

The graduates
of
Brown
residing in Connecticut propose
alumni association in the State.

Delaware and

+ feet high and 1500 feet long, encircling the
whole prison.
The expenses of the prison
were $7000 less than last June, and the receipts $5000 more.

The Commencement of Berea College, Ky.,
occurred on June 27.
The eatalogue shows

about 250 students in all departments, enrolled,
Rev. B. S.
three<fifths of whom are colored.
who is in charge of the Preparatory
Hunting,
Department, is a graduate of Hillsdale College,

The. Great Vein Mining Company of New
Lexington, Perry county; Olio, has made
an assignment. The assets arc $600,000,

county.

The liabilities are not stated. p

:

College

as is also Prof. Dodge.———Wabash

m

is in luck. It has received during the year
just closed an aggregate of $125,000 in various
Sums.
Chicago has 67 school buildings,
employs 730 teachers and enrolls 51,128 pupils.
Since 1856 there have been 1154 graduates from
the High Schools and 584 from the Normal
School. The latter is now discontinued. The
attendance for the coming year in the High

Miscellaneous=-~=Foreign.

Over 1,250,000 people are still receiving
relief in India.
;
The British Parliament will probably be
prorogued August 10th.

It cost $70,000 last year to cqllect

to

farmers

stance is finely corhminuted rock, and thé
rock which has largely been subjected to the
process of comminution is granite a variety
which prexails extensively in the New England and
Northern States.
It is very hard,
and resists decomposing agencies inore effectually than most other varieties.” By disintegration under the action of water, or
by attrition when forced in contact with
other rocks, inmense quantities of granite

and

print the returns asked for by various
members of the British Parliarhent.
Advices from London say that the .prospects of a large subscription'to the 4 per
' cents. are very good.
4/
There is a general exodus from Pesth,
Persia, in consequence of plague.
Deaths

Schools will be nearly doubled.

A

Bar

recent

A

routed

and den
else than

tea pile

farm,-and hence
England do not

the

soil of any given

analyses of soils in New
and can not supply fixed

or reliable data for

value
tent.

up sand hills

vast areas, so that but little
bare rock remains.
It is quite

impossible to trace

estimating

the general

of farm lands of considerable - exIf is quite rare to find a spot in

New

England

where

the soils

have been

formed in situ, in other words, where soils
result from the
decomposition of rocks

which repose immediately beneath them.
As our soils are largely granitic, it is plain

that

University
forming an
Harvard

Chester counties in Pennsylvania are devising
rotective
measures
against
tram
boys’ brains measure sixteen inches round the
Two theusand American firms have al- upper arm.—New
York
Herald.
The
ready made arrangements to be represent- University of London has awarded the first
ed at the Paris exposition next year.
prize in art to Prof. Huxley’s daughter.
A Manchester man
sent a guitar to
Sacramento, Cal., through the mail, re- The Chinese mission school in San Francisco
cently, and it" has arrived there uninjur- has just held its commencement exercises.
The students spoke excellent English. The
ed.
Hartford bas found
another
hero in school is steadily growing, as thé average
Captain Henry
Andrus,
who has just nightly attendance dnring the last six months
saved his seventh man from drowning.
| has been 90. There are five teachers, und the
Sing Sing prison is to have. a wall 20 classes are graded as much as possible.

principally mineral lands in Perry

a bit puzzling

too when they are planted for several consecutive seasons. What is sand?
This sub-

The ase of the college library has nearly
doubled the past year.
The Theological department numbers more than in any former
year, and tue students of that Dept. have been

tities.
:
Forty-eight executions for murder in the
United States since January 1st.
There are 155,000 Chinese in this country, of which number California has twothirds.
A Worcester (Mass.) envelope factory
hours,

however,

as al-

forcrop purposes.

when they find that fine crops of rye and
corn will flourish on sandy plains, and this

an excellent and interesting procarried gut. Dr, Dunn followed,
the subject of Public Oratory.
was full .of happy illustrations,
the most striking and iuspiring

extent than it.bas been our

-. Fruit ‘and salmon are being
shipped
East from Sacramento, C al, in large quan-

turned out, in ten
opes.

parts of the country are regarded
It is,

enthusiasm in”¥udent
.

example,

SANDY SOILS.

if granite

quartz,
indeed,
needed
ents of
contain

contained

nothitrg

but

or silica, our farms would be poor
as pure silica does not supply the
food of plants. The other constitugranite to which we have alluded
an abundance of. potash,and other

plant-food, so that soils which are produc-

ed directly from

granite,

not been disturbed,

are

and which
the

richest

have
in the

world.
Very finely pulverized feldspathic
granite forms a most excellent fertilizing

agent, and will benefit lands to a high de-

gree when applied to them.
By the action of water, mainly, the constituents of decomposed granite have been
separated, ard .the different parts widely

dispersed.

A barrel

moving

was

deposited in

the

river, the

silt and vegetable substances will find a
place of rest,each forming a distinct layer.
In this manner to a considerable extent
our soils have been formed.
The separation has

not,

ed), he inquires
followed all his

stated that,

however,

been as

perfect,

fortunately for us. The sand deposits have
retained a considerable portion of the fertilizing material of the parent rocks.
Sea
sand, which is the purest form, does not
often contain ‘over seventy per cent. of

The

after

having

Professor Elias Loomis

of

Yale

College

is busily engaged upon a genealogy of the
Loomis family.
An excellent life inshoorence agent was

spiled when Samuel

J*Tilden

pollytix.—[ Nasby.

‘The

daughter

of

its

went

into

publisher,

Mr.

George Jones, does the scissors work and
the ¢¢ Household Depar{ment” of the New
York

Sunday

Times

is well done.

Dr. Johnson was observed by a musical

friend of his, to

be

extremely

inattentive

at a concert whilst a celebrated solo

er was running up the divisions

play-

and sub-

divisions of notes upon his violin. His
‘ friend, to induce him to take greater ne-

tice of what was going on, told him the
perfo
ica was very difficult. ‘¢ Difficult,
sir,”

impossible.”

doetor; “I 'wiéh

’

it were

:

gold, has’ been

pir-

:

come to the Amherst
foundation for

some

College treasury, as a

scholarships,——Miss

M,

L. Whately, daughter of the late ‘Archbishop

of Dublin, is carrying on a large school of 150
Arabic, . English,
girls and 250 boys in Cairo.
and the
taught,
are
Italian
and
French
i
given.
also
Scripture lessons are

A few years ago no 6ne would have thought
hours’ instruction in
more ‘than a hundred
musiccould have been afforded for $15, yet

this is just what the

New

England Conserva-

eminent
tory.of Music is doing, with its 75 informa.

with fall
Professors. Its circulation,
tion, muy be secured ‘by addressing.
Dr. E. TOURJEE, Boston. ..

looked, or disregarded in farm cultivation;

they are valuable lands, easy of cultivation
and giving good returns for the labor expended ‘upon them. We havea ridge at
Lakeside farm, by the shore of the lake,
which is nothing but a sand bank, but from
this we have taken on three consecutive
years most excellent crops of rye, and
on other years crops of luxuriant clover.

bank

A

of

sand,

ora sandy

plain,

is a valuable appendage to any farm, as
the sand is useful in a variety of ways othLet us not deer than for crop purposes.
spise the sand deposits so common all
Journal of
over the country.—Boston
Chemistry.

from

the

editorials

and

correspondence,

the original paragraphs under the heads of
Fashionable Chit-Chat, Gossip of the Day,
Society Notes, Facetiee, Theatrical and
Musical News, etc., are specially readable.

W.'R.

Andrews, Cincinnati, publisher.

24

@.

and dryness

in the epigastric region, fauces and mouth,
followed by nausea, thirst, cephalalgia,
vertigo, ' and drowsiness; at last he fell
asleep and slept profoundly
for eight hours,
when he awoke, feeling perfectly well.”

Herring—
scaled, ¥ box 18 @

6 @. 4h8%
ir tou good...
wild

200

¥obl275@8

ent

25

|

Tribune.

Loose Musc.

Yelow..sss 66 @.
No. 1 mixed.#5 @.
No. 2 mixed. 63 @.

AvruoMNy
PLowiING.
An
experienced
farmer, in a neighboring State, who finds
that farming pays,plows and dgesses in the
autumn all the land that he intdgds to plant
or sow
the next spring.
He
plows the
‘and and spreads on the manure, harrow-

Cuba,¥ gal..100
Northern—

@ 123

Box, ¥b......

@.

..

Oak.vvenes
30 @
Upper in rough—
emlock...

ORR.

38

27 @.

30

uv osias 30 @. 38

Calf skins, ¥ b—

Rough « ....60 @. 60
Finished....60

@

LUMBER.

bb

@ 1100
@ 700

Hemlock Boards—
Floering Boards—

to give to an infant.

need it? Do not hesitate to try iter regret it,

per | per 100. Words

|

Only,

6.cts, $5.00 per hundred.

popular Songs, Duets,

Quartets,

sacred, by the late P.P. BLiss.

book.

Contains also » fine portrait of P.P. Bliss and
sketch of his life. Edited by JAMES R. MURRAY.
PRICE, tinted paper, neatly bound in boards,
30 cts., in cloth, red edges, 50 cts., in cloth, full
gilt, 75 cts.

Sold by most book and music dealers,

ga Catalogues of
sent free.
-

S. BRAINARD’S
1y17

i

Sheet Music and

Music

Books

SONS, Publishers,
. Cleveland, Ohio.

4

LARGE MIXED CARDS, with
tol

10. and 3ct. stamp.
, Samples 6c.

Coun.

ngme

25 Styles Fan Cards,
Dowd & Co., Bris0 b/c

Rn

4

in

of
of
one.

ANTED.

mail,

in

Coutil, $2:

Is

the latest, full-

more and better illustrations and is évery way £uPrice $2.00. Be not deperior. 744 large pages.
Buy the best, Agents send for circular
ceived,

H, 5.

Address

With best terms ever heard of.

& Cg., New York, or Cincinnati, Q. -

GOODSPEED

ga-Stereoscopie views of every
style, for sale cheap. Landscape,
Ameri

&v,;

-Comie,

Ceénrennial,

views

'steroscopic

1 Dozen

and Foreign.

can

gent by mail on receipt of 75 cents, -or with Stereosacope for $1.50. 3 elegant stereoscopic views as
samples sent for 25 cents. Address C. H. StodLos
dard, CamdenN.,J.

SUNDAY
- SCHOOL

Call or

Republic
204t

MUSIC BOOKS ~

Stock at ONE=HALF
and ONE-THIRD
PRICE LIST, which is ng follows :

20on, half

GROCER FOR hE
net

126ts.

|)

TRADE-MARK,

Madame

FOY'S

Corsset Skirt Supporter
4 Increase
in
Popularity
Every Year

And for HEALTH, COMFORT,

and STYLEis acknowledged the
BEST ARTICLE of the kind ever
made, For sale by all leadin
jobbers and Totailors, Beware:
of imitations and infringements,
MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY
FOY & HARM
.
Vd
New Haven, Conn.
a week in your own town. Terms and
$5
$665atae free. H. HALLETT & Co, Fortang
Maine.
Tit
yd

SA

Mm.

HAR

(ih

the
.

SONGS OF ©
AND GCLORY
paper covers 25cts.. b 47 price 12, cen s.,
oy
8 30cts. 1 tlds,
EGHOE
5
| WE

etec., secular and

in this litle volume can be found ip no other

fully

Has double the amount of matter,

est and best.

of MUSIC.

of any house in thie trade.

OUR PATENTED

Most of the songs

nired,

MOODY & SANKEY

« Alight metalle seal, attached to the string, asin the cut. *

A collection ofabout forty of the best and most

by

| In Great Britain and America.

5
70

a GENUINE UNLESS BEARING

Songs of P.P. Bliss,

with

LESS THAN COS
Owing
tothe Large
To Agents selling Teas andhy yonerease
of our ORGAN and PIANO TRADE,
parties felting up Clubs, we
we have decided to give np publishing Sunday~
wu offer the ast goods and most
school Music=Books, and will sell pur entire

ASK YOUR

best | and best book for Revivor Camp
songs.
Send 25 cts. for al; Praise
sample copy, in paper Meetings. Price, words
and
musi@,
85
cls., $30
covers. Price in boards,

faster

The full HISTORY of THE WONDERFUL CAREEROf

ION

‘Briss’

and—="

WARNER BROS, 351 Broadway. N. Y.

8 110
@ 110

80

send for circulars to the Great American
Tea Co., 81 Barclay St.. New York,

Ky Jas. R. Murray, P.P. | best writers, including
Bliss and others,and the | Moody & Sankey’s
faonly new
hook contain. | mous songs.
The latest

$30.00

QT

Ridgeville, Indiana.

liberal terms

quarter

AGENTS

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE,
The Fall Term for 1877 will opey Au a. 28,
For circularaddress the Sec.
Wat. REED,

TEAS

one

Form.
Three Garments
Approved by all pp

EG

by All Druggists.

write

Samples

Do you

You will nev-

freely

Satteen, $1.75. To Agents ut 25 cts.
dless. Order size two inches smaller
than waist measures over the dress.

16,000 pupils ince 1867. 73 iminent instructors
115 honors instruction for $15.
Musical, Literar
and Art courses.
4 te rmé a year.
Address E.
TOURJEE, Music Hall, Boston, Mass,
284teow

10 PER CENT NET.

or

$

Hys80n oa su 35g.

CONSERVATORY

work, Rowing

h
mpporter an
If-Adjuseing Pads.
Secures HEALTH and COMFORT
Body, with GRACE and BeAury

TEAS,

204teow

cents,

“I can

@.8%

Spuchong

Ph

druggist,

DR. WARNERS HEALTH CORSET.

crushed. 8.12

|Gunp'der,¥ 130
{Imperial.......30

dollar.

Ranchetter, N. 11.

i

ENG.

for one

of ink cost less

endorses all that has been said in its favor. Hav-.
ing been authorized by the Company to put the
recipe in thejmarket, 1 will send it un Jeecipt ot
post-paid
Address. JOHN B. CLAREE,

Powdered.......8.12
Granulated 115@.11%

Nos,
1 &2..27 00 &28 00,
Refuse...14 00, @18 00

NEW

Ink Powders

for a ghart

this than with any other ink, it flows so (reely. It
ought to be introduced into every schoul in the
Union.” The ink is not the least injured by freezing, never fades. The undersigned, for twentyfivé years editor of the Manchester Mirror, having:
used it in my office for thirteen years for all pur-

Nos. 1&2..8 00a 10 00 | Young Hyson..30 @ 100
Refuse.....6 00 @ 700 |Hyson Skin...20 @.
35

VEGETINE ~The conviction is, in the publiemind ag well as in the medical profession, that
the remdeies supplied by the] Vegetable Kingdom are
more safe, more successful, in the cure of disease
than mineral medicines.
VEGETINE is composed
of Rootg, Barks and Herbs, It is pleasant to take,

hundred,

man, says;

F'r to
g’d gro.10 @.10%
Primetoch’celv!; 10%

,

d

|

famous

sufficient

writing and ornamental

F'r to gd ref 9%@. 9%

ere.
10 0a
ww
png
b'dsis
00 @ n % {Rough.......
|

CREAT BLoop PuRiFIER

es

méking their

leaving a rich lustre not secured by other inks.”
Rev. J. W. Poland, a well.known Baptist clergy-

{Cuba Muscovado—

Refined,

COMPANY, 95 Maden

New York,

poses wher a copying Ink was not

Pine,clear..22 00 @ 45.00
TALLOW.
CrseNo.51500 @ 17 00 |Rendered, ¢ Bh. 8

VLGLTIN

35

39

@ 6%

White.......11%@. 12

85 @%

EXTRACT

Lane,

T.
E CENT A QUAR
INK Fi FOR ON
RT
BT
LL

Porto Rico.....0%@.11

Nos.1 &2, 900
fuse....600

“Mr.

1

‘Havana, D. S.—
Nos. 8 to 1)..9) @g. 10
Nos. 13 to 17 104 @. 11
Nos.18 to 20.11% @. 11%

LIME.
Rockland,¥ cask.

article used by Physicians, and in the

are easily combined;
powders converted into
beautiful glossy lack ink in three minutes. Hes
received the highest commendations of editors,
clergymen, teachers and everybody who has used
it.
F. W. Warner, principal of one of the American chain of Commercial Colleges says; “It 1s the
finest ink [ have ever used; invaluable in card

SUGAR.

©

has the words Pond's

than one cent, can be had df almost any

STARCH.

French....120@ 2 00

NATURE'S REMEDY.

ing

POND'S

1258.13

}

article

hospitals of this country and Europe.

LEATHER.

Sole,B, Ayres.23 @. 26
Orinoco....
@. ——

genuine

the only

Pimento....... 124 @.12 4

i

once, and yoa

HISTORY
and
Used of Pond's Extract,
eee in pamphlet form, sent free on application to

Mace
@. 8
INutmegs.......
8. 8s
{Pepper

tried

Pond’'s Extract has been imitated.

The

108.213

0

a

Stock

Extract blown in each bottle. It is prepared
Ly the enly persons living who ever
knew how to prepare it properly. Refuse all
other preparations of Witch Hazel. Thisis

1st sort, 1876 ..10 @. 15
do.
1875..8
@&. 10

his prey.

is Sold

Cassia, ¥ihg'ld.

HONEY.

ing it in thoroughly.
Then in the spring,
he cultivates and harrows
the ground
thorbughly and is ready to sow or plant.
He declares that two loads of manure thus
applied will produceas much effect as three
in the spring.
He applies no manure in
the spring, but allows it to remain in his
barn cellar mixed with lime or muck until
autumn and then applies it. This practice
forwards his spring work'very much.—
Lewiston Journal. Fisu-Carcaers.
Fishermen
in China
are called fish-catchers, and they make a
living by drawing fish with théir hands
from the richly stocked lakes and rivers in
the north of the kingdom.
The flsh-catcher wades or swims in Avater only deep
enough to enable him to touch his feet at
will. He strikes the surface violently with
his hands, scaring the fish to the bottom,
then by keeping his feet moving he feels
them in the mud, and dives and brings up

Vegetint

Farm-house.
ILet it be
will never be without it,

CAUTION!

Materials

Cloves, ......... 38g.
Ginger...

No

relief it affords iy so prompt that it is invalua«
lle in every Farm-yard as well as in every

Linseetl, A)
_Clle’tta, gid...

@

roving

Extract.

Scratches, Swellings, Cuts, Lacerations, Bleed.
ings. Pneumonia,
Colic, Diarrhea, Chills,
Colds, &c. Its rangeof action is wide, and the

SPICES.

Madras....... 50

erfully

in New York City. It has no equal for Sprains,
Harness or
dle Chafings,
Stiffness,

18
35

Cangry.......22%
Slaughter. ...13 @.14 , ‘Mustard Seed.1
Deaa green..12
@.124
2
v
SOAP.
3 @.2%}
B. Ayres, dry
Rio Grande
Castile, ¥# b.....0 @.
Western, dry..
American, ¥b6 @.
Wet

AXA

and

Breeder, no Livery Man ean afford to be with
out it, It is used by all the leading Livery
Stables, Street Railroads and first Horsemen

SEED.

Calentta Cow, 4 b—.

It revives, invigorates

FARMERS—Pond’'s

[Ames Plow Co.)

HIDES AXDSKINS:

3,

--

heals Cuts, Eruptions

Pimples.

refreshes, while
omplexion.

TO

Hungarian.1 25 @ 1 50
Millet...... 12@ 15%
Red topbag2 75 3 00
- Middlings ..24 0 @25 00
F'wlm'd’w 400 g@ 5 00
HAY 2000 bs.
Lawn......400
& 5 00
R.1. Bent... — @3 00
East&North 15 00 220 00
Ky. Blue...200 ¢ 250
At
City Scales—retail, | Orchard 500-@§ 350
Country Hay—
Buckweat bu....8
Old, # ton
New & ton 25 00 a26 00 Barley, ¥# bu. — @ 150
Balt Hay
ald 00 Ryeybushel..1 25 @ 1 50
Wheat, w’n'r3 00 g 3 50
Straw, 100bbs — @
Flax Seed. .

gest, in the fashionable world of England,
for ladies’ saddleuse and for use in pony
carriages.
!
.

and is perfectly safe

and

Herds.....225 @ 250

Wales, and it'is expected
that these animals, which are very tractable as. well as
ore.

and Smarting;

rt , ¥ ton 21 00@22 00
Fine Feed..

EcypriaNx DoNkEYS.
Sir George Eliot
is-interesting - himselfin raising Egyptian
donkeys on his estate in Glamorganshire,

Xo

are
often
tly cured.
PHYSICIANS of all schools who are
uainted with
Pond’s Extraot of Witch Ha
1 recomm
n
practice.
letters
commendation from
of Pirasot

RICE.

Clover, red.....17 @.
white D’tchh30 @.
Grass, ¥ bushel—

cure.

skin diseases.
;
.
TOILET USE. Removes Soreness, Roughness

8 |Carolina........8%@. 7%
Louisiana....,:
@&. .

67
66
64

or PILES
find in this t|
ef and
ultimate
Be:

cific.
It has ¢ 4 hundreds of f lives
1i
he all
:
when

@2 10 [Turks Island 2 00 @ 2 05
8
{Liverpool
HLAVe
svseld 17 i
| bag, fine...
{Coarse fine

.

GRAN .
Corn, ¥ 56 bhs—

heals a

BLEEDING
from any cause. For this it is

emons ¥ box
as
oG|
Hy
Oranges
box 5 00 @ 6 50]
SALT-g-hhd: %
Raisins, layer.......@
Cadiz... osu. 200 @ 220

oped.
Capital is going to the islands, and
large tracts of land long lying fallow are
now being turned into productive sugar
plantations. During the past week we have
received from Honolulu some 12,750 packages of sugar,
the price of which rules
from 7 1-2 to 10 1-2 cents. We also look for
increased supplies of hoth
coffee and rice
froth the Sandwich Islands.
At the same
time the islanders are buying more goods,
wares and
Therchandise from us than ever
before.— San Francisco News Letter.

i

;

Hams, smoked 3 108.10 3

Pea Nuts.....125 @1 75

. Senlds,
Old Sores,

’
g
regu
VARICOSE
VEINS.
Itisthe only sure curs,
xIpNEY DISEASES v It has no equal for pere

Dates® b......5
a. 6 |Hogs dressed Ti4. 7X

THE HAWAIIAN SUGAR TrADE.
The Hawaiian sugar trade is being rapidly devel-

vill

radii 63 ’ 8 5

application,

kinds of inflammations and ulceras

J
tioms.
HEMORRHOIDS
only immed;

Jacksons ....,1 108.120

AND MEAL.

Figs, drums..... 7 @
L CATEIS case 0 a.

excellent

the pains to which they are
Subject -notauly fullness an
.the
, nausea vertigo, &o.
ameliorates and permanently

Potatoes, ¥ bushel—
Early Rose..3 00@. 4 00

2
pekla, bbl 225 @ 500

Giron.

of

ns o
hafings,

u

ous

Mackerl,b'y ki iy Rhy

growing near the border of a small marsh
without
manure.
Will muck and sand
grow fine asparagus?
This delicious esculent may be grown as easily as potatoes.

xX will Wh bl

PRODUCE.
Apples, ¥bbl 200 @ 2 5)
Ried ¥ B.....5 @. 6
sliced,¥ 1... 6 @. 6)
Beans, ¥ bushel Small
& ex $12@3 25

f

FLOUR

for

Extract,

no other,

Kerosene.......
@. 20
Naptha.......10%
@. 11

THI§ AND THAT,

retiy to the eve,

Take

* Hear,

Western sup. 75 @ 650 [Poultry, # ib... 14 8. 18
doz.... 17@. 18
Com, extra 6 50 @7 50 Eggs,
limed, doz......— @.
Wisconsin—
¥ bbl—
Pickles,
00|
11
@
00
7
Com.toch’ce
coarse.... 500 @ 6 00
Michigan and Ohio—
906 @1000
medium...
|
Dox’tr Give Up.
The folly of givingrup
- Choice ext. 900@ 9 50
fine....w.1150 g1300
Indiang—
at the first appearance of disaster is illus- Illinois and
._ Choice ext.9 00. @ 10 00) mixed....1100 g1200
trated by the case of Mr. Sheely, who, in’ St. Louis ext.9 % a X Vinegar, ¥ gal.15 g. 30
1868, offered his fleld of 150 acres of WinSouthern ext.9
PROVISIONS.
ter wheat for $1. The" locusts seemed to Rye Flour....500 @ 600 Beef, Mess—
Buckwh't
do
be innumerable,but mysteriously disappearWist.mess 13 00 @13 50
i
) | West. ext. 14 00 @14 50
ed, and’ he never had a better crop than
F'mily ext 15 60 @16 00
il Cake, ¥ ton... @00 00
that year.— Wheaten Illinoisan.
Y
Pork, prame 12 00 g12 50
Mess
1475 @15 00°
FRUIT.
We were sur| ASPARAGUS IN A Mars.
Clear......17 00 g19 00
prised to-day to find a stalk of asparagus
Almonds—
Lard, tce, ¥1h 9% @. 10}
Soft shell.....21-@. 23 |. {qie sy, ¥ih.11%2 8.12%
194
a foot high and as large as one’s thumb,

— Detroit

Ask for Pond's

POND'S
EXTRACT — The great Vegetable Pain Destroyer.
Has been in use over
thirty years, and for cleanlinessand prompt
curative virtues cannot be
:

Refined .....12% @. 18%

AITOW.

et
\

bulk

(1) {CI
rhb. 60 di8
Alewives..... 4 00 @ 4 SUGR
'y
almon—
e
¥ bushel
No.1, ¥ bbl 17 001000 [Fe

taken the medi-

or mailed on receipt of price.

It has been well said of ‘‘ Andrews’ Bazar ” that itis a *¢ literary gem.” Aside

in

skim... ve0ei3 b @. 6

F. A. FERRIS & CO.’S

£7,500

chased for the girls’ school of the mission in
Tripoli, Syria. The funds were raised in New
York, Brooklyn. snd Chigggo.—— About 100-0f
the teachersin the Boston public schools live
out of the city.—~—The cook in Christ Church
College, Oxford, Eng,. gets $1,500 a yeur, and
the professor of poetry $500.——From the
estateévof Quincy Tufts of Boston $2000 has just

Note:
:

10 81
150
Hake
@ 26
Pollock. eer..+++1

CHAPEL ANTHEMS !

building, costing

fmdnival
ARR a

ut y,

small.......300

NEW ANTHEM BOOK. Just Published

.
:
box which plays 132 tunes is to
ears of the Khedive.
McAllister has been sent to
the Administration to observe
4

The People’s Remedy.

10

Varnishes..1 00 @.¢ 00
Glue. ssvneseild @. 50
PETROLEUM.
Ornda.ceavssssses@eenss

.

mass meeting of the citizens of Wheaton, Il1.,
numbering four or five hundred, passed strong
- Kansas, Missouri and Iowa Improved Farm
quartz particles, and the sandy, plains of
resolutions condemning the present manageNew England contain usually less than 50 First Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed. We
ment of Wheaton College
and pledging to per cent. The remainder is made up qf noguarantee,as an assurance, that weloan not to
exceed one third of the actnal value.
In over
withdraw from it all patronage.
There is table quantities of potash and phosphorare reported to the number of twenty to
six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
ic acid, as found in other rock particles,
a prospect that Ohio Wesleyan Female College
__thirty daily.
the fertility of the deposits.—Sands- | delayed a day -on-interest or principal, 8S
A battle is reported to have occurred re- ‘will soon be incorporated with Ohio Wesleyan | ‘tence
for particulars and references.
S
contain
but little organic or combustible
the
cently in Cuba between the insurgents and University, the latter pledging to admit
J.B.
WATKINS
&
CO.,
Lawrence,
Kan.,
matter,
and
even
where
it
is
entirely
want_ Spanish troops, in which over six hundred | (exes on equal terms and to provide a Ladies’
ing, there is not necessarily sterility.
It
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broadway,
of the latter were killed.
order.-— William
course of study of high
is indeed surprising how luxuriously some New York.
’
1y49
Palm, a prominent German of St. Louis, be- plants will grow in pure sand, the grains
Personal.
:
.
queathed before his death at Rome, in 1870,the
of feldspar under the action of water supProf. Tenney
of Williams College, is bulk of his property to Washington University
plying the potash, and other rock particles
dead.
of the former city. The will has just been
the phosphoric acid needed in the strucSenator Blaine has started for Califor- probated and the ameunt realized will be ture. Nearly every kind of rock is found
nia.
about $100,000.——Rev. J. W, Hanna, a prom-. to contain traces of’ phosphoric acid, and
Gen. Grant speaks approvingly: of Mr.
no plant can grow without it.
inent Presbyterian - educator, has written
LY
Tayes's policy.
DR. J. B. HERBERT, assisted ‘by the best writThe sand which is often carted uponlow By
the
denying
papers
Chicago
the
in
letters
ers of the day. Supplies a longifelt need for a colMr. Moody never performs the marriage
bogs,
producing
sometimes
enormous lection
of new, short, and practical Anthems for
Copernican theory, and challenges opportunity
eeremony.
:
~
crops of rich upland grasses, acts as a kind
Choirs, Conventions,- Singing Classes, etc. Samto demonstrate that the planets do not revolve of manure. The conStant dampness aids pe copy mailed on receipt of retail price, $1.25.
President McMahon, of France, receives
i beral discount on quantities.
around the sun.,——The six music teachers of in rendering
a salary of $120,000. °
:
soluble or assimilable the
Mrs. John C. Green has given $50,000 to
the Pittsburgh public schools have been dis. plant food held in the grains of sand, and HEAVENWARD
! [SONGS of FAITH
the Presbyterian Hospital in New York.
It is evident is the leading new book | New Gospel Hymns and
Salaries of the high school teachers
missed,
the results are surprising.
Theodore Thomas is going to settle in have been cut down twelve per cent.—A
Sohgs by the
that our sandy plains are not to be over- of Sunday School Songs. | Sacred

Chicago.
A music
deliglit the
"Ae
‘General
Europeby
the war.

@.

5 ¢ 200
4 37 |Mediuma...27
Cod, I'rge, qtl 350 @@ 33s
prime factory 9 8 9%

whether
the patient has
directions.
The
patient

cine, he felt a severe burning

river, will be

completely separated, before it finally rests
upon the bottom.
The coarse pebbles will
fall to the bottom soonest,and form a separate covering; the next tofall will be coarse
sand, and the next the fine, and ultimately,
at a long distance from the place where

liniment.

next morning the physician calls and finds
his patient walking about perfectly well;
greatly surprised (and perhaps disappoint-

of good soil thrown

into a deep, quickly

the earth

a tablespoonful of the

No. 1dry 9

Am.puredry6@.

inns. i

him

12

Do.doanoil 11} @. 11%

¢ The physician who was called, finding
the principal symptoms which characterize the sciatic neuralgia, : prescribed a poUpland. Gulif.
tion consisting of three ounces ‘of honey
water, with a drachm of oil of G
+ and rose
A
R
turpentine, of which mixture the patient
; Mid.....12
QALY.
a. 124
Low
| waste take a tablespoonful four times daily ; Middling.. 2% @. 12%
and also a mixtire of two. ounces of oil of Gd. Middling. 125 a 1s
DOMESTICS.
turpentine and a drachm and a ‘halfof laud- |
anum Sydenhami, with which the painful _Sheetings and Shirtings-Heavy 44...8 @. 8
parts were to be rubbed.
Medium 4.4..62@.
7
| ““The prescriptions were put up and deDrills, brown..8
@.
8%
livered to the wife of the patient, who mis- Print Cloths....4% @. 4)
Cotton FI'n'ls..
@.
took the vials,and instead of giving her hushand the potion,rubs him with it,and gives |

The commen
white or yellow brown
sands so common
upon farms in many

most or quite valueless

F'ch

and intermitting.

was
the good-bye
social in the
have
been reduced
to the condition of
during which the audience was called
granular particles of greater or less fpeto order, and short remarks were made by
ness.
some of the Trustees and other friends of the
There are three prominent kinds of granfeature.of
pleasant
most
the
Perhaps
college.
ite; the quartsose, in which quartz pre‘the evening was the spontaneous expressions
dominates ;-the feldspathic, in which feldof good will on the part of the students toward
gpar prevails;-and the micacious, in which
the instructors, and of satisfaction with the
mica abounds.
Of the three,
quartsose
granite is the most abundant, and it folprivileges
afforded , by the school.
These
lows that as quartz is the
constituent
expressions were called forth by the final hand
most abundant,
it is found in exegess in
shakings
and approaching
separation,
and
In seeking for t
auses
contributed toward leaving in the minds of sandy deposits.
which
have
operated
to
produce
sand
beds
the te:chers
impressions of pleasure and
and ordinary soils, we must remember that
satisfaction concerning the yedr’s work.
A.
the whole of the.northern part of the UnitFrom thie report of the Faculty of Hillsdale
ed States is covered by drift, a mixture of
1-oltege recently made-to-the Board of -trasiees- ~gravels; sands; and
ys; which are large-we condense the following:
Your Faculty of ly the grist of the vast grinding proggsses
which occurred ‘during the glacial
epoch.
Instruction report a year of marked and unThese deposits have been brought great
qualified success in the discipline, schojarship
yndemorate-of-the-eoHegercFhere has-nol-boen distancesin many cases, and they nave
been subjected to dispersivéand separating
a single case of severe discipline. . . . Successinfluences of enormous
powery Floods,
ful scholarship has been securedto a’ larger
currents, moving ice, storms of wind, etc.,
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with close attention.
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fellow arrestFriday, was
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iljustrdtion was his own

Price's

near Sedaha,
on Thursday’
roof of the

found a watch recently stolen
evangelist
Sankey,
inscribed
The

On Friday
gramme was
speaking on
His address
but perhaps

:

convict

listened

especially by arousing
work.
:

explosion in a mine at Wheatland, Penn.
Five" persons were killed by the cars
striking "a
team
Wednesday.”

speaker was

The stirring, practical lectures by Dr. Dunn,
with which the college has from time to time
been favored, have been of great value, by
giving just conceptions of student life, and

&c.

Wednesday,

the literary

exercises with a salutatory, which was fol
lowed by declamations,
essays and scenes
interspersed with music. Rev. W. J. Fulton,
Pres. of the Shakesperian Society, closed With
a well delivered valedictory.
The
exercises
were varied and interesting, and ina hig?
degree creditable to the participants.
:
On Thursday evening a lecture was delivered in the chapel by Rev. R. Dunn, B.D. on
“True and False Dignity of the Student.”, ‘The

Political.
inated E. P. Allis, of Milwaukee,

of the laiter, opened
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in a few minutes.

observation of nearly

four years goes, and extended over the
‘the largest wheat growing-counties. A dark
picture of the sad times in California is
drawn, showing the surplus of laborers
and the'pitiable condition of the many out
of employment, a difficulty greatly aggravated by the competition of Chinese cheap
labor.
Bro. B. also states that instead of
cheap lands of great productive capacity,
good wheat farms are worth from $40 to
$50 per acre. The/ “cheap” lands are
rocky and unproductive and not worth
the taxes.
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refers especially to a quoted

sowing their grain in drills and cultivating
it, and by so doing doubling the product.

in a Pennsylvania coal mine, Saturday moroing.——At Columbus, Ohio, on Sunday, Louis
Maner, aged 26 years, was sunstruck while

pied by two Turkish batteries.
Constantinople advices claim that the Turks have
re-occupied Tirnova. The correspondent at

writer

paragraph in our columns some time since
which stated that farmers were generally
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which

This

were killed and wounded by a boiler explosion

the

expected struggle near Rugtchuk.
It is
reported that serious fighting has. occur-’
red between Drenova and Gabrova, and
that 5000 Russians are already at the latter
place and are advancing on Kasan.
A
Russian advanoc guard of Cossacks has attacked Jeni Sadavgh,
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Falls of

was
Yamaged $25,000 by fire on Saturday.
——The Washington mail train, at 6.40 P. M.,
Saturday, when opposite the West Philadelphia depot, jumped
the track, and the fireman
and one other ‘were killed.——Four people

back from Batoum and will

Vigorous preparations continue

the

suddenly

became affected with a pain in the left hip,
which grew worge by walking.
The pain,
which at first was circumscribed, soon extended to the thigh and the entire left exremity, obliging him to keep his bed.
here was no fever or sordid state of the
tongue; the pains were acute, piercing,
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Pasha still holds Kars with about 40,000
men, and that General Melikoff is at Zaim
with 85,000. The Muscovites, it is report-

CANDLES.

!

‘A man of good

I
i

BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending July 10, 1877,

published in Madrid,

has the following :

H. Baker,of Sheridan,
Plasser Co., in
which he desires to correct false impressions constantly being made by the Eastern
papers which innocently publish
rose-colored accounts of California and its advantages, written in the interest of speculators.

——The Lake Dunmore House, a summer resort at Salisbury, Vt., was burned on Saturday
afternoon.
The estimated loss ig $20,000; insurance, $10,600.——Thomas’s house and bone
mill at West Chester, Penun., were burned on
Saturday.
Loss,
y
ightman’s la-

miles north of Sukum-Kaleh.
Advices from Armenia state that Muktar

co, a medical journal

ABOUT CALIFORNIA,
“We have received a letter from Rey. A.

loss of life and property has probably resulted.

twenty

join Melikoff at Zaim.

is reported that

POWER OF MEBICINE.
~+—A.recent number of the Progreso. Medi-

264, 266 & 268 MOTT

War.

Goum,

casesin New

the French elections will be held on the 16th of
September and the secongl ballots on the 30th. |!
A voleanie eruption and destructive floods
(have prevailed recently in Ecuador, and much

On Friday laststhe Russians assumed the
\ offensive in the Caucasus, and drove the
Turks from their entrenched positions at

Tkvartcheli and occupied

six drowning
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from the Eastern
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